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Rapport annuel 2017 sur les résultats et l'impact des opérations
évaluées du FIDA (RARI)
Vue d'ensemble
1. Généralités. Le présent Rapport annuel sur les résultats et l’impact des opérations

évaluées du FIDA (RARI) est le quinzième qu’établit le Bureau indépendant de
l’évaluation du FIDA (IOE) depuis 2003. Le FIDA fait partie des rares organisations
multilatérales et bilatérales qui produisent annuellement un rapport de ce type, ce
qui témoigne de la détermination constante du Fonds à renforcer la
responsabilisation et l’apprentissage à l’appui d’un meilleur impact en matière de
développement.

2. Objectifs. Le RARI a deux grands objectifs: i) présenter une synthèse des
résultats des opérations du FIDA fondée sur une méthodologie d’évaluation
commune; et ii) mettre en relief les problèmes, enseignements et défis
systémiques et transversaux dont le FIDA et les pays bénéficiaires doivent se
préoccuper pour renforcer l'efficacité des opérations de développement financées
par le Fonds. Comme convenu l'année dernière avec le Conseil d'administration, le
RARI 2017 inclut un chapitre consacré, comme thème d'apprentissage, à la gestion
financière et la responsabilité fiduciaire dans les opérations financées par le FIDA.

3. Nouvelle méthodologie et nouvelles analyses. Le RARI 2017 inclut un certain
nombre des changements dans les critères relatifs à la nomenclature et aux
évaluations au niveau du projet présentés dans la deuxième édition du Manuel de
l'évaluation, à savoir: i) inclusion du critère de durabilité des avantages en tant que
quatrième composante de la performance du projet1; introduction de deux
nouveaux critères autonomes, à savoir la gestion de l'environnement et des
ressources naturelles et l'adaptation au changement climatique; ii) évaluation des
sous-domaines d'impact sur la pauvreté rurale fondée exclusivement sur des
observations qualitatives, puisqu'ils ne font plus l'objet d'une notation; et iii)
nouvelle nomenclature – l'évaluation de la stratégie et du programme de pays
(ESPP) remplace l'évaluation du programme de pays (EPP) et l'expression anglaise
"project performance assessment" (PPA) est remplacée par celle de "project
performance evaluation" (PPE), la formule française demeurant "évaluation de la
performance du projet (EvPP). Enfin, ce RARI comprend des tests T des critères
d'évaluation, afin de comparer des ensembles de données pour déterminer si les
différences constatées sont statistiquement significatives.

4. Contexte du RARI 2017. L'édition 2017 du RARI est la première produite dans le
cadre de la Dixième reconstitution des ressources du FIDA (FIDA10) (2016-2018).
Les observations qualitatives du RARI 2017 sont extraites d'évaluations réalisées
en 2016. Achevées entre 2010 et 2015, les évaluations de projets comprises dans
la cohorte de cette année, renforcent la base d'observations quantitatives pour les
périodes 2010-2012 et 2013-2015, coïncidant respectivement aux périodes de
FIDA8 et FIDA9. La plus grande robustesse des données disponibles pour ces deux
périodes permet de procéder à des analyses statistiques complémentaires pour
comparer leurs résultats, et de repérer les tendances qui donneront une indication
de la performance au cours de la prochaine période triennale (2016-2018), celle
couverte par FIDA10.

5. D'après le Rapport de la Consultation sur la Dixième reconstitution des ressources
du FIDA, le FIDA s'appuiera sur les effets positifs de sa performance récente pour
en reproduire les résultats à plus grande échelle ainsi que pour consolider les
approches stratégiques de FIDA9 (2013-2015). En conséquence, les priorités et les
domaines de réforme de FIDA10 sont en majorité les mêmes que ceux de FIDA9.
Le RARI 2017 comporte aussi, de ce fait, une comparaison des résultats de FIDA9

1 En plus de la pertinence, de l'efficacité et de l'efficience.
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par rapport à un certain nombre d'indicateurs2 du Cadre de mesure des résultats
(CMR) de FIDA10, cadre dans lequel ont été conservées de nombreuses cibles de
FIDA9; cette comparaison sert de base à une détermination prospective des
possibilités et des défis, à la lumière des priorités pour FIDA10 et au-delà.

6. Base de données sur l'évaluation indépendante et source d'informations.
La base de données sur l’évaluation indépendante, qui contient les notes attribuées
aux projets dans les évaluations indépendantes réalisées par IOE depuis 2002, est
librement accessible. Le RARI 2017 s'appuie sur les notes issues de 295
évaluations de projets achevés et de 40 évaluations de stratégies et de
programmes de pays.

7. Âge du portefeuille. Sur les 35 nouveaux projets évalués inclus dans le RARI
2017, huit ont été approuvés entre 1999 et 2003, 25 entre 2004 et 2008, et deux
entre 2009 et 2010. Tous ces projets ont été achevés et clôturés: quatre achevés
au cours de la période 2010-2012 et 31 achevés entre 2013 et 2015. La durée
moyenne des projets était de 7 ans, et quatre projets ont eu une période
d’exécution supérieure à dix ans. Compte tenu de l'âge du portefeuille de projets
analysés dans le RARI, il est important de noter que l'analyse de la performance ne
prend pas en compte des projets et initiatives de conception récente.

8. Méthodologie. Les évaluations de projet analysées dans le RARI 2017 ont été
conduites en 2016 et ont donc suivi les prescriptions de la seconde édition du
Manuel de l’évaluation, publié en décembre 2015. C'est donc la première fois, cette
année, que cette nouvelle méthodologie est reflétée dans le RARI. Les critères
d'évaluation et les définitions incluses dans la version révisée de l'accord
d'harmonisation3 entre la direction et IOE, appliqués dans les évaluations conduites
en 2017, seront pleinement reflétés dans le RARI 2018.

9. Pour chaque projet, l'évaluation et la notation portent sur neuf critères
d'évaluation: pertinence, efficacité, efficience, durabilité des avantages, impact sur
la pauvreté rurale, égalité des sexes et autonomisation des femmes, innovation et
reproduction à plus grande échelle, gestion de l'environnement et des ressources
naturelles, et adaptation au changement climatique; ces deux derniers critères
étaient précédemment notés conjointement, comme sous-domaine de l'impact sur
la pauvreté rurale, et sont désormais notés comme des critères autonomes et
distincts 4.

10. IOE utilise également deux critères d’évaluation composites: la performance du
projet et les résultats globaux du projet. La performance du projet est obtenue en
faisant la moyenne des notes relatives à quatre critères d'évaluation distincts
(pertinence, efficacité, efficience et durabilité – nouvellement incluse), tandis que
les résultats globaux du projet sont fondés sur l'ensemble des neuf critères
désormais utilisés par IOE (mais n'en constituent pas une moyenne). Enfin, chaque
projet est également évalué du point de vue de la performance du FIDA et du
gouvernement en tant que partenaires, conformément à la pratique suivie par
d'autres institutions financières internationales.

2 Compte tenu de la nature et du centre d’intérêt des évaluations indépendantes, le RARI est en mesure de rendre
compte de l’efficacité du FIDA en matière de développement par rapport aux niveaux 2 à 4 du CMR de FIDA10, à
savoir: Effets et impact des projets appuyés par le FIDA sur le développement; Produits des programmes de pays et
des projets; et Efficacité opérationnelle des programmes de pays et des projets.
3 Accord entre la direction du FIDA et le Bureau indépendant de l’évaluation du FIDA sur l’harmonisation des méthodes
et systèmes d'évaluation indépendante et d'autoévaluation du FIDA. Première partie: critères.
https://webapps.ifad.org/members/eb/120/docs/french/EB-2017-120-INF-2.pdf.
4 Conformément à la nouvelle méthodologie, la gestion de l'environnement et des ressources naturelles ainsi que
l'adaptation au changement climatique ne figurent plus parmi les domaines d'impact contribuant à l'impact sur la
pauvreté rurale. Les quatre domaines d'impact restants (Revenus et avoirs nets des ménages;  Capital humain et
social et autonomisation; Sécurité alimentaire et productivité agricole; Institutions et politiques) ne sont plus notés.
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11. Barème de notation et séries de données. IOE utilise un barème de notation5

comportant six niveaux pour évaluer la performance relative à chaque critère
d’évaluation. Les notes, qui sont les éléments de base des rapports sur la
performance établis par IOE à l’issue de ses évaluations, sont agrégées et utilisées
dans les analyses du RARI pour rendre compte de la performance opérationnelle du
FIDA.

12. Les notes des évaluations de projet sont présentées dans le RARI, par année
d'achèvement, sous la forme de deux séries de données: i) ensemble des données
d’évaluation; et ii) données tirées uniquement des validations de rapports
d’achèvement de projet (VRAP) et des évaluations de la performance des projets
(EvPP). La première série correspond aux notes des projets tirées des 295 rapports
d’évaluation établis depuis 2002; la seconde contient seulement les données
provenant des 157 VRAP, des EvPP et des évaluations d’impact. Les principales
tendances en matière de performance sont expliquées dans le cadre d’une analyse
de la proportion de projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux. Le RARI utilise des
moyennes mobiles sur trois ans pour mettre en évidence des tendances à long
terme et pour lisser les fluctuations à court terme.

13. Performance du portefeuille. Dans l'ensemble, la performance des projets
financés par le FIDA présente des évolutions positives depuis 2009. Le graphique 1
offre une vue d’ensemble des tendances de la performance du projet, du résultat
global du projet, de l’impact sur la pauvreté rurale et de la performance des
partenaires. Le graphique confirme l'évolution de la performance, depuis le point le
plus bas de la courbe en 2009-20116 jusqu'à son redressement en 2011-20137.
Plus de 80% des projets évalués en 2013-2015 ont été jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou
mieux en termes d'impact sur la pauvreté rurale (85%), de résultat global (81%)
et de performance du FIDA en tant que partenaire (88%). La performance du
gouvernement s’est considérablement améliorée – puisque l’on est passé de 60%
des projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux en 2009-2011 à 77% en 2013-
2015. À l'heure actuelle, 67% des projets obtiennent une note "plutôt satisfaisant"
ou mieux du point de vue de la performance du projet. La nouvelle définition de la
performance du projet, qui inclut la durabilité des avantages, est reflétée dans la
courbe des tendances de 2011 à 2015, années au cours desquelles les projets ont
été achevés.

5 Les projets ayant obtenu la note "plutôt satisfaisant" ou une meilleure note se situent dans la zone "satisfaisant" (4-6),
et les projets ayant obtenu la note "plutôt insuffisant" ou une moins bonne note se situent dans la zone "insuffisant"
(1-3).
6 Le RARI 2015 a attribué cette baisse de performance au fait qu'une partie des projets évalués et achevés au cours de
la période 2009-2011 avaient été exécutés dans des pays connaissant des situations de fragilité, et qu'elle reflétait
aussi l'introduction du premier Manuel de l'évaluation du FIDA, en 2008, qui avait servi de base pour les projets
évalués à partir de 2009. Les notes concernant l'efficience et la performance du gouvernement étaient particulièrement
faibles.
7 Le RARI 2016 attribue l'amélioration de la performance aux changements significatifs introduits dans le modèle
opérationnel du FIDA à partir de 2007 (comme l'examen ex ante, la supervision directe et la décentralisation), qui
commencent à apparaître dans les données d'évaluation.
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Graphique 1
Vue d’ensemble combinée des principaux critères d’évaluation, pourcentage de projets jugés
plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux

Source: Base de données IOE, mars 2017.

14. Cette tendance positive dans la performance du portefeuille trouve une
confirmation supplémentaire dans l'amélioration de la performance entre FIDA8
(2009-2012) et FIDA9 (2013-2015). L'analyse des notes par période de
reconstitution fait apparaître une bonne performance des opérations sortant du
portefeuille au cours de FIDA9. Les critères pour lesquels les performances sont les
meilleures en termes de pourcentage le plus élevé de projets jugés plutôt
satisfaisants ou mieux sont la pertinence (90%), la performance du FIDA en tant
que partenaire (87%), et l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes
(85%). L'amélioration de la performance entre FIDA8 et FIDA9 est également
confirmée pour un certain nombre de critères choisis sur la base d'un test T sur
deux échantillons de données tirées de VRAP/EvPP. Pour la pertinence, la
performance du FIDA en tant que partenaire, l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation
des femmes, l'innovation et la reproduction à plus grande échelle, ainsi que la
performance du projet, les notes moyennes présentent des augmentations
statistiquement significatives.

15. Malgré ces améliorations, la performance du portefeuille a commencé à atteindre
un palier, essentiellement du fait de notes seulement plutôt satisfaisantes. Au
cours de la période 2013-2015, et bien que la performance du FIDA en tant que
partenaire ait augmenté pour atteindre 88% de projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants
ou mieux, le graphique 1 fait apparaître un léger déclin de la performance pour le
résultat global du projet (81%), la performance du gouvernement (77%), l'impact
sur la pauvreté rurale (85%) et la performance du projet (67%). Le déclin de la
performance du projet peut être attribué au déclin du pourcentage de projets jugés
plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux sur les plans de l'efficacité (de 77 à 75%) et de
l'efficience (de 61 à 57%), étant donné que la pertinence a légèrement augmenté
(de 88 à 90%) et que la durabilité des avantages est demeurée stable à 65%.
Parmi les critères spécifiques au FIDA, l'innovation et la reproduction à plus grande
échelle ont légèrement augmenté, pour atteindre 91%, tandis que la performance
concernant l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes demeure stable
avec 85% de projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux, alors que la gestion de
l'environnement et des ressources naturelles (GERN) recule à 77%. Sur les 28
projets incluant le nouveau critère d'adaptation au changement climatique et
achevés au cours de la période 2013-2015, 74% ont été jugés plutôt satisfaisants
ou mieux. Du fait de la nouveauté de ce critère et du volume limité de données en
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résultant, le suivi des expériences d'adaptation au changement climatique est plus
difficile qu'avec le critère bien établi de la GERN.

16. L'efficience et la durabilité des avantages constituent depuis longtemps des goulets
d'étranglement pour la performance des projets, avec les moyennes les plus basses
au cours de la période 2007 à 2015, respectivement 3,62 et 3,67. Au cours de la
période 2013-2015, l'efficience demeure le critère dont la performance est la plus
faible, avec pour causes des coûts élevés de projet, une rotation fréquente du
personnel et des dépassements des délais d'exécution dus à des retards
significatifs dans le démarrage des projets. Bien que la performance en matière de
durabilité des avantages se soit améliorée, le progrès est en phase de
ralentissement en raison de problèmes récurrents de fragilité des résultats à
l'achèvement, d'une appropriation limitée par les bénéficiaires et de l'absence
d'une stratégie claire de désengagement du projet – qui avait notamment fait
l'objet d'une recommandation dans le RARI 2015.

17. Pour ce qui concerne l'impact sur la pauvreté rurale, la tendance d'ensemble est
constamment positive avec une moyenne de 4,09 de 2007 à 2015 et 84,9% de
projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux en 2013-2015. Toutefois, la
performance récente de l'impact sur la pauvreté rurale a atteint un palier et a
même légèrement diminué. Dans les projets jugés insuffisants en termes d'impact
sur la pauvreté rurale, les évaluations de 2016 mettent en lumière des problèmes
liés à la stratégie de ciblage et un manque de clarté dans la définition du groupe
cible. Le ciblage est également un facteur clé dans la performance en termes de
pertinence, qui a aussi atteint un palier, avec 52% de projets jugés plutôt
satisfaisants ou mieux.

18. Les évaluations de 2015 et 2016 ont systématiquement constaté que les analyses
de la pauvreté réalisées au moment de la conception ne permettent pas de rendre
suffisamment compte des différences entre groupes de ruraux pauvres; les
activités des projets n'atteignent pas tous les bénéficiaires cibles, et en particulier
les plus pauvres; et les stratégies ne sont souvent pas assez souples pour
s'adapter aux changements au cours de l'exécution.

19. Les besoins spécifiques des femmes et les contraintes auxquelles elles doivent faire
face n'ont pas toujours été suffisamment analysés et intégrés à la conception et à
la planification des programmes. Les évaluations de 2016 ont constaté que la prise
en considération de manière explicite des besoins spécifiques des femmes et des
stratégies de ciblage des femmes est essentielle pour faire en sorte que les
femmes aient un égal accès aux avantages et que leurs besoins stratégiques soient
pris en compte. Des stratégies spécifiques de ciblage sont spécialement requises
pour répondre aux besoins de différents groupes de femmes qui sont plus
susceptibles d'être laissées pour compte, comme les femmes très pauvres, sans
terre, autochtones ou à la tête d'un ménage.

20. Pour ce qui concerne la sécurité alimentaire et la productivité agricole, le FIDA a
inclus dans le CMR de FIDA10 deux nouvelles cibles d'impact en rapport avec
l'amélioration de la production et l'amélioration de l'accès au marché. Toutefois,
ces cibles mesurent à la fois la production agricole et non agricole, avec le risque
de négliger la productivité agricole en termes de sécurité alimentaire. Cet accent
accru placé sur la production commerciale trouve son reflet dans l'échantillon de
programmes évalués dans le Rapport de synthèse d'évaluations (RSE) sur l'accès
des petits exploitants aux marchés, qui a conclu que l'amélioration de l'accès aux
marchés ne suffit pas, à elle seule, à conduire à une amélioration de la sécurité
alimentaire. Malgré l'augmentation de la productivité agricole, l'impact des projets
sur la nutrition infantile est demeuré limité et les régimes alimentaires restent dans
une large mesure inchangés. La question des taux de malnutrition inchangés se
rapporte aussi à l'absence de données ventilées.
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21. Évaluation comparative de la performance des projets. Dans l'ensemble, la
performance des projets du FIDA demeure solide et équivalente à celle des
opérations de la Banque mondiale dans le secteur de l'agriculture, comme le
montre le tableau 1. Au niveau régional, le FIDA a toujours le plus haut
pourcentage de performance des projets jugée plutôt satisfaisante ou mieux au
cours d'une période donnée, lorsque les projets financés par le FIDA dans les
régions Afrique, et Asie et Pacifique, sont comparés à ceux, respectivement, de la
Banque africaine de développement (BAfD) et de la Banque asiatique de
développement (BAsD). Notamment, l'inclusion de la durabilité des avantages dans
les notes de performance du projet a renforcé la comparabilité des résultats du
FIDA et ceux des banques régionales.
Tableau 1
Performance des projets – pourcentage de projets de développement agricole et rural notés
plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux (ensemble des données d'évaluation)
Périodes FIDA

2002-2015
FIDA
Afrique
2002-2015

FIDA
Asie et
Pacifique
2002-2015

Banque
mondiale
2002-2015

BAfD
2002-2013

BAsD
2002-2014

2002-2015
(pourcentage)

75% 68% 88% 76% 44% 65%

Nombre de
projets
d'agriculture
évalués

279 129 73 662 131 92

Source: Bases de données sur l’évaluation indépendante de l’Unité d’évaluation indépendante du développement
de la Banque africaine de développement, du Département de l’évaluation indépendante de la Banque asiatique de
développement, du Groupe de l’évaluation indépendante de la Banque mondiale, et d’IOE.

22. Performance des pays. Les évaluations de la stratégie et du programme des
pays (ESPP) analysent la performance au-delà du niveau du projet et en rendent
compte, et repèrent les enseignements transversaux dans les programmes de pays
du FIDA. Elles évaluent la performance du portefeuille dans le domaine des
activités hors prêts (participation à l'élaboration des politiques au niveau du pays,
gestion des savoirs et établissement de partenariats). Le RARI de cette année
inclut quatre nouvelles ESPP réalisées au Mozambique, au Nicaragua, aux
Philippines et en République démocratique du Congo.

23. La gestion des savoirs, l'établissement de partenariats et la participation à
l'élaboration des politiques au niveau du pays sont des actions interdépendantes
visant à compléter les projets d’investissement du FIDA. Le graphique 2 présente
l'évolution de la performance des activités hors prêts de 2006 à 2016. Cette
performance s'est améliorée de manière significative entre 2006 et 2011, mais a
ensuite connu un plateau entre 2011 et 2014. La période 2013-2015 a été
marquée par une autre évolution de la performance, avec une amélioration en
matière de gestion des savoirs et des déclins en matière de participation à
l'élaboration des politiques au niveau du pays et d'établissement de partenariats. À
partir de 2014, notamment, l'établissement de partenariats n'est plus l'activité hors
prêts la plus performante, en raison de l'amélioration régulière dans le domaine de
la gestion des savoirs. Toutefois, l'évolution positive de la gestion des savoirs,
passant de 67% de programmes de pays plutôt satisfaisants au cours de la période
2010-2012 à 75% en 2014-2016, a maintenant atteint un plateau. La performance
en matière de concertation sur les politiques au niveau des pays a décliné, passant
de 73% de programmes de pays jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux pendant la
période 2009-2011, à 58% pendant la période 2011-2014 et à 50% pendant la
période 2014-2016.
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Graphique 2
Performance des activités hors prêts pendant la période 2006-2016 (année de l'évaluation)
(Pourcentage de projets jugés plutôt satisfaisants ou mieux, par critère)

Source: Base de données IOE, mars 2017.

24. Les ESPP de 2016 mettent en relief l'importance des activités hors prêts en tant
que moyens d'accroître l'impact global des résultats des programmes de pays du
FIDA et de recenser les facteurs du renforcement des capacités du FIDA. La mise
en place de solides plateformes de gestion des savoirs dans le cadre des
programmes de pays constitue une première étape essentielle à l'amélioration
d'ensemble des activités hors prêts. Ces plateformes rendent possible un flux
critique de savoirs allant de l'Unité de gestion du programme (UGP) au FIDA et au
gouvernement et, par la suite, aux partenaires externes. Deuxièmement, axer les
activités hors prêts sur le programme de pays et les processus programmatiques
existants contribue, compte tenu de la limitation des ressources, à l'amélioration
des résultats. Troisièmement, il est nécessaire de concevoir, pour les activités hors
prêts, un système cohérent énonçant la manière dont les produits issus de la
gestion des savoirs contribuent à l'établissement des partenariats, et ensuite la
manière dont ces partenariats aboutissent à une participation efficace à
l'élaboration des politiques, qui améliore les résultats du programme de pays. Enfin,
compte tenu des ressources limitées disponibles pour les activités hors prêts, les
ESPP de 2016 ont mis en lumière le fait que les dons constituent un instrument
utile pour établir des partenariats, renforcer les capacités nationales et participer à
l'élaboration des politiques au niveau du pays.

25. Thème d'apprentissage 2017 sur la gestion financière et  les
responsabilités fiduciaires. Comme convenu par le Conseil d'administration en
septembre 2016, la gestion financière et les responsabilités fiduciaires dans les
opérations financées par le FIDA ont été retenues comme thème d'apprentissage
pour le RARI 2017. Étant donné que les projets financés par le FIDA sont gérés au
niveau national, en utilisant les systèmes publics nationaux de gestion financière,
le FIDA doit obtenir l'assurance, de la part des emprunteurs/bénéficiaires, qu'ils
respectent les normes fiduciaires du FIDA, notamment en appliquant des
dispositions adéquates relatives à la gestion financière8. À cet effet, le FIDA
supervise l'efficacité des dispositions en place relatives à la gestion financière et
apporte un appui à la capacité fiduciaire de l'emprunteur, tant au stade de la
conception du projet qu'au cours de son exécution.

8 L'expression "gestion financière" fait référence à l'organisation, la budgétisation, la comptabilité, le contrôle interne,
les flux de fonds, l'information financière et les modalités de la vérification interne et externe des comptes par lesquels
les emprunteurs/bénéficiaires reçoivent des fonds, les dépensent, et en enregistrent l'utilisation. (Manuel de gestion
financière et d'administration 2016, p. 3).
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26. Les données factuelles issues des rapports d'évaluation et des examens du
portefeuille font apparaître cinq grands enseignements, qui mettent en évidence les
éléments moteurs d'une gestion réussie des responsabilités fiduciaires, ainsi que
les obstacles à cette réussite.

27. Enseignement 1: L'introduction de mesures apportant, avant l'exécution, une
réponse aux faiblesses identifiées dans la capacité de gestion au niveau
institutionnel et à celui du projet réduit l'exposition inutile au risque fiduciaire. Les
projets du FIDA sont exposés à de multiples risques: problèmes de gouvernance au
niveau national ou sectoriel (y compris la corruption); réglementations et
structures juridiques complexes, peu claires ou inefficaces; et faiblesse des
institutions et des capacités, pesant sur l'exécution du projet et compromettant la
gestion financière et le respect des normes fiduciaires. Les évaluations de la
gestion financière (EGF) sont essentielles pour déterminer les risques inhérents9

dans le cadre du processus d'évaluation d'ensemble du risque fiduciaire du projet
(RFP) (introduit en 2012), mené initialement au cours de la conception du projet
puis réexaminé au moins une fois par an tout au long de la durée de vie du projet.
Les structures de gestion du projet, englobant la surveillance par le comité de
pilotage, les hauts cadres du ministère ainsi que l'UGP, constituent des éléments
organisationnels essentiels à un contexte favorable à l'exécution.

28. Enseignement 2: Gérer les responsabilités fiduciaires en appliquant les
réglementations et les systèmes nationaux peut impliquer un compromis entre les
risques à court terme et la durabilité à long terme. Les projets du FIDA utilisent,
lorsque c'est possible, les systèmes publics nationaux de gestion financière10. Étant
donné que les systèmes gouvernementaux peinent habituellement à répondre aux
exigences fiduciaires du FIDA (comme la planification et la budgétisation intégrées
des travaux, l'information financière et la passation des marchés), il est inévitable
que l'exécution du projet accroisse les risques fiduciaires11. Les mesures
d'atténuation de ces risques comprennent habituellement un renforcement des
capacités axé sur le contexte immédiat de gestion financière du projet. Toutefois,
dans la mesure où un renforcement plus général des capacités nationales ne relève
pas du mandat du FIDA, il est nécessaire de prévoir des mesures spécifiques au
projet pour protéger la gestion financière des risques inhérents aux systèmes
existants. Souvent renforcées par un appui supplémentaire à l'exécution apporté
par le FIDA, elles comportent des risques fiduciaires à court terme mais
compromettent aussi la durabilité à long terme des capacités du projet.

29. Enseignement 3: Un suivi fiduciaire efficace améliore les contrôles sur la gestion
financière et la conformité aux normes fiduciaires, mais n'élimine pas les risques
fiduciaires. La faiblesse de la gestion demeure l'un des problèmes fondamentaux de
la conformité aux normes fiduciaires. Elle est fréquemment liée à une incapacité à
mettre en place un personnel adéquat en termes de nombre et de compétences, à
laquelle s'ajoute la rotation des titulaires de postes clés. Une capacité de gestion
insuffisante se traduit par une planification inefficace et souvent peu réaliste, des
retards dans la passation des marchés, des perturbations dans les flux de fonds, un
suivi inadéquat des activités du projet, et en fin de compte un retour sur
investissement sous-optimal. L'insuffisance des contrôles financiers est souvent la

9 Une évaluation de la gestion financière et une synthèse fiduciaire au niveau du pays apportent des éléments
d'information à l'EGF au niveau du projet. Elles s'appuient sur l'examen de la documentation pertinente disponible sur:
la gouvernance; les notes figurant dans l'édition la plus récente de l’indice de perception de la corruption de
Transparency International; les conclusions de tout éventuel diagnostic récent de la gestion financière financé par un
donateur; et tous les éventuels rapports récents publiés par des donateurs et des partenaires du développement
(comme les évaluations des dépenses publiques et de la responsabilité financière ou autres documents du même
ordre). Ces informations sont complétées par des données sur le portefeuille en cours du FIDA dans le pays et sur les
notes relatives au risque de gestion financière attribuées à ce portefeuille.
10 Y compris les comptes uniques de trésorerie, les budgets, les systèmes intégrés de comptabilité financière, les
institutions d'audit interne et les procédures administratives d'autorisation des dépenses ou les institutions supérieures
de contrôle des finances publiques (SAI).
11 Rapports sur l'état d'avancement des projets du FIDA.
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cause de retards dans l'exécution et provoque parfois l'échec du projet. Il est
nécessaire, pour maîtriser les risques fiduciaires, que le suivi de la gestion
financière au niveau du projet mette particulièrement l'accent sur les domaines
suivants de maîtrise du risque: i) décaissement/retraits; ii) programme de travail
et budget; iii) audits portant sur la gestion interne et le respect des engagements
contractuels; et iv) passation des marchés.

30. Enseignement 4: La supervision des projets contribue à la conformité aux normes
fiduciaires si et lorsqu'elle est appuyée par des mesures crédibles visant à en
assurer le respect et accompagnées d'un appui efficace à l'exécution. La
supervision par le FIDA apporte un complément et un renforcement au suivi des
risques fiduciaires du projet. Cette supervision a pour objectifs: i) de surveiller le
fonctionnement des dispositifs de maîtrise du risque au niveau du projet et
d'améliorer ainsi le respect, par le projet, des obligations fiduciaires liées au prêt;
et ii) d'accroître la capacité des projets de gérer correctement leurs activités en
général, et celles relatives aux finances en particulier. À ces fins, le FIDA surveille
les éventuelles défaillances dans la performance des contrôles, et fournit des
incitations appropriées pour améliorer la performance du contrôle.

31. Enseignement 5: L'appui à l'exécution réduit les risques du contrôle fiduciaire,
mais il est limité par les coûts de transaction élevés. Les mesures d'appui à
l'exécution renforcent le contrôle fiduciaire, dans la mesure où elles apportent une
réponse aux faiblesses existantes dans la gestion financière du projet. Intervenant
à la suite des problèmes détectés au cours de la supervision des projets, le FIDA a
fourni un appui consultatif pour résoudre des problèmes spécifiques et une
formation pour le développement des capacités locales. De manière générale, ces
mesures, couvrant toute la gamme des préoccupations fiduciaires – y compris la
préparation et l'exécution du programme de travail et budget, les questions
techniques, le système de suivi-évaluation (S&E), les outils d'établissement des
rapports, la passation des marchés et d'autres questions financières – ont
contribué à améliorer la performance fiduciaire du projet. Toutefois, le coût
effectivement élevé des missions de supervision en a limité la fréquence.

32. En résumé, la conformité aux normes fiduciaires exige, en termes institutionnels et
procéduraux, des réponses soigneusement adaptées à l'extrême diversité des
conditions et des dynamiques des différents pays. La durabilité des résultats du
projet exige, à son tour, que les institutions nationales pilotent ces solutions, le
FIDA se tenant en réserve pour aider à l'exécution. Par conséquent, le premier
principe directeur qui émerge pour le FIDA est le suivant: une gestion réussie des
responsabilités fiduciaires exige de la rigueur plutôt que de la rigidité dans la
préparation, la conception, la supervision, l'exécution et l'appui technique aux
projets. En fin de compte, l'unique moyen de répondre au risque fiduciaire est de
contribuer au développement de la capacité institutionnelle; seule une perspective
à moyen ou à long terme semble réaliste pour réduire sérieusement les niveaux de
risque.

33. Conclusions. Le RARI 2017 présente les conclusions suivantes, qui prennent en
compte les problèmes et les enseignements transversaux.

34. La performance des opérations du FIDA s'est améliorée à partir de 2009; cette
performance commence toutefois à atteindre un plateau. Entre FIDA8 et FIDA9, on
a observé une amélioration statistiquement significative dans les moyennes des
critères choisis, comme la pertinence, l'innovation et la reproduction à plus grande
échelle, l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes, et la performance du
FIDA en tant que partenaire. Pour ce qui concerne d'autres critères d'évaluation,
comme l'efficacité, l'efficience, la performance du projet, l'impact, la durabilité, la
gestion des ressources naturelles, la performance du gouvernement en tant que
partenaire et le résultat global du projet, la performance a connu un plateau au
cours de la période 2013-2015. La durabilité et l'efficience continuent d'exiger
l'attention du FIDA et demeurent les critères pour lesquels la performance est la
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plus faible, le second suivant au cours des dernières années une pente légèrement
déclinante. Dans l'ensemble, les notes des évaluations demeurent dans la zone
"plutôt satisfaisant" (4).

35. Il ressort des notes attribuées par IOE que la performance de la majorité des
critères est actuellement inférieure aux cibles établies dans les CMR de FIDA9 et
FIDA10. Pour quatre des critères (efficacité, efficience, durabilité des avantages, et
gestion de l'environnement et des ressources naturelles) les notes sont de 10 à 20
points de pourcentage inférieures aux cibles de 2018, ce qui traduit la nécessité
d'efforts accrus dans ces domaines. Pour trois autres critères (performance du
gouvernement en tant que partenaire, impact sur la pauvreté rurale, et égalité des
sexes et autonomisation des femmes), les notes sont inférieures au maximum à
cinq points de pourcentage de la cible. L'innovation et la reproduction à plus
grande échelle ont dépassé la cible de 1%. L'adaptation au changement climatique
a dépassé une cible prudente. On ne dispose toutefois, à ce jour, que de peu
d'observations sur ce critère. Les cibles ci-dessus ne seront pas mesurées par les
notes d'IOE, mais par celles de la direction, et FIDA10 étant encore en cours
d'exécution, cette observation appelle l'attention de la direction sur la nécessité de
poursuivre les améliorations pour atteindre ces cibles d'ici 2018.

36. Une bonne performance sur le terrain est déterminée par des stratégies de ciblage
bien définies. Les projets du FIDA dont les performances sont bonnes présentent
une forte pertinence pour le contexte socioéconomique et les besoins des
bénéficiaires, ainsi que pour les priorités institutionnelles. Des stratégies de ciblage
bien définies garantissent la cohérence de la pertinence du projet, en particulier
pour les bénéficiaires, depuis la conception du projet jusqu'à la réalisation des
objectifs. Les principaux problèmes soulevés par les évaluations se rapportent aux
lacunes dans l'identification des différents groupes socioéconomiques et aux
besoins et demandes propres qu'ils expriment. De même, il arrive fréquemment
que les ajustements introduits au cours de l'exécution du projet ne prennent pas
pleinement en compte la différenciation des besoins entre les groupes les plus
vulnérables, les jeunes et les femmes en particulier.

37. Il est indispensable de promouvoir l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des
femmes pour relever le défi du Programme 2030 concernant l'amélioration de la
sécurité alimentaire et nutritionnelle et l'élimination de la pauvreté rurale. Parmi les
Objectifs de développement durable (ODD), l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation
des femmes constituent à la fois un but (ODD5) et un moyen de réaliser les ODD
pour faire disparaître la faim et la pauvreté. Le Cadre stratégique du FIDA (2016-
2025) inclut l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes parmi les principes
d'engagement et envisage la reproduction à plus grande échelle de ses pratiques
actuelles en matière d'intégration de la problématique hommes-femmes afin de
parvenir à un impact transformant les rapports entre les sexes et contribuant à la
réalisation des ODD. Selon les évaluations d'IOE, l'égalité des sexes et
l'autonomisation des femmes demeurent les indicateurs présentant les meilleures
performances. Il existe toutefois une marge de progression. Le RSE sur l'égalité
des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes fournit des indications sur la manière
dont le FIDA peut stimuler des impacts transformant davantage les rapports entre
les sexes. Les pratiques les plus efficaces sont celles qui brisent les rôles imposés
et les stéréotypes, améliorent la représentation et l'expression dans la
gouvernance locale, et apportent une formation professionnelle. La transformation
exige aussi, toutefois, des changements dans les normes et les pratiques
culturelles, au-delà des capacités individuelles, ainsi que des changements
systémiques, par exemple dans la législation, les politiques et les capacités des
gouvernements, où subsistent encore d'importantes lacunes.

38. La nécessité d'améliorer les données du système de S&E est largement reconnue
au FIDA. L'absence de données ventilées constitue une préoccupation spécifique
aux domaines de la gestion de l'environnement et des ressources naturelles, de
l'adaptation au changement climatique, de la sécurité alimentaire et de la
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productivité agricole. La direction a pris, en 2016, des mesures en vue du
renforcement de ses systèmes de S&E, reposant sur le Cadre du FIDA relatif à
l'efficacité en matière de développement. Toutefois, les évaluations examinées
dans ce RARI mettent en lumière le besoin de données davantage ventilées pour
deux des critères: i) gestion de l'environnement et des ressources naturelles; et
ii) adaptation au changement climatique. Au cours de la période de FIDA9, ces
critères étaient fusionnés, ce qui s'est traduit par une prédominance des données
concrètes relatives au premier et à des éléments limités concernant le second. La
scission entre les deux dans le cadre de FIDA10 constitue un pas en avant positif,
s'il est accompagné d'une meilleure disponibilité des données. L'autre domaine
correspond au critère de la sécurité alimentaire et de la productivité agricole. On
dispose de données concrètes principalement sur la productivité agricole, mais
moins nombreuses sur la sécurité alimentaire, et en particulier la nutrition. Il est
important de noter que l'amélioration de la production et de la productivité
alimentaires peuvent ne pas conduire automatiquement à une meilleure nutrition.

39. Le thème d'apprentissage du RARI 2017 prend en considération le défi consistant à
assurer la responsabilité fiduciaire des organismes gouvernementaux. La
performance du gouvernement est l'élément moteur principal pour ce qui concerne
la gestion financière, la passation des marchés, les audits, et la cohérence entre
l'exécution et la planification. Le FIDA joue un rôle essentiel dans l'évaluation et
l'atténuation des risques, assurant en outre la supervision et l'appui à l'exécution.

40. Le recours aux systèmes nationaux et les capacités inégales des institutions
gouvernementales, particulièrement en matière de passation des marchés,
constituent, pour les projets de prêt du FIDA, un problème qui contribue à la
lenteur de l'exécution, ce qui affecte la performance du projet. Compte tenu de la
diversité des contextes nationaux dans lesquels intervient le FIDA, la réponse à
cette situation exige des approches procédurales spécialement adaptées de la
conformité financière, pilotées par les institutions nationales avec l'appui à
l'exécution du FIDA. Ceci permet au FIDA de maintenir la rigueur dans la gestion
de sa responsabilité fiduciaire sans pour autant faire obstacle à une exécution
harmonieuse.

41. Sauf pour ce qui concerne la gestion des savoirs, les évaluations n'ont relevé que
des progrès limités dans le domaine des activités hors prêts au cours des dernières
années. Les activités hors prêts (gestion des savoirs, établissement de partenariats
et participation à l'élaboration des politiques au niveau du pays) se renforcent
mutuellement pour apporter un complément aux projets d'investissement du FIDA
et démultiplier l'impact des opérations qu'il finance sur le terrain. La gestion des
savoirs a connu une tendance à l'amélioration, mais elle atteint actuellement un
plateau. Pour les partenariats et la participation à l'élaboration des politiques au
niveau du pays, la tendance est à la décroissance de la performance.

42. En résumé, bien que des améliorations significatives aient été notées entre les
périodes de FIDA8 et FIDA9, le plateau récemment observé dans la performance
constitue un appel à agir si le FIDA doit atteindre la totalité des cibles de FIDA10. Il
existe une marge d'amélioration pour aller au-delà de la note "plutôt satisfaisant"
dans des domaines de force parmi lesquels la pertinence, l'égalité des sexes et
l'autonomisation des femmes, ainsi que l'innovation et la reproduction à plus
grande échelle. Une amélioration dans ces trois domaines transversaux – ciblage,
égalité des sexes et autonomisation des femmes, ainsi que dans les activités hors
prêts – peut jouer un rôle de catalyseur en vue d'une meilleure performance sur le
terrain dans les programmes de pays et renforcer sensiblement les impacts sur la
pauvreté rurale. Des efforts concertés de la part de la direction seront nécessaires
pour libérer pleinement le potentiel de ces domaines. Le RARI 2017 formule les
recommandations suivantes pour apporter une réponse aux défis les plus urgents.
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43. Recommandations. Le Conseil est invité à adopter les recommandations
suivantes:

44. Recommandation 1. Veiller à ce que la consolidation des résultats de
FIDA9 ne se traduise pas par une stagnation au cours de FIDA10 et au-
delà. Les cibles ambitieuses proposées pour FIDA10 exigent que les opérations du
FIDA fassent fond sur ses points forts et cherchent à résoudre les goulets
d'étranglement qui limitent depuis longtemps la performance, afin d'optimiser les
résultats durables. Un tel saut suppose une modification du mode opératoire du
FIDA, incluant une nouvelle approche de la conception du programme permettant
aux opérations du FIDA de produire de manière efficiente des résultats pertinents
et durables pour les bénéficiaires ciblés. Cela suppose une approche holistique qui
améliore la corrélation entre le COSOP et la réserve de projets, et réduit le fossé
entre la conception et l'exécution du projet grâce à une participation accrue du
gouvernement, rendue possible par la plus forte décentralisation du FIDA. Afin de
lancer cette évolution du paradigme, la direction peut définir, pour FIDA11, des
cibles "satisfaisant ou mieux" dans des domaines de force comme la pertinence,
l'égalité des sexes et l'autonomisation des femmes, ainsi que l'innovation et la
reproduction à plus grande échelle, pour faire redécoller la performance du plateau
où elle se situe actuellement.

45. Recommandation 2. Des approches induisant une transformation qui
remédiera aux causes fondamentales de l'inégalité et de la discrimination
entre les sexes sont nécessaires pour que le FIDA apporte une
contribution significative à la réalisation de l'objectif des ODD selon lequel
"personne ne doit être laissé pour compte". L'évolution vers la transformation
des rapports entre les sexes exige du FIDA qu'il aille au-delà des processus
participatifs, certes très importants, mais insuffisants. Les interventions appuyées
par le FIDA doivent aussi prendre en compte les changements à long terme, dans
les pratiques culturelles comme dans la législation et les politiques. À cet effet, il
faut prévoir pour les projets une théorie spécifique du changement ainsi que des
indicateurs pour en assurer le suivi tout au long du cycle de vie du projet.

46. Recommandation 3. Systématiser les trois activités hors prêts – gestion
des savoirs, partenariats et participation à l'élaboration des politiques –
pour en libérer le potentiel en vue de la reproduction à plus grande échelle
des résultats du programme de pays. Les activités hors prêts doivent être
reconnues comme un ingrédient clé pour la réalisation du mandat du FIDA. Les
objectifs assignés aux activités hors prêts doivent être formulés de manière plus
sélective, et avec des liaisons internes claires entre les activités et les ressources
nécessaires pour les entreprendre. Les activités hors prêts doivent être intégrées
aux programmes de pays et aux processus connexes (comme la supervision,
l'examen du programme de pays et l'évaluation de la performance du secteur
rural).

47. Recommandation 4. Améliorer la granularité des données pour un certain
nombre de critères stratégiques en vue d'un meilleur suivi de la
performance et d'une meilleure approche des interventions. Compte tenu de
l'accent accru placé sur l'intégration, dans FIDA10, de l'adaptation au changement
climatique, appuyée par sa dissociation de la gestion de l'environnement et des
ressources naturelles, il est nécessaire de recueillir des éléments concrets mieux
adaptés pour la démonstration des résultats. Les progrès technologiques, et
notamment l'information géospatiale et la télédétection, peuvent offrir des
possibilités rentables d'amélioration de la qualité des données. Élément central du
mandat du FIDA, la sécurité alimentaire exige une attention particulière pour faire
en sorte que la productivité agricole conduise à une meilleure sécurité alimentaire
pour les groupes cibles du FIDA. Il faudra à cet effet inclure des indicateurs de la
sécurité alimentaire dans la formulation des stratégies de pays et la conception des
projets et dans leur suivi.
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48. Recommandation 5. Appliquer une différenciation accrue dans la gestion
financière et les exigences fiduciaires concernant la passation des
marchés, tout en appuyant les améliorations des capacités nationales à
long terme.

a) À court et à moyen termes, le FIDA doit différencier davantage les exigences
fiduciaires sur la base du contexte et du profil de risque du pays. Il faudra à
cet effet une meilleure évaluation ex ante des risques de passation des
marchés aux trois niveaux du pays, du secteur et de l'agence, en échange
d'une approche mieux adaptée des exigences fiduciaires, notamment pour la
passation des marchés.

b) À long terme, le but est de contribuer au renforcement des capacités de
gestion financière et de passation des marchés des organismes d'exécution,
éventuellement avec l'appui de dons du FIDA. Suivant le contexte du pays, et
en collaboration avec d'autres partenaires, le FIDA pourrait appuyer
l'établissement d'unités permanentes de gestion de projet, responsables de
toutes les interventions à financement externe dans un secteur ou un sous-
secteur spécifique.

49. Thème d’apprentissage du RARI 2018. Le Conseil d'administration est invité à
adopter la recommandation visant à retenir le "ciblage" comme thème
d'apprentissage pour le RARI 2018. Bien que certaines évaluations aient relevé de
bons exemples de ciblage, la question du manque de clarté et d'analyse du groupe
cible dans la conception du projet ainsi qu'au niveau stratégique (COSOP), est
toujours présente.
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2017 Annual Report on Results and Impact of IFAD
Operations

I. Introduction
A. Background
1. The Annual Report on Results and Impact of IFAD Operations (ARRI) is the flagship

report of the Independent Office of Evaluation of IFAD (IOE). In line with the
requirements of the IFAD Evaluation Policy12, IOE has prepared this report on an
annual basis since 2003, making this the 15th edition of the ARRI.

2. When the ARRI was first produced, IFAD was one of the first development
organizations to produce a report of this type. In fact, the Fund remains one of the
few multilateral and bilateral organizations to produce an annual evaluation of this
kind.13 The production of the ARRI is a reflection of IFAD’s continued commitment
towards strengthening accountability and transparency in reporting on results, as
well as learning for better impact on the ground.

3. Objectives. The ARRI consolidates and summarizes the results and impact of
IFAD-funded operations on the basis of independent evaluations conducted during
the previous year.14 The report has two main objectives: (i) present a synthesis of
the performance of IFAD-supported operations based on a common evaluation
methodology; and (ii) highlight systemic and cross-cutting issues, lessons and
challenges that IFAD and recipient countries need to address to enhance the
development effectiveness of IFAD-funded operations.

4. Audience. The primary audiences of the ARRI are IFAD Management, staff and
consultants, and the Fund’s Evaluation Committee and Executive Board. However,
the report is also of interest to recipient countries and the wider development
community at large, including the United Nations Evaluation Group, the Evaluation
Cooperation Group of the Multilateral Development Banks, and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development/Development Assistance Committee
(OECD/DAC) Network on Development Evaluation.

5. Comments on the 2016 ARRI. During the preparation of the 2017 ARRI, IOE
carefully revisited the main comments of IFAD Management, the Evaluation
Committee and the Executive Board on last year’s edition of the ARRI (2016). IOE
was congratulated for producing the report in-house, which remains the case for
the 2017 ARRI. IFAD’s governing bodies agreed with the recommendations of the
ARRI which indicated the need to raise performance from moderately satisfactory
to satisfactory or better, through food security and nutrition mainstreaming, better
targeting strategies, enhanced monitoring and evaluation (M&E) and better
management of fiduciary responsibilities. The 2017 learning theme on financial
management and fiduciary responsibilities in IFAD operations was welcomed and
regarded as important for examining government performance in the areas of
financial management. Finally, the Executive Board requested the ARRI to highlight
the trends in performance and provide a simpler presentation of its
recommendations. The EB further requested a learning event on the evaluation
databases which was held on 11 July 2017; whereas Management proposed that
the ARRI only rely on the Project Completion Report Validation (PCRV)/Project
Performance Evaluation (PPE) data series in order to align better with the sources
used in the Results Measurement Framework and the Report on IFAD’s

12 See http://www.ifad.org/gbdocs/eb/102/e/EB-2011-102-R-7-Rev-1.pdf.
13 The Independent Evaluation Department of the Asian Development Bank and the Independent Evaluation Group of
the World Bank produce annual reports similar to the ARRI.
14 Some of the evaluations included in this ARRI were finalized in the first part of 2017.
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Development Effectiveness. In addition, Management requested a greater focus on
operational learning by highlighting good practices and programmes for scaling up
and through targeted communications particularly directed to the IFAD country
teams and counterparts, which IOE provided by participating in the Near East,
North Africa and Europe Division (NEN) and the East and Southern Africa Division
(ESA) regional implementation workshops.

6. Learning themes. Since 2007, each ARRI has focused on one or two learning
themes. The topics for the learning themes are agreed upon with the Executive
Board, with the aim of deepening analysis on selected issues that merit additional
reflection and debate in order to enhance the performance of IFAD operations.
Chapter III addresses the learning theme selected for the 2017 ARRI, namely
financial management and fiduciary responsibility in IFAD operations.15

7. Process. The draft ARRI document was internally peer-reviewed by IOE in June
2017. An in-house learning workshop was held on 5 July 2017 to discuss the ARRI’s
main findings and recommendations with IFAD staff. Moreover, Management had
the opportunity to prepare written comments on the document. All major
comments received by IOE on the draft 2017 ARRI have been duly considered in
the final document.

8. New methodology and analyses. The 2017 ARRI includes some new aspects.
First, it includes a number of changes in the criteria for project-level evaluations
and nomenclature presented in the second edition of the Evaluation Manual: (i)
inclusion of sustainability of benefits criterion as the fourth component of project
performance,16 and the introduction of two new stand-alone criteria environment
and natural resources management and the adaptation to climate change; (ii)
assessment based exclusively on qualitative evidence of rural poverty impact
subdomains, as they are no longer rated; and (iii) new nomenclature – country
strategy and programme evaluation (CSPE) replaces country programme
evaluation (CPE), and project performance evaluation (PPE) replaces project
performance assessment (PPA). Secondly, this ARRI includes t-tests of the
evaluation criteria to compare data sets for statistical significance; and lastly,
correlation analyses of PCRV/PPE ratings to test for interrelationships among
evaluation criteria. Greater details on the new methodology and analyses are
included in Annex III.

9. Document structure. Chapter I discusses the background of the report, the
various data sources used for the analyses and the context of this ARRI. Chapter II
reports on the performance trends using independent evaluation ratings available
from 2002, benchmarks the performance of IFAD operations against other
comparable international financial institutions (IFIs) and internal targets adopted
by the Fund, and highlights the major issues raised in the 2016 evaluations.
Chapter III is devoted to financial management and fiduciary responsibility in IFAD
operations, which is the learning theme of this ARRI. The main conclusions and
recommendations are presented in chapter IV.

B. Context of the 2017 ARRI
10. The 2017 ARRI is the first edition of the document produced under the Tenth

Replenishment Period of IFAD’s Resources (IFAD10) (2016-2018). It  draws its
qualitative findings from evaluations conducted in 2016, whose ratings are reported
on by their year of completion. As this year’s cohort of project evaluations fall
between 2010 and 2015, they strengthen the quantitative evidence base for the

15 The learning themes addressed by previous ARRIs include: sustainability and innovation (2007); country context and
project-level monitoring and evaluation (2008); access to markets, and natural resources and environmental
management (2009); efficiency (2010); direct supervision and implementation support (2011); policy dialogue (2012);
understanding exceptional projects (2013); project management (2014); sustainability of benefits (2015); and
knowledge management (2016).
16 In addition to Relevance, Effectiveness and Efficiency.
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periods 2010-2012 and 2013-2015, which coincide respectively with IFAD8 and
IFAD9. The more-robust data for these two periods allows for additional statistical
analyses to compare results between IFAD8 and IFAD9, and identify trends that are
indicative of performance in the next triennium 2016-2018, which coincides with
IFAD10.

11. According to the Report of the Consultation on the Tenth Replenishment of IFAD’s
Resources, IFAD will draw and build on its recent performance achievements to
scale up its results and consolidate the strategic approaches of IFAD9 (2013-2015).
As a result, the majority of the IFAD10 priorities and areas of reform are the same
as in IFAD9. The four overall priorities for the IFAD10 period are presented in table
1. For each priority, a number of areas of reform are envisaged. The 2017 ARRI
focuses primarily on the priorities “increasing operational effectiveness” and
“increasing institutional effectiveness and efficiency17,” particularly resulting from
country presence and on financial management. The 2018 ARRI is expected to
address the areas of partnership and country-level policy engagement based on
evaluative evidence produced from the related Evaluation Synthesis Reports (ESRs)
being conducted in 2017.
Table 1
Priorities and areas of reform for the IFAD10 period (2016-2018)
IFAD 10 priorities Area of reform

1 Increasing operational
effectiveness

 Innovation, learning and scaling up
 Adaptation to climate change
 Improved nutrition impact
 Public-private producer partnerships (4Ps)
 Gender equality and women’s empowerment
 Country-level policy engagement
 Global policy engagement
 South-South and Triangular Cooperation
 Rural youths
 More differentiated country approaches

2 Increasing institutional
effectiveness and efficiency

 Further enhancing the operations delivery model and tools
 Enhancing financial management and risk assessment
 Proactive HR management
 Upgrading communication and IT systems
 Enhancing systems for procurement, facilities management and travel

3 Results Measurement
System for IFAD10

 Impact assessment strategy
 Results reporting

4 Strengthening IFAD’s
financial capacity and
management

 Sovereign borrowing
 Unrestricted complementary contributions

12. As the keystone of IFAD’s results management system18, the Results Measurement
Framework (RMF) sets indicators and targets for the Fund’s country programmes
and projects and measures performance against them. The IFAD10 RMF was
included as an integral part of the Report of the Consultation on the Tenth
Replenishment of IFAD’s Resources.19 The IFAD10 RMF indicators encompass many
of the areas of reform above and retained many of the same IFAD9 targets, on the
premise that IFAD10 would consolidate IFAD9 achievements. Therefore, the 2017

17 Within this priority area, the 2013 CLE on IFAD’s efficiency thoroughly covered institutional efficiency and human
resources reform.
18 The priority area related to enhancing IFAD’s results management system was addressed in the 2015 ARRI and is
expected to be strengthened through the IFAD Development Effectiveness Framework prepared in 2016.
19 IFAD10 RMF was refined in 2016 in consideration of IFAD’s Strategic Framework (2016-2025), the IFAD9 impact
assessment report findings, and the new Development Effectiveness Framework.
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ARRI also compares IFAD9 results against a number of indicators20 of the IFAD10
RMF as the basis for prospectively identifying opportunities and challenges in light
of the priorities for IFAD10 and beyond.

C. Independent evaluation database and data sources
13. In line with the Evaluation Policy, the IOE independent evaluation database21,

containing ratings from independent evaluations conducted since 2002, is available
online.22 The aim is to enhance transparency and accountability, and make the IOE
independent evaluation dataset available to IFAD staff, governing bodies and others
interested in conducting further research and analytical work on smallholder
agriculture and rural development.

14. The analysis presented in the 2017 ARRI is informed by the ratings from 295
project evaluations conducted by IOE using a common methodology since 2002.
These 295 evaluations include ratings from 35 new individual project evaluations
undertaken by IOE in 2016. The 35 project evaluations are listed in Annex VIII and
include: two reviews of project performance in the context of four CSPEs, 26
project completion report validations (PCRVs), one impact evaluation (IE) and six
PPEs. Details on the objectives of the country programmes and individual projects
evaluated can be found in Annex IX. In addition, the corporate-level evaluation
(CLE) on IFAD’s decentralization experience and three ESRs (on IFAD’s support to
scaling up of results, smallholder access to markets, and what works for gender
equality and women’s empowerment)23 have been considered in the preparation of
the 2017 ARRI.

15. The ARRI also assesses the performance of IFAD country programmes beyond the
project level, using the assessments contained in CSPEs. Historically, a total of 62
CSPEs have been undertaken by IOE since the product was introduced in the
1990s. Of these, 40 CSPEs have been conducted since 2006, based on a consistent
methodology including the use of ratings, which allows for the aggregation of
results across country programmes. This year's ARRI includes four new CSPEs
carried out in the DR Congo, Mozambique, Nicaragua, and Philippines. Annex X
provides the complete list of CSPEs conducted by IOE and the total number of
ratings available from CSPEs that have been used in the 2017 ARRI.24

16. Age of the portfolio. Of the 35 newly evaluated projects included in this year’s
ARRI, eight were approved from 1999 to 2003, 25 from 2004 to 2008 and two
from 2009-2010. All of these projects are completed and closed: four completed
from 2010-2012 and 31 completed from 2013 to 2015. The average project
duration was seven years with four projects having an implementation period of
more than 10 years. Thus, although some projects were designed 10 or more years
ago, a large number of them were under implementation until recently. However,
given the age of the portfolio of projects analysed in the ARRI, it is important to
note that the analysis of performance does not take into account recently designed
projects.

20 Given the nature and focus of independent evaluations, the ARRI is able to report on IFAD development
effectiveness against level 2 to 4 of the IFAD10 RMF, namely: development outcomes and impact delivered by IFAD-
supported programmes, country programme and project outputs, and operational effectiveness of country programmes
and projects.
21 The database may be accessed at: http://www.ifad.org/evaluation/arri/database.htm.
22 This practice is also followed by the Independent Evaluation Group of the World Bank.
23 CLEs and ESRs generally do not include evaluations/ratings of individual projects financed by IFAD.
24 CSPEs done before 2006 did not follow a common methodology and did not generally include ratings. However, with
the introduction of the Evaluation Manual in 2008, all CSPEs follow a consistent methodology and normally include an
assessment and rating of the evaluation criteria.
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II. IFAD’s performance 2000-2016
17. This chapter is divided into three sections. Section A discusses project performance

in the period 2000-2016, followed by an analysis in section B of country
programme performance. Finally, section C benchmarks the performance of IFAD-
financed projects against IFAD targets and the performance of other Multilateral
Development Banks.

A. Project performance
18. Methodology.25 The project evaluations informing the 2017 ARRI were performed

in 2016 and thus follow the provisions of the second edition of the Evaluation
Manual published in December 2015. This is the first year that this new
methodology is reflected in the ARRI. However, the evaluation criteria and
definitions included in the revised harmonization agreement26 between
Management and IOE, applied in evaluations conducted in 2017, will be fully
reflected in the 2018 ARRI.

19. Each project is assessed and rated across nine evaluation criteria: relevance,
effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability of benefits, rural poverty impact, gender
equality and women’s empowerment, innovation and scaling up, environment and
natural resources management (ENRM) and adaptation to climate change. The
latter two criteria were previously rated jointly as a rural poverty impact subdomain
and are now separate stand-alone criteria.27

20. IOE also has two composite evaluation criteria: project performance and overall
project achievement. Project performance is an average of the ratings of four
individual evaluation criteria (relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability
- newly included), whereas overall project achievement is based on (but not an
average of) all nine criteria now applied by IOE. Finally, each project is also
evaluated for IFAD and government performance as partners, in line with the
practice of other international financial institutions. The definitions for each
evaluation criteria are found in Annex II.

21. Ratings scale and data series. IOE uses a six-point rating scale to assess
performance in each evaluation criterion.28 The rating scale is summarized in table
2. The ratings, which are the foundation of performance reporting in IOE
evaluations, are used in the analysis of the ARRI for reporting on IFAD’s aggregate
operational performance.

25 Complete information on the 2017 methodology and analyses, including the t-test and correlation analyses can be
found in annex III.
26 Agreement on the Harmonization of IFAD’s Independent Evaluation and Self-Evaluations Methods and Systems Part
I: Evaluation Criteria: https://webapps.ifad.org/members/eb/120/docs/EB-2017-120-INF-2.pdf
27 In accordance with the new methodology, ENRM and adaptation to climate change are no longer included among the
impact domains contributing to Rural Poverty Impact. The four remaining impact domains (Household income and net
assets;  Human and social capital and empowerment; Food security and agricultural productivity; Institutions and
policies) are no longer rated.
28 In line with the Good Practice Standard of the Evaluation Cooperation Group of the Multilateral Development Banks
for Public Sector Evaluations.
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Table 2
IOE rating system

Score Assessment Category

6 Highly satisfactory
Satisfactory5 Satisfactory

4 Moderately satisfactory

3 Moderately unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory2 Unsatisfactory

1 Highly unsatisfactory

Source: IFAD Evaluation Manual, 2015

22. As in the last couple of ARRIs, the analysis is based on two data series: (i) all
evaluation data; and (ii) PCRV/PPE data only. The 2017 ARRI primarily presents
analysis based on the “PCRV/PPE data” series given its homogeneity as compared
to the all evaluation data series. The PCRV/PPE data series includes ratings from
PCRVs, PPEs and Impact Evaluations that completed from 2007 to 20015. The “all
evaluation data” series consists of ratings from all evaluations conducted by IOE
since 200229, including CSPEs.30 It is used to triangulate findings and for the
analysis benchmarking IFAD performance with other IFIs, as the sample sizes
provided by “PCRV/PPE data” series are currently too small for this exercise. As in
the past, the 2017 ARRI also analysed independent evaluation ratings by IFAD
replenishment periods from IFAD5 (2001-2003) to IFAD9 (2013-2015) to inform
the relevant section analysing performance by replenishment period. Charts and
tables presenting the latter two data series are available in Annex V and IV
respectively.

23. Analysis of ratings. The main trends in performance are explained through an
analysis of the percentages of PCRVs and PPEs that are rated as moderately
satisfactory or better for each evaluation criterion. However, as requested by the
Evaluation Committee, the proportion of ratings for each evaluation criteria falling
within the full range of the six-point rating scale (i.e. from highly unsatisfactory to
highly satisfactory) used by IOE are shown in Annex V.

24. The ARRI uses three-year moving averages to highlight long-term trends and
smoothen short-term fluctuations. To provide an overview of results from 2007 to
2015, additional analysis was undertaken including: (i) a distribution analysis of
PCRV/PPE ratings; (ii) a block analysis with the overall mean and Standard
Deviation by evaluation criteria; (iii) t-tests31 of evaluation criteria to compare data
sets for statistical significance; and (iv) correlation analyses of PCRV/PPE ratings to
test for interrelationships among evaluation criteria. A 2017 methodology note is
included in Annex III to provide further details on the data series, methodology and
analyses.

25. The distribution analysis of available ratings displayed in chart 1 shows that most
of the ratings from PCRVs and PPEs in the period 2007-2015 are moderately
satisfactory (4). Out of the total 1,953 ratings across the nine evaluation criteria,
only 1.3 per cent are outliers.32 The majority (75.3 per cent) of the ratings are
moderately satisfactory or better and 26.2 per cent are satisfactory or better. The
normal distribution of the PCRV/PPE data as shown in chart 1 allows the 2017 ARRI
to conduct t-tests for statistical significance.

29 This data series is considered until 2015 due to comparability with the PCRV/PPE data series and due to the small
sample size of projects completing in 2016.
30 Finally, the ratings discussed in the CSPE section (portfolio performance, non-lending activities and COSOPs) are
included in a separate database by year of evaluation results between 2006 and 2016.
31 In order to determine whether there is a significant difference in the means of the evaluation criteria ratings between
2013-2015 (IFAD9) and 2010-2012 (IFAD8) periods, a two sample t-test is used. These two periods have been
selected due to the sample size in each period, the consistency of the dataset and the number of missing values
assuring the representativeness of the periods under review to provide reliable results.
32 Ratings of 1 and 6 are considered outliers for the purpose of this analysis.
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Chart 1
Distribution of all ratings33 – PCRV/PPEs data series, 2007-2015 (N=1953)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

26. The block analysis conducted on the PCRV/PPE dataset in the period 2007-2015
presents in table 3 the nine evaluation criteria ranked by mean. The best
performing criteria in the period 2007-2015, besides relevance, are IFAD
performance, gender equality, innovation and scaling up and rural poverty impact.
This is positive given the mandate of IFAD to reduce poverty for women and men in
rural areas. The weakest performing areas based on the average mean from 2007-
2015 are operational efficiency and sustainability of benefits. The performance of
adaptation to climate change is based on a very small sample and is therefore only
indicative of this new criterion.
Table 3
Ranking of averages and data dispersion per criteria – PCRV/PPE data, 2007-2015
Criteria Mean Standard

deviation
Relevance 4.32 0.71 Best

Performance
IFAD performance 4.22 0.72
Gender equality and women's empowerment 4.21 0.84
Innovation and Scaling-up 4.18 0.90
Rural Poverty Impact 4.09 0.77
Overall project achievement 3.98 0.75
Effectiveness 3.97 0.87
Project Performance 3.95 0.76
Environment and natural resources management 3.89 0.75
Government performance 3.83 0.88

Weaker
Performance

Sustainability 3.67 0.78
Efficiency 3.62 0.97
Adaptation to climate change* 3.59 0.93

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017. * Indicative mean based on 35 projects completing from 2008 to 2011.

33 Impact domains criteria such as Household income and assets, Human and social and empowerment, Food security
and agricultural productivity, Institutions and policy are no longer rated therefore previous years ratings have been
removed in the quantitative analysis.
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27. Trend analysis. This section of the report presents the analysis of the
independent evaluation ratings for the whole set of evaluation criteria assessed by
IOE in its project-based evaluations according to: (i) trends in performance over
time by moving averages; and (ii) trends in performance by replenishment periods.

(i) Analysis of trends in performance over time by moving averages

28. The analysis of project performance, which is a composite of relevance,
effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability is presented in two parts. The first part
discusses the trends in performance for the four individual criteria and key features
of good or weaker performance where appropriate. The second part outlines the
trends for the composite criterion and issues determining the relevance and
effectiveness of the targeting strategies adopted by IFAD-supported operations.

29. Relevance. IFAD operations with good performance remain highly relevant to: the
context in which they are implemented, beneficiaries’ requirements, institutional
priorities and partner and donor policies. It however also requires a relevant
project design and coherence in the achievement of the objectives through inter
alia an appropriate targeting strategy. Chart 2 reflects a consistently positive trend
of the PCRV/PPE data series. Of projects exiting the portfolio in 2013-2015, 90 per
cent were rated moderately satisfactory or better. From 2010 until 2012-2014, this
improvement was driven by an increase in the percentage of satisfactory or better
projects which reached 53.7 per cent. However, in the last cohort, there is a slight
decline to 52.2 per cent of projects rated satisfactory or better and a 3.6 per cent
increase in moderately satisfactory ratings.
Chart 2
Project relevance – three-year moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

30. Constraining features to relevance are often linked to limitations in project
preparation and design, including the lack of (i) a proper targeting strategy (ii)
ownership of the project by the respective implementing agencies and (iii)
insufficient analysis of the socio-economic and political context of the project area
and (potential) partners and institutions involved. These factors are highlighted in
the PPE of the Agricultural Rehabilitation Programme in Orientale Province (PRAPO)
in DR Congo which rated relevance moderately unsatisfactory. The project had
overly ambitious objectives and targets and poor consideration of the context – the
post-conflict situation; the weak capacities among public technical services; and
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extremely isolated project area. Finally, the absence of a dedicated targeting
strategy resulted in limited attention committed to vulnerable groups.

31. The Learning Theme of this year further emphasizes the importance of conducting
thorough context and financial assessments. These and other precautionary
principles help to identify weaknesses ahead of implementation and thereby avoid
unnecessary exposure to project and fiduciary risks.

32. Effectiveness. The performance of projects in achieving development objectives
has reached a plateau after improving slightly between 2010 and 2014. Although
projects rated moderately satisfactory or better declined slightly to 75.3 per cent,
the percentage of satisfactory projects has steadily increased from a low of 21.7
per cent in 2009-2011 (chart 3). However, no projects are rated highly satisfactory
in the PCRV/PPE data series.34

Chart 3
Project effectiveness – by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

33. The 2016 evaluations identify some key features that explain good and weaker
results in the performance of a project. The CLE on Decentralization found that
higher effectiveness ratings drove the significantly higher average project
performance ratings in countries with IFAD Country Offices (ICOs). The PPE of the
Bangladesh Finance for Enterprise Development and Employment Creation Project
(FEDEC) considered the overall effectiveness of the project highly satisfactory
based on: reaching the targeted number of microenterprises mid-way through the
project; far exceeding its critical lending targets; and building the capacity of the
implementing agency35 and partner organizations to efficiently support
microenterprise development. These successful results are being scaled up in the
on-going Promoting Agricultural Commercialization and Enterprises Project.

34. Instead, in weaker performing projects, poor performance against stated objectives
is caused by (i) a deteriorating security situation;(ii) weak implementation
capacity; (iii) slow progress in implementation; or (iv) a lack of adequate support
and/or collaboration between the implementing partners. Other factors inhibiting
effectiveness are described in the PPE of the Rural Livelihoods Support Programme
in Malawi such as too many interventions confusing communities; insufficiently

34 According to the IFAD Evaluation Manual, second edition, a highly satisfactory rating for effectiveness indicates that
the project has achieved or surpassed all its main objectives and targets and could be considered as a model within its
project typology.
35 The Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation, a government apex funding agency for non-governmental organizations
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engaging relevant government bodies and partners for the formation of farmers’
organizations; and not promoting important interventions for beneficiaries to
interact with input/output markets.

35. Efficiency. Operational efficiency remains the weakest performing criterion in the
last cohort and the entire period covered by the PCRV/PPE data series. Despite a
rise in the percentage of moderately satisfactory or better ratings from a low of
48.3 per cent in 2008-2010 to a high of 61.7 per cent in 2011, performance has
been flat and declined slightly to 57.4 per cent in 2013-2015. Notably, the number
of projects rated satisfactory or better remained stable and increased slightly by 3
percent from 2011 to 2015.
Chart 4
Project efficiency – three year moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

36. The 2016 evaluations highlight key factors inhibiting efficiency in IFAD-funded
projects which are summarized in box 1 below. High project management costs are
particularly cited, which in the PPE of PRAPO in DR Congo are attributed to
underestimating the challenging and dispersed context and capacities of
subcontractors, and consequently, the operating costs. This led to an overload of
administrative work and technical oversight for the project management unit (PMU)
which resulted in significant implementation delays. According to the Rural
Microenterprise Promotion Programme PPE in Malawi, the high programme
management costs (40 per cent of the total) were due to high staff salaries, a
dense implementation structure, and a long implementation period of nearly 10
years. Budget overruns in the Egypt West Noubaria Rural Development Project
(WNRDP) were attributed by PPE to (i) extension of the project implementation by
four years, which was a consequence of slow implementation and later political
instability; (ii) the Government handing over activities from an earlier IFAD
project36 to the PMU; and (iii) five changes of Project Directors. In the case of the
Philippines Rural Livelihoods Support Programme (RLSP) the project management
cost remained low, which according to the PPE may have been the result of
underestimation of staffing requirements, which affected the implementation
progress and under-investment in M&E.

36 The Newlands Agricultural Services Project, to deliver services that were initially intended to be delivered by service
providers.
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Box 1
Factors inhibiting operational efficiency deriving from the 2016 evaluations

 Significant start-up delays and approval to effectiveness lag;
 Slow disbursement rate from IFAD and/or partners and low disbursement at

completion;
 Poor use of resources through under-spending and over-spending for the project

components;
 High cost per beneficiary;
 High cost of project management;
 High staff turnover;
 Low internal rate of return;
 Cumbersome contract and procurement norms.

37. The 2016 evaluations found that good project efficiency is overall based on smooth
implementation and a high disbursement rate and financial return, and low
programme management costs, as evinced in the impact evaluation (IE) of the
Mozambique Sofala Bank Artisanal Fisheries Project and the PCRV Colombia-
OPORTUNIDADES. The PPE of the Bangladesh FEDEC project assigned a
satisfactory rating to the operational efficiency as (i) the loan became effective
sooner than IFAD's global average37; (ii) the loan proceeds were utilized within the
originally prescribed project implementation period without extending the closing
date, indicating high utilization efficiency; and (iii) the actual programme
coordination costs amounted to 0.4 per cent of total costs, compared to 1.6 per
cent allocated at programme design, indicating a higher management efficiency
than planned. The Learning Theme chapter further emphasizes how the quality of
the project team and its management are key to financial management and project
success.

38. Sustainability of benefits. The prospects of sustained benefits generated by
IFAD’s operations have improved steadily from 2009. Sixty-five percent of the
projects completed in 2013-2015 rated moderately satisfactory or better versus a
low of 56 per cent of projects in 2009-2011 (chart 5).
Chart 5
Project sustainability – by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

39. Despite this improvement, sustainability remains the second weakest performing
criteria. In addition, the vast majority of projects are increasingly in the moderately

37 FEDEC became effective four months following IFAD's EB approval against IFAD's global average of 12.3 months.
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satisfactory zone and the percentage of projects that are rated satisfactory are
gradually diminishing with no projects rated as highly satisfactory.

40. In particular, the most recurrent issues in the 2016 evaluations relate to (i) fragile
results at completion; (ii) limited beneficiary ownership; (iii) lack of resources; and
(iv) lack of a clear exit strategy, clarifying the roles and responsibilities of different
institutions and actors in ensuring beneficiaries receive the necessary inputs and
services after completion. The PCRV of the Small-scale irrigation and water
management programme in Burkina Faso found that many activities were carried
out in the last year of the project, leaving little time for farmers to learn how to
self-manage them. The PPE of PRAPO in DR Congo found sustainability of impact to
be at risk due to the weak maturity of producers’ organizations and limited capacity
of public private service providers. Finally, the IE of the Mozambique SBAFP
describes that grass-roots institutions were weak after completion because, by and
large, they were not federated into apex organizations.

41. Project performance. This composite criterion is the arithmetic average of the
ratings for relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability (included only in
this year’s project evaluations) according to the new Evaluation Manual. The new
definition of project performance was included in 28 projects which completed
between 2011 and 2015. Chart 6 presents project performance ratings as they
were recorded in their respective published evaluations. Therefore, it presents
project performance ratings based on both the old and new definitions. From this
mixed methodology, 66.7 per cent of projects are rated moderately satisfactory or
better in project performance. The overall trend is flat and slightly declining with
the majority of ratings being moderately satisfactory.
Chart 6
Project performance – three year moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

42. The IE of the Mozambique SBAFP Project underlined that good performance on
the ground is intrinsically linked to well-defined targeting strategies. The
availability of in-depth thematic studies and elaboration of appropriate
implementation strategies is a prerequisite to successfully achieving project
outcomes, impact and sustainability. In particular, the development and
implementation of strategies for gender mainstreaming, private sector
engagement, microfinance, markets and food security based on rigorous studies
would have helped in better understanding the opportunities, challenges and
synergies across the several project components. Moreover, it would enable a
better definition of the scope and the geographic, institutional and social targeting
of the project.
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43. In this regard, the 2016 evaluations continue to find several issues and
constraining factors in terms of relevance and effectiveness of the targeting
strategies adopted by IFAD-supported operations. A recurrent issue mentioned in
the 2016 evaluations is that IFAD and its implementing partners need to ensure
that projects have a specific targeting strategy to reach the most vulnerable
people, based on a sound vulnerability analysis, and leading to differentiated
support according to the needs of vulnerable groups, youth and women in
particular.

44. The Programme for Mobilization of Surface Water and Sustainable Land
Management (PROMES-GDT) in the Republic of Djibouti offers an excellent example
of a good targeting approach. The targeting strategy was based on the outcomes of
several identification missions and associated fieldwork and analysis. The target
areas were selected in a participatory way, in consultation with both the
administrative authorities and beneficiaries. Moreover, the participatory approach
notably ensured that the traditional authorities were consulted over the choice of
projects and targeting of beneficiary households. The programme also followed a
satisfactory social targeting strategy at community level, taking into account all
socio-economic groups of the pastoral communities, with specific support to the
most vulnerable and women-headed households.

45. At mid-term review, the targeting strategy was adjusted to enhance the geographic
and social targeting and keep effectiveness on track. This shows flexibility in the
approach and adaptability to changes. Moreover, it is an example of why good
monitoring of the distribution of project benefits according to the different target
area and target groups is crucial throughout the implementation process.

Rural poverty impact

46. This section is devoted to the assessment of rural poverty impact which consists of
four sub-domains (household income and assets, human and social capital and
empowerment, food security and agricultural productivity, and institutions and
policies).38 Given that the reduction of rural poverty is IFAD’s most important
objective, the key features of positive and less positive rural poverty impact are
provided by sub-domain.

47. Rural poverty impact is consistently positive with the percentage of moderately
satisfactory or better projects ranging from 80 per cent in 2007-2009 to 84.9 per
cent in 2013-2015. However, the overall trend is essentially flat and driven by
predominantly moderately satisfactory projects. The percentage of satisfactory
projects is also stagnant with minor variations, and no projects are rated highly
satisfactory.

38 Until 2015, the criterion natural resources, environment and climate change was included as a sub-domain and all
the five sub-domains were rated.
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Chart 7
Rural poverty impact – Three-year moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

48. Household income and assets. This rural poverty subdomain provides a means
of assessing the flow of economic benefits and accumulated items of economic
value to individuals and households. For IFAD10, IFAD management aims to have
40 million rural people experiencing economic mobility measured as an economic
change in status (10 percent or more) in terms of income, consumption, wealth,
food diversity or nutrition. In order to achieve the IFAD10 target as well as
contribute substantially to the Agenda 2030 goal to eradicate poverty, IFAD needs
to scale up its results for greater impact through partnership and policy
engagement.

49. The 2016 evaluations found that IFAD projects made a positive contribution to
raise incomes and diversify income sources, and helped build assets for the
targeted population, though on a small scale. This has happened mainly through:
(i) support to agricultural productivity; (ii) employment opportunities; (iii)
diversification of livelihoods; (iv) support to investments in productive assets
including improvements in animal husbandry (livestock and fisheries); (v)
improved access to microfinance and markets; and (vi) improved post-harvesting
activities. Box 2 highlights drivers of improved income and assets based on
Mozambique SBAFP which was rated 5 for rural poverty impact by the impact
evaluation.
Box 2
Drivers of better income and assets in beneficiary groups

The IE of the Mozambique SBAFP highlighted the following main drivers for the
improved income and assets of the beneficiary groups by the project:

 Expansion of the fishing area through the formulation and adoption of sectoral
policies and the diversification of fishing practices and technologies, which
resulted in slightly higher fish production;

 Increased access of the artisanal fishery communities to informal microfinance
(through accumulating savings and credit associations), which led to increased
personal savings and improved investment capacity in the artisanal fishery
subsector; and

 Training activities led to improved post-harvesting activities (e.g. salting and
drying) and its infrastructure development component created better access to
markets, which indirectly contributed to better incomes.

50. A number of 2016 evaluations reported positive impact on income and assets from
livestock activities. For example, the Burundi Livestock Sector Rehabilitation
Support Project had an impact on household income through the sale of animal
products and recapitalization of small livestock that generated income when resold,
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and increased livestock productivity from improved rangelands. In Mali, the
Northern Regions Investment and Rural Development Programme benefited 6,792
households through farming, income-generating activities and livestock loans which
allowed households to accumulate assets. The programme also increased and
diversified the income of people through nomadic livestock and agropastoral
development. The revival of small livestock and diversification of agriculture were
hallmarks of the programme. In Djibouti, livestock recapitalization was responsible
for generating an additional US$790 to US$1,550 a year in income per household
in PROMES-GDT.

51. Another prominent source of income generation in the 2016 PPEs and PCRVs was
related to formal employment. The Northern Regions Investment and Rural
Development Programme in Mali contributed to improving local incomes through
the transfer of resources to local businesses, which developed outsourcing and job
creation. The Employers' Association of Construction Contractors reported the
creation of 160 permanent jobs and 600 temporary jobs for 40 companies
mobilized as part of the Kidal Integrated Rural Development Programme (PIDRK)
activities in Mali.

52. Despite these few positive examples, limited data on household income and assets
was a major constraint in evaluating projects in 2016 for rural poverty impact.
Limited evidence and data resulted from lack of baseline surveys; unclear
definitions of how livelihood, social and human assets are defined in the surveys;
lack of control groups or information on macro-economic change in the Project
Completion Report (PCR); no outcome or income level M&E data; or confusion in
impact assessment methodology. The PPE of the Philippines RLSP project adds
that, in addition to the challenges of data availability, there also have been a
number of complementary initiatives from other agencies, thus making it even
more difficult to assess the level of contribution by RLSP to impact on household
incomes and assets.

53. Human and social capital and empowerment. Empowerment is one of the key
principles of engagement of IFAD and essential for sustainable reduction of poverty
and hunger. IFAD’s notable comparative advantage versus other IFIs is the
targeting and participatory approaches promoted in IFAD operations which have a
positive impact on the empowerment of individuals.

54. IFAD-funded projects rated satisfactory in rural poverty impact by the 2016
evaluations have adopted IFAD’s hallmark approach of enhancing the capabilities of
rural poor people, by bringing together smallholder farmers into grass-roots
institutions and organizations and improving their access to basic amenities and
productive resources, as well as fostering their participation in local governance
processes. This notably occurred in the Mozambique SBAFP project which the
impact evaluation (IE) found strongly contributed to improved human capital in
project areas through infrastructure that improved the quality and access to water,
health services and education for poor artisanal fishery communities. The project
also represents a good practice in terms of actively engaging the artisanal fishery
communities in local development processes and their empowerment in relation to
local governments. The IE found the project contributed to raising awareness and
knowledge about key policies introduced by the Plano Estratégico para o Sector da
Pesca Artesanal (PESPA) (e.g., mesh size, boundary, closed fishing season) in the
treatment group.

55. Capacity building through group formation featured prominently in the majority of
IFAD-funded projects that the 2016 evaluations found contributed to enhancing
human and social capital and empowerment. The Egypt PPE found that WNRDP
improved human and social capital and filled an important gap left by the absence
of public services. Remarkably, the community organizations that implemented the
activities in a participatory manner were still functioning two years after project
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closure and the infrastructures visited were still functioning and in high demand,
although their capacity to continue with maintenance had diminished. The
positively evaluated projects in Nepal, Bangladesh, Niger, Djibouti, Mali, Burundi all
applied a participatory approach for empowerment which focused on improving the
communities’ capacity to organize and manage its own development.

56. Participatory community-based development is a key feature of many successful
IFAD projects. The Philippines CSPE finds the most significant and consistent
impact across the projects is the contribution to enhancing the way government
agencies and local government units work on rural development initiatives and how
they work with the rural poor, e.g., participatory approach, in tandem with the
efforts to strengthen organizations of the rural poor to effectively participate in
such processes.

57. In projects rated unsatisfactory for rural poverty impact, 2016 evaluations highlight
issues with the targeting strategy and insufficient clarity on the target group. In
the case of the Small-scale irrigation and water management programme in
Burkina Faso, the approach was not participatory enough and there was limited
control over the project’s choice of beneficiaries. The DR Congo CSPE expressed
doubts about the portfolio’s impact on the most vulnerable people – women,
unemployed youth, the landless and indigenous people – who may have been
excluded from the farmer organizations that channelled most of the project
support. The PPE of WNRDP in Bangladesh also stressed that although positive
results have been achieved in this impact subdomain, these results were mostly
among the better off and to a lesser extent among the "hard-core poor".

58. The importance of targeting and gender strategies is further reflected in box 4
which highlights the key findings from the ESRs on Smallholder Access to Markets
(SAM) and Gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE).
Box 4
ESR on SAM and GEWE – key targeting and gender findings related to rural poverty impact

 Targeting: SAM programmes serve the rural poor in almost all instances, often
with an express focus on the economically active poor. The most common approach
was to target specific geographical areas, and in many cases this was combined
with the selection of specific product types of value chains. Targeting focused on
value chains had higher rated impact and relevance than most of those focused on
a specific product and its production. Finally, programmes delivering market-
oriented activities to target population showed notable market relevance.

 Gender equality: Women’s specific constraints and needs were not always
sufficiently analysed and incorporated into programme design and planning.
However, programmes focused on microenterprise development; interventions
sought to improve institutional stakeholder responsiveness; and member-based and
no-bank financial institutions were responsive to gender-differentiated needs.
Nevertheless, explicit consideration of specific women’s needs and specific
strategies to target women are critical to ensuring that women benefit equally and
that their strategic needs are addressed. There is scope to better target the
diversity of women along lines of ethnicity, religion, and life cycle through specific
targeting strategies. Moreover, specific targeting strategies are required to address
the needs of different groups of women that are more likely to be left behind, such
as very poor women, landless women, single women, female-headed households,
indigenous women and young women, together with good contextual analysis.

 Participatory processes: To some extent, participatory processes are
instrumental in addressing women’s needs, and there are many positive examples
of where highly participatory approaches have led to social change. At the same
time, participatory approaches are often not effective in overcoming generally-held
beliefs about particular groups, in particular minority groups, which must be
addressed through specific and targeted interventions.

 Theory of Change: Projects are recommended to develop explicit theories of
change to underpin targeting strategies for different groups of women, together
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with indicators to monitor them at the point of design, and offer tailored
interventions based on available good practices.

 Monitoring & evaluation: Explicit strategies have to be integrated into design and
carefully monitored during implementation, based on thorough analysis. To facilitate
the monitoring and enhance effectiveness and impact, beneficiary data needs to be
further disaggregated.

59. Food security and agricultural productivity. Food security lies at the heart of
IFAD’s mandate. To achieve this fundamental goal, the organization issued in 2015
an action plan for mainstreaming nutrition-sensitive agriculture during the IFAD10
period. Two of the new IFAD10 RMF impact targets relate to this subdomain - 43
million rural people with improved production and 42 million people with improved
market access. However, the increased production and value of production that is
measured is for both agricultural and non-agricultural production, which may
exclude agricultural productivity for food security.

60. This greater emphasis on commercial production is also reflected in the sample of
SAM programmes evaluated in the ESR. Although almost all of them had an
explicitly stated goal to improve food security and nutrition, only three integrated
food security into programmatic outcome objectives and very few designed
components or activities to improve food security. Even fewer programmes detailed
how food security would be improved or reflected on risks smallholders are
exposed to by altering traditional economic strategies – often involving food
production for home consumption. Based on the mixed record of food security
enhancement in the sample, the ESR on SAM concluded that improved access to
markets alone does not necessarily lead to improved food security.

61. The mixed results found in the ESR on SAM sample are also reflected in the 2016
evaluations where increased agricultural productivity and food security is not
reflected in nutrition indicators. The DR Congo CSPE finds that the portfolio had a
noticeable impact on agricultural productivity and food security in the cases of
PRAPE and PRAPO projects with food security improved over the baseline situation
due in part to higher yields from improved seeds and increased cultivated areas.
However, project impact on child nutrition was limited, as diets remained largely
unchanged. In Egypt, the WNRDP project contributed to the highly diversified
agricultural production which results in households in the treatment areas
consuming 15 per cent more categories of food compared to the control group,
indicating that these households potentially have a more nutritious and balanced
diet. Despite these positive results, malnutrition rates have remained unchanged
across the different survey periods.

62. The issue of unchanged malnutrition rates is also related to the lack of
disaggregated data. The 2016 project evaluations noted that many malnutrition
rates remained more or less unchanged, and that in some instances child
malnutrition remained severe. The evaluations emphasized that the project results
are mainly focused on productivity with little to no evidence in nutrition. The ESR
adds that while almost all programmes had food security /nutrition objectives, few
were measurable or based on transparent risk-reward calculations regarding
smallholders’ food security. The absence of data on nutrition limits the full
assessment of food security and agricultural production.

63. Institutions and policies. Institutions and policies are critical for the
sustainability and scaling up of IFAD’s country programme results. The National
Agricultural Technologies Programme in Bangladesh offers another example of an
IFAD project providing strong support for capacity enhancement and institutional
development for agricultural research and extension services. While the key
achievement of the project was completing the amendment of the BARC Act 1996,
which provided a foundation to revitalize agricultural research in the future, the
project also contributed to the establishment of an innovative agricultural research
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organization; ‘one stop’ extension services to farmers; and established grassroots
organization focused on marginal farmers and small farmers. The project
established groups on a pilot basis to improve marketing channels between small
farmers and traders which contributed to achieving higher profits from the sale of
high value produce.

64. The IE of the Mozambique SBAFP finds the project was instrumental in instigating
institutional changes which are still visible today. The project contributed to the
establishment of a normative framework of policy and legislation in favour of
artisanal fishing and adoption of a corresponding strategy - PESPA - in November
2006. SBAFP nurtured sound provincial-level approaches and practices, previously
not in place, for the co-management of small-scale fisheries which became
enshrined in PESPA. PESPA promoted three important fisheries management
measures to the benefit of the artisanal sector.

65. The ESR on SAM shows that support to institutions and policies that are focused on
enterprise development and trade have the highest ratings, whereas general
agricultural policy has less notable ratings. The more market-oriented the
institution and policy effort is, the more favourable the ratings. Indeed, formal
institution-building, while limited in the SAM sample, have had key contributions to
programmatic achievements. Institution-building has been effective in those
instances where local needs and risks were addressed, and local actors were
empowered within the broader SAM programme ecosystem.

66. Limited impact in terms of institutions and policies also resulted from project
design and the country context. The Nicaragua CSPE notes that rapid institutional
dynamics required IFAD to make its programme more flexible. The Egypt WNRDP
PPE finds the project design did not elaborate on how the community approach
would be institutionalized. Thus, though supported-institutions served a purpose
during project implementation in terms of planning and implementation of project
activities and responding to a gap in the administrative system, their role has
diminished post-project.

Other performance criteria
67. This section of the chapter analyses innovation and the potential for replication and

scaling-up; attention to gender equality and women’s empowerment; environment
and natural resources management; and adaptation to climate change.

68. Innovation and scaling up. As of 2017, IOE rates innovation and scaling up
separately, following the harmonization agreement. However, as this ARRI is based
on 2016 evaluations, this section still reports on innovation and scaling up jointly.
IFAD’s contribution to promoting innovations and scaling up successful experiences
for expanded and sustainable impacts has been improving since 2009 as shown in
chart 9. The percentage of projects rated as moderately satisfactory or better
increased from 73.7 per cent in 2009-2011 to 91.3 per cent in 2013-2015, out of
which 40.6 per cent are satisfactory or better (chart 8). This is the highest
proportion of moderately satisfactory and higher projects in the period covered by
the PCRV/PPE data series. This strong improvement is further evidenced by the
statistically significant increase of the mean from 4.03 in 2009-2011 to 4.34 in
2013-2015). This improvement is driven primarily by more moderately satisfactory
projects rather than satisfactory and higher projects which are stable.
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Chart 8
Innovation and scaling up – by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

69. Innovation and scaling-up remains a priority in IFAD10 with a target of 90 per cent
of projects rated moderately satisfactory at completion by 2018. IFAD also
committed to have a strategy for innovation, knowledge management and scaling
up in all project designs in the IFAD10 period. Its inclusion as a core principle of
engagement in IFAD’s Strategic Framework 2016-2025 indicates the strategic
importance the Fund places on increasing the impact of its investments.

70. The assessment of innovation and scaling-up by IOE focuses on the extent to which
IFAD development interventions have (i) introduced innovative approaches to rural
poverty reduction, and (ii) been scaled up by government authorities, donor
organizations, the private sector and others agencies. The main reference
document in assessing innovation and scaling up is the 2007 IFAD’s innovation
strategy.39

71. In regard to innovation, the 2016 evaluations found that projects were successful
in introducing new rural finance products, improved technologies in agriculture,
fisheries and irrigation, as well as methodologies previously unknown in the
intervention areas, including participatory approaches. The Mozambique CSPE
assessed innovation and scaling up as satisfactory. Several innovations previously
unknown in the intervention areas, though usually already in use and well-known
outside Mozambique, have been introduced through the projects. Two IFAD
regional grants with the National Agriculture Extension Programme Support Project
enabled the piloting of both Plant Clinics and Diamondback moth biological control
in the project districts with promising results. The National Directorate for
Agricultural Extension was planning to gradually integrate these two initiatives in
the public extension agenda throughout the country, where relevant. The SBAFP
and ProPesca projects introduced a number of fishing gears and boat-construction
technologies, including use of ice on board, as well as solar-powered ice-makers
and freezer systems, that were innovative for the country.

72. The Egypt PPE of WNRDP highlighted three types of innovation introduced by
WNRDP40, among which was the successful introduction of drip irrigation. The PPE
confirms that while drip irrigation was not necessarily innovative, it was considered
innovative to this particular target population and was highly replicable as it was a

39 The IFAD innovation strategy is found at http://www.ifad.org/gbdocs/eb/91/e/EB-2007-91-R-3-Rev-1.pdf.
40 (i) linking farmers to markets; (ii) the adoption of drip irrigation and the way it was adapted to smallholders; (iii)
artificial insemination services through private inseminators.
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relatively low-cost technology. Moreover, the materials were readily available and
the farmers saw an immediate advantage which motivated them to use it.

73. IFAD also has been able to introduce innovative practices in other areas, such as
the introduction of new financial products (seasonal loans) in the FEDEC project in
Bangladesh and the systematic integration of marketing-related aspects into most
of the interventions for the RLSP project in the Philippines. During the SBAFP
project in Mozambique, the project also introduced savings and credit associations
where financial services were previously absent, and the development of skills in
participatory strategies and bottom-up approaches to planning and implementation
that were new to the institutions involved.

74. Scaling up is especially critical as a means for augmenting the impact of IFAD’s
country programmes to reduce rural poverty. As presented in the Evaluation
Synthesis Review on Scaling up, IFAD has been emphasizing scaling up at least
since 2002, with conceptual clarity sharpening with the 2010 Brookings review and
the 2015 Operational Framework for Scaling Up of Results. Scaling up happens
when other partners converge in supporting certain interventions and approaches.
This requires extended support from IFAD, often through several project phases.
Partners need to be convinced of IFAD’s own buy-in, in the first place. Even when
interventions seem “promising”, they may need more fine-tuning or improvements,
requiring further support from IFAD before they are ready to be scaled up.

75. While almost all Country Strategic Opportunities Programmes (COSOPs) since 2010
make reference to scaling up, few have articulated a strategy for it. On average,
there was evidence of scaling up in about half of the evaluations examined. Most of
the scaling-up cases observed consisted of: (i) an attempt to broaden project
geographical coverage to new areas (95 per cent); (ii) project interventions
informing public strategies or policies (41 per cent); and (iii) an IFAD-funded
project being adopted by a larger programme, funded either by the government or
a donor (16 per cent). Scaling up also is recorded more often in lower-income
countries rather than upper-middle income countries, due in part to the availability
of international funding; counter to the commonly held expectation that more
space for scaling up exists in countries with higher income levels.

76. According to evaluations reviewed in the ESR, scaling up was three times more
prevalent in countries where IFAD had an office. Similar findings in the 2016 CLE
decentralization showed that opening country offices helped promote partnership
with government, mobilize government funding and enhance opportunities to
participate in donors’ thematic coordination groups. Other factors related to scaling
up are outlined in box 5.
Box 5
Enabling and Constraining Factors to Scaling Up

 Government Ownership – Government support can open scaling-up opportunities,
even with limited fiscal space. Government were able to facilitate support, notably
funding, from external donors when their own resources were insufficient.
Government ownership also manifested as the establishment of a central unit in a
ministry or public agency.

 IFAD leadership and extended engagement – IFAD often continued to support
through multiple phases before other partners could recognize the validity of a given
development approach – particularly in the case of innovative projects that required
testing, development and fine-tuning.

 Partnership – Networking and partnership building undertaken by IFAD staff or
project coordinators were crucial to build interest and ownership by the government
and other development actors. Without strong partnerships with national and local
governments, even successful projects may remain in isolation with key decision-
makers not familiar with their experiences (e.g., Laos People’s Democratic Republic,
Dominican Republic).
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 Knowledge management – KM is instrumental in providing evidence (including
scalability analysis) of the success of an intervention to partners. However, it is
more challenging to engage partners with insufficient data and analytical work (e.g.,
Bolivia with municipal governments).

 Country-level policy engagement – Approaches promoted through IFAD-funded
projects informed state or country-level legislative initiatives and sectoral policies
(e.g., India and Peru). In contrast, a non-conducive policy environment makes it
difficult to scale up successful schemes. In Moldova, it was difficult to scale up a
successful long-term credit and revolving fund established by the IFAD-funded
projects due to a policy environment which discouraged banks from offering long-
term deposits.

Source: ESR on IFAD’s support to scaling up of results.

77. Gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE). Agenda 2030
promotes GEWE as basic human rights across all development goals. While
addressing gender inequality and exclusion is a goal in itself (SDG5), it is also a
means to other SDGs. Thus, the promotion of gender equality and women’s
empowerment is critical to meet the challenge of improving food and nutrition
security and eradicating rural poverty.

78. In line with the SDGs, the IFAD Strategic Framework (2015-2025) envisages IFAD
consolidating its leading position on innovative gender practices by moving beyond
mainstreaming and achieving transformative gender impacts. IFAD’s Midterm Plan
(2006-2018) also aims to ensure that at least 15 per cent of project designs are
gender-transformative and at least 50 per cent achieve full gender
mainstreaming.41 Despite these ambitious goals, the IFAD10 results measurement
framework target for gender equality remains at 90 per cent of projects rated
moderately satisfactory or better.

79. A review of IFAD’s performance on gender equality and women’s empowerment
over time shows that performance has plateaued. There was an overall positive
trend in moderately satisfactory or better ratings starting in 2009-2011 at 78.3 per
cent and reaching 85 per cent in 2013-2015. The improved performance is due to a
steady increase in the percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory and
highly satisfactory, respectively 46.2 percent and 4.6 percent in the last cohort of
the PCRV/PPE data series (chart 9). The mean of project ratings show a statistically
significant increase from 3.49 to 4.15  in the respective periods of 2009-2011
versus 2013-2015 (Annex V). Yet the main driver of the overall improvement in the
last two cohorts has been an increase in the percentage of project rated
moderately satisfactory. At the same time the proportion of satisfactory (full
gender mainstreaming) and highly satisfactory (transformative) ratings has
declined which indicates that IFAD still has some way to go to reach the above
targets.

41 PTA’s Gender Desk has developed a six-point gender marker to assess programs in which 5 signifies full gender
mainstreaming and 6 indicates gender transformative.
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Chart 9
Gender equality and women's empowerment – Moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

80. The Evaluation Synthesis Report on “what works for gender equality and women’s
empowerment – a review of practices and results” (ESR on GEWE) points out that,
as yet, there is no agreed definition or operationalization of gender-transformative
approaches at IFAD or elsewhere. The report defines gender-transformative
approaches as addressing the root causes of gender inequality and discrimination
by promoting sustainable, inclusive and far-reaching social change. Gender
transformation goes beyond individual self-improvement among women and
towards transforming the power dynamics and structures that reinforce gendered
inequalities. Such changes are required to achieve sustainable development as
envisioned by Agenda 2030 and to ensure women and girls have freedom from
violence; access to resources, knowledge and health; and voice, leadership and
participation.

81. The ESR on GEWE provides some insights and suggestions on how IFAD can
increase the share of transformative projects. Overall, the review confirmed that
the guidance provided by IFAD’s corporate GEWE action plan42 and policy has been
relevant and effective to ensure interventions address key GEWE issues. IFAD’s
investment focus on access to resources, services and opportunities, which in many
cases are effective in terms of resulting in the economic empowerment of women.
Interventions enabling women to take up a role in value chains and marketing can
particularly make a contribution to GEWE, although gender scores on participation
in value chains were low in the sample included in the ESR on SAM. Practices
considered more effective and more common break gender roles and stereotypes;
enhance representation and voice in local governance; and provide functional skills
training. Practices which are more effective, but are less common, provide labour-
saving technologies; off-farm employment; technical and vocational training; and
work with men. Backyard and home gardens can help enhance women’s role in
household food production and income generation, but were found less
transformative. In addition, practices providing child-care support and promote
policy engagement and legal rights were less effective and less common.

82. With regards to GEWE impacts, the ESR finds that IFAD has addressed the
underlying reasons for gender inequality and women’s powerlessness, in particular

42 The objectives of the 2003 Gender Action, which are well-aligned to the gender policy, are: (i) expand women’s
access to and control over fundamental assets – capital, land, knowledge and technologies; (ii) strengthen women’s
agencies – their decision-making role in community affairs and representation in local institutions; and (iii) improve
women’s well-being and ease their workloads by facilitating access to basic rural services and infrastructures.
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illiteracy, exclusion from access to resources and limited social capital through
participatory approaches and capacity building. Highly participatory approaches are
important for gender-inclusive outcomes, if combined with specific strategies to
target women as mentioned previously in box 4. Measures to protect women from
violence have enabled them to claim public spaces, which in some cases was
among the enabling factors transforming women’s lives. Reducing drudgery and
challenging gender norms has led to transformational changes in secluded and
marginalized communities, where the provision of water as a common good had a
catalytic effect. Overall, the ESR finds that the most significant changes identified
in the synthesis sample were at the individual level (e.g., women’s confidence and
self-esteem, men’s attitudes, and awareness on rights and entitlements) rather
than formal systematic change (e.g., literacy and functional skills, incomes of
women and men). However, transformation requires changes beyond individual
capabilities which entails policy engagement and changing cultural norms and
practices.

83. Finally, the ESR on GEWE finds that social mobilization and strengthened
leadership has helped women to claim political spaces. This is also reflected in
projects in the Philippines portfolio that encourage participation and leadership in
grassroots organizations. Moving towards transformative GEWE, in CHARMP2, the
proportion of women in leadership positions is reported to range between 45 and
50 per cent in different types of groups including irrigation associations. In
addition, husbands generally support the business activities of their wives and they
may also provide labour. In DR Congo, women’s participation in farmer
organizations and farmer field schools was relatively strong, which may have
contributed to their economic empowerment and participation in production-related
decision-making.

84. Environment and natural resources management. For the first time, this
criterion is rated separately from adaptation to climate change which is a positive
step forward. Of the 28 projects that included this new criterion and completed in
the period 2013-2015, 75 per cent performed moderately satisfactory or better in
terms of the environment and natural resources management (ENRM). For the
purpose of accountability, this figure will be used to measure against the RMF
target for environment and natural resources management of 90 per cent (see
internal benchmarking section, paragraph 170).

85. In chart 10, the ratings have been presented along with the former combined
criterion in order to observe the trend in ENRM’s performance.43 The performance
increased from 77.8 per cent in 2011-2013 to 81.6 per cent of projects rated as
moderately satisfactory or better in 2013-2015. While the majority of ratings are
moderately satisfactory, since 2010 a few examples of highly satisfactory ratings
have appeared.

43 Until 2015, ENRM was rated along with adaptation to climate change, however, the evidence presented for the rating
was primarily based on environment and natural resources management performance and not, adaptation to climate
change. Therefore, past performance may be more reflective of ENRM than adaptation to climate change and can be
presented with the new separated criterion ratings.
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Chart 10
Environment and natural resources management – Moving averages by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data series)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

86. The 2016 evaluations indicate overall positive environmental impact from the IFAD-
funded investments. The Nepal Leasehold Forestry and Livestock Programme PCRV
rated this criterion as highly satisfactory due to its strong emphasis on
environment and natural resources management and the impressive results
attained. Through reforestation, the project increased the overall surface area of
Nepal where degradation would be prevented in the future; 60 to 70 per cent of
the total leased lands were rehabilitated. The Bangladesh National Agricultural
Technologies Programme PCRV found performance in ENRM satisfactory
highlighting the development of an Environmental Management Framework as a
proactive measure to minimize any likely adverse impacts of legally allowed
pesticides; and the adoption of a system of environmental screening, and process
of environmental data collection and monitoring whose data was disclosed to the
public.

87. Notwithstanding overall improvement, the performance of IFAD’s operations in this
area appears to be relatively low as compared to other criteria. As highlighted in
the Evaluation Synthesis on Natural Resources Management, attention to ENRM
only began at the corporate level in IFAD9. Therefore, the projects analysed in the
2017 ARRI do not fully reflect the important steps undertaken in the last six years
to strengthen the environmental sustainability of IFAD operations.44

88. The 2015/2016 ESR on Environment and Natural Resources Management
underlined some important areas of attention to improve IFAD's performance in
ENRM moving forward. First, there is need to improve coordination with relevant
government and technical partners involved in ENRM with clear budget lines for
ENRM activities and improved alignment with IFAD country strategies. Second,
there is a need for greater linkages between ENRM, poverty and livelihood. While
there is evidence of direct results of ENRM activities (e.g. on soil and water
management) there is much less evidence on how diversification of production or
adaptation of more sustainable options have contributed to better use of natural
resources and thereby, to better livelihoods of farmers. In fact, despite the
increased prominence of ENRM in the Strategic Frameworks and replenishment

44 Examples of recent IFAD efforts towards improving its environmental impact are: the establishment of the IFAD
Environment and Climate Change Division in 2010; the 2011 environmental policy; the Adaptation for Smallholder
Agriculture Programme (ASAP) and the collaboration with the Global Environment Facility (GEF); the inclusion in the
IFAD10 RMF of a dedicated indicator to assess “support for smallholder adaptation to climate change”; and the
introduction in 2015 of the social, environmental and climate assessment procedures (SECAP).
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consultations, ENRM remains an area that IFAD systems have difficulty in tracking
reliably.

89. Therefore, greater attention is needed for environmental assessment, monitoring
process and data collection. Also, there is a risk that increased focus on climate
change objectives could lead to less focus on the persistent natural resources
management issues. In some cases, for example, climate change appears to have
displaced a strategic ENRM focus or the ENRM funding is used for climate change
adaptation only. While this may not always be a problem, it should be assessed
carefully, as the issues frequently overlap with each other. The balance between
ENRM findings and evidence and those for adaptation to climate change, on the
other hand, is often unbalanced. This makes it difficult for evaluations to provide a
thorough assessment of the two criteria.

90. Adaptation to climate change. IFAD has committed in IFAD10 to mainstream
climate change into 100 per cent of project designs and COSOPs by 2018. The
IFAD10 RMF also has introduced an impact target of 22 million people with greater
resilience. As a result of its increasing importance in IFAD’s work, adaptation to
climate change is now a separate criterion from natural resources management
and environment and was rated separately for the first time in the 2016
evaluations.

91. Of the 28 projects that included this new criterion and completed in the period
2013-2015, 74 per cent performed moderately satisfactory or better in terms of
adaptation to climate change. For the purpose of accountability, this figure will be
presented to prospectively gauge progress towards the IFAD10 RMF target for
support for smallholder adaptation to climate change of 50 per cent (see internal
benchmarking section, paragraph 170). This conservative target is appropriate
given projects approved prior to the 2010 IFAD climate change strategy address
ENRM rather than adaptation to climate change.

92. Due to the criterion’s novelty and resulting limited evidence, tracking adaptation to
climate change experiences is more difficult than the more well-established ENRM
criterion. In the majority of the in 2016 evaluated projects, adaptation to climate
change was not a specific objective of the project and as such there has been very
little systematic data collection and supervision in this regard. As a result, project
documentation mention very little to no efforts or results in the area of climate
change adaptation. The absence of information and data limits the assessment of
adaptation to climate change in evaluations and the ARRI.

93. Examples of indirect strengthening the resilience of smallholders to climate change
risks include, for example, the diversification of the production systems as in the
case of the livestock sector rehabilitation support project in Burundi. This
diversification may have reduced poor farmers' dependence on highly weather-
sensitive farming activities, and allowed them to expand their capacity to take
advantage of better years to recover from previous crises, and to be better
prepared against future impact of climate change. Manure contributes to restore
soil fertility and structure, soil degradation including erosion is contained and
increased agricultural production. Therefore, households may be less exposed to
climate shocks and more climate resilient.

94. Another good example of indirectly targeting climate change is PROMES-GDT in
Djibouti. Even though the programme was not designed explicitly to take into
account climate change, its activities, however, were entirely focused on
strengthening the country’s adaptive capacity to flood and drought conditions. It
supported improvements in the collection, conservation and use of surface water
for human and livestock consumption, and contributed to the restoration of agro-
pastoral areas and protection of forests. The PROMES-GDT also introduced
innovations to improve the design and efficiency of the infrastructures to make
them more resistant to climate change (albeit with limited success). Other
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technical innovations, such as floodplain thresholds and water and soil conservation
measures, are also likely to have contributed to the country’s resilience to climate
change.

95. It is crucial that future projects give greater consideration to adaptation to climate
change in the design phase and during implementation and that the objectives and
initiatives are clearly separated from ENRM. Moreover, as recommended by the
Nicaragua CSPE, adaptation to climate change strategies should be aligned with
national, municipal and communal policies and strategies to enhance project
performance.

Overall project achievement
96. This is a composite evaluation criterion which provides an assessment of IFAD-

funded projects drawing upon the ratings for project performance, rural poverty
impact, innovation and scaling-up, gender equality and women’s empowerment,
environment and natural resources management and adaptation to climate change.

97. As shown in chart 12, overall project achievement is positive with 81.3 percent of
projects rated moderately satisfactory and better compared to a low of 76.7 per
cent in 2009-2011. However, no projects are rated highly satisfactory and an
increasing proportion of projects rated only moderately satisfactory.
Chart 12
Overall project achievement– by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

Performance of partners
98. The following paragraphs assess the contribution of two key partners (IFAD and the

government) to project design and execution, monitoring and reporting,
supervision and implementation support.

99. IFAD’s performance as a partner. IFAD’s performance as a partner was
evaluated as moderately satisfactory or better in 88.4 per cent of the projects
completed in the period 2013-2015 (chart 13). Nearly half of the projects are
satisfactory having increased steadily from 2010. This is a positive trend although
no projects have been rated highly satisfactory in either of the data series since
2010. The PCRV/PPE data mean has also steadily increased from 4.10 in 2010-
2012 and to 4.35 in the last cohort (Annex IV). The t-test confirms that the
increase in the mean from 4.11 in 2009-2012 to 4.34 in 2013-2015 is statistically
significant. Therefore, IFAD’s performance as a partner has significantly improved
since 2010.
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Chart 13
IFAD performance as a partner – by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

100. The 2016 evaluations confirm that IFAD is valued and trusted by governments for
the quality and timeliness of its support, and for its focus, flexibility and
responsiveness. Evaluation evidence from the CLE on decentralization suggests
that country presence strengthened an IFAD-government partnership which was
positively correlated with domestic financing. The CLE on Decentralization shows
that ICOs contributed to better development effectiveness45 of IFAD-funded
operations. In particular, bringing IFAD closer to its operations allowed for a better
understanding of the institutional and policy context of countries and more regular
and in-depth consultation with partners. This resulted in IFAD country strategies
that respond better to country priorities and local needs. ICOs most importantly
enable IFAD to provide more timely intervention when implementation issues arise.
It is through this support that country offices contributed to better project
performance and results, especially in terms of impact, gender, innovation and
scaling up and sustainability of benefits. In fact, ratings for project performance
and development results were significantly higher with country presence.46

101. As described in the PPE of the Nicaragua Technical Assistance Fund Programme,
the appointment of a Nicaragua-based liaison officer allowed the fund to be a pro-
active partner. Supervision missions were all carried out in a timely manner and it
allowed the project to improve streamlining procedures and IFAD requirements,
among which in the field of project management and fiduciary aspects.

102. However, this year's Learning Theme finds that supervision report findings and
recommendations were not always sufficient for projects to adopt the necessary
measures to overcome shortcomings with regard to fiduciary controls and financial
management. In fact, the dedicated chapter discusses how certain issues can be
avoided if risks are properly anticipated by IFAD, among which through the conduct
of risk assessments during the design stage of the project.47 The importance of
thorough assessments is also highlighted in the PPE of the Malawi Rural
Microenterprise Promotion Programme, where necessary assumptions were not
factored into the design and implementation and consequently affected the
efficiency and sustainability of the project.

45 Ratings were also higher but not statistically significant for relevance and efficiency dimension of project
performance.
46 While many other factors influence project performance, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that country
presence played an important role.
47 This is amongst others further discussed under lesson one of the Learning Theme chapter.
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103. Furthermore, the CLE on Decentralizations finds room for improvement in the
efficiency of its decentralization process. While IFAD managed to avoid cost
escalation, it could further explore opportunities for efficiency gains. For example,
there has been no in-depth analysis of how to best assign functions between
headquarters, ICOs and international/national professionals at the country and sub
regional level as well as the reorganization of the headquarter divisions. The report
further highlighted an insufficient differentiation of expectations between the
varying ICO types48 and prioritization of functions for individual countries. In
particular, the range of activities that country offices were to perform was very
broad compared to the resource envelope allocated to them. Moreover, while a
number of support functions to the ICOs have been introduced, the process of
delegation of authority is progressing slowly. Moving forward, The CLE has
proposed five recommendations which are showcased in box 7 below.

Box 7
Five recommendations deriving from the Corporate-level evaluation on IFAD's decentralization
experience
Strengthen IFAD’s country presence and enhance cost-efficiency. Based on a
functional analysis: (i) re-organize country presence around a selected number of sub-
regional hubs; and (ii) re-organize staff levels between headquarters and country
offices.

Better support non-lending activities through decentralization to achieve
stronger development results. Introduce a more selective agenda for non-lending
activities, based on consultation with national development partners. Differentiate the
non-lending agenda and the expectations by type of country office and resources
available.

Enhance delegation of authority. Prepare a plan for delegating budget-holding
authority to country directors, including provisions for training. Define a framework for
further delegation of authority in relation to communication and for establishing a
platform to facilitate access to analytical and knowledge products prepared by country
offices and project teams.

Enhance staff incentives and capacity to operate in a decentralized
environment. Strengthen incentives for out-posted staff (e.g. opportunities for career
advancements), notably for those in countries with fragile situations. Develop a plan to
better recognize and empower country programme officers.

Improve the quality of data, monitoring and self-assessment. Adjust IFAD
financial management and accounting systems to monitor more comprehensively the
cost of country programme management.

104. Government performance. The performance of governments appears to have
improved from a low of 60 percent of projects rated moderately satisfactory or
better in 2009-2011 to rise in 2013, but has plateaued at 76.8 in the last cohort.
The predominant share of the ratings is moderately satisfactory with no highly
satisfactory ratings since 2010-2013.

48 ICO types: CPM led, CPO led, Sub-regional hubs and regional service centre (Nairobi).
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Chart 14
Government performance as a partner – by year of completion
Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better (PCRV/PPE data)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

105. The 2016 evaluations include cases of both good and weaker government
performance. The PPE of the Philippines RLSP project assessed government
performance as satisfactory finding strong engagement from the National Economic
Development Authority (NEDA). NEDA participated in practically all supervision
missions and the two members took on responsibilities such as M&E, institutional
issues and procurement. This good practice indicates strong ownership by the
Government and promotes country capacity building. Of note, IFAD and NEDA
signed an MoU in 2008 to promote collaboration in areas such as country-level
policy engagement, knowledge sharing and learning events, supervision and
implementation support and M&E. In the Tunisia Integrated Agricultural
Development Project in the Governorate of Siliana- Phase II, the Government
provided the appropriate financial and technical support as well as timely
counterpart funds. The national steering committee met annually as planned to
validate the annual work plan and budget (AWPB) and progress reports, and
assisted the project in solving critical constraints of national jurisdiction, ensuring
thus a more efficient programme delivery.

106. In contrast, the CSPE DRC Congo rated government performance as unsatisfactory.
The government played an active role in project steering and supervision, but
encountered frequent delays in processing recruitment and tenders. The
performance of PMUs was very weak for all projects for the first 3-4 years of
implementation, seriously affecting project performance. The Liaison office, initially
set up in 2005 as a liaison office in the capital for a project in Equateur Province,
has played an important role in supporting logistics and representing the project
coordinators in Kinshasa, but its mandate has gradually grown far beyond these
roles, including fiduciary supervision of projects and Knowledge Management (KM)
on their behalf, which has reduced the authority and autonomy of project
coordinators and is duplicative of the ICO. The understanding and rigorous
management of fiduciary aspects by governments depends largely on national
capacities and the complexity of the country programmes, and ensuring efficiency
and good governance of loans and grants is key, as detailed further in the Learning
Theme.
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Summary of project performance
107. Chart 15 provides an overview of the trends in project performance, overall project

achievement, rural poverty impact, and performance of partners. The chart
confirms a shift in performance from a low in 2009-201149 to a rise in 2011-201350

which has plateaued in the last two cohorts. Rural poverty impact, IFAD as a
partner and overall achievement have historically performed consistently better,
whereas project performance and government as a partner show weaker
performance, though the latter improved significantly in 2011-2013. However, in
2013-2015, only IFAD as a partner shows improvement, having overtaken rural
poverty impact as the strongest performing criterion, while the other criteria have
declined slightly.

108. In chart 15, the project performance trend line includes past project performance
ratings (which do not include sustainability) with the new project performance
ratings from 28 projects evaluated in 2016 (which include sustainability ratings).
The percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory and higher for project
performance (new definition) is about 1 per cent higher than the performance
based on the old definition for the last three cohorts. This is due in part to the
slightly improved performance of sustainability from 2011 to 2015 as shown in
chart 5. Therefore, the slightly declining trend line of project performance in recent
years reflects the flat and declining performance of effectiveness and efficiency.
Chart 15
Combined overview of the main evaluation criteria, percentage of projects rated moderately
satisfactory or better

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

(ii) Analysis of performance of IFAD operations by replenishment period
109. This section of the report provides an account of the performance of IFAD by

replenishment periods, with a focus on the most recent periods IFAD8 and IFAD9.51

The “all data” series has been used for the analysis and reporting on performance
by IFAD replenishment periods. This is because the ARRI reports on performance

49 The 2015 ARRI attributed the dip in performance to the fact that part of the project evaluated that completed in 2009-
2011 were implemented in countries in fragile situations and as a reflection of the introduction of IFAD’s first Evaluation
Manual in 2008 which was the basis for project evaluated from 2009 onwards. Efficiency and government performance
were particularly weak.
50 The 2016 ARRI attributes the improved performance to the significant changes in IFAD’s operating model since 2007
(e.g., ex ante review, direct supervision and decentralization) starting to be reflected in evaluation data.
51 The number of evaluations completed in the IFAD10 period are limited.
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trends since the IFAD5 replenishment period (2001-2003) onwards, and PCRV/PPE
data is not available from that period.

110. The charts and tables displaying the ratings by replenishment period in Annex V
show good performance of operations exiting the portfolio in IFAD9. The best
performing criteria in terms of highest percentage of moderately satisfactory and
better project ratings are relevance (90 per cent), IFAD performance (87 per cent),
and gender equality and women’s empowerment (85 per cent). The criteria with
the lowest percentage of moderately satisfactory of better ratings are efficiency (55
per cent), sustainability (68 per cent) and project performance (71 per cent).

111. Overall improvement can be observed when comparing IFAD9 with IFAD8. The
greatest improvement occurred in government performance which increased from
66 per cent to 78 percent, followed by environment and natural resources
management from 69 per cent to 77 percent, and innovation and scaling up which
increased from 76 per cent to 84 percent. Although sustainability is the second
weakest performing criteria in both IFAD8 and IFAD9, it also improved considerably
from 61 per cent to 68 percent.

112. For six indicators (relevance, effectiveness, sustainability, project performance,
IFAD as a partner and government as a partner) improvement between IFAD8 and
IFAD9 resulted from an increase in the percentage of projects rated “satisfactory”,
indicating better quality of performance. Notably, thematic areas which are being
mainstreamed such as gender equality, innovations and scaling-up, adaptation to
climate change and natural resources management all improved primarily due to
an increase in the percentage of projects that are rated moderately satisfactory.52

113. The improved performance between IFAD8 and IFAD9 is further confirmed for
select criterion based on a two sample t-test on PCRV/PPE data. This study detailed
in Annex III compares the means of the evaluation ratings between IFAD8 and
IFAD9. The results from the t-test as shown in table 5 provide the statistical
significance for the following five evaluation criteria: relevance, innovation and
scaling up, project performance, gender equality and women’s empowerment, and
IFAD performance as a partner. The positive differences in the IFAD8 and IFAD9
averages for these criteria are statistically significant, therefore suggesting
improvement in the overall project performance.
Table 5
Difference in average ratings between IFAD 9 and IFAD 8 for statistically significant criteria
Evaluation criteria Difference between IFAD 9 and IFAD 8

averages
P-value

Relevance +.21 .05**

Innovation & scaling up +.30 .03**

Project performance +.21 .08***

Gender equality & women empowerment +.66 .001*

IFAD performance +.23 .04**
Source: IOE ratings database 2017, STATA
*,** and *** respectively indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level.

114. For IFAD10, relevance is no longer included among the monitored criteria by IFAD
management having reached 90 per cent in IFAD9. However, IOE will continue
reporting on relevance as it is important in the assessment of quality of design,
alignment to country needs and appropriateness of the intervention.  Efficiency and
sustainability, the two historically weakest performing criteria, will require special
focus given the raised targets in IFAD10 of 80 per cent and 85 per cent

52 The IFAD10 mainstreaming approach entails ensuring 100 per cent of IFAD projects or COSOPs address these
issues.
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respectively. Efficiency is an area of particular concern given its flat performance as
compared to previous replenishment periods. Although rural poverty impact
declined in the percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better, this
change is not statistically significant. There is scope for further improvement in the
quality of performance since most projects are mainly moderately satisfactory in
the evaluation criteria and a few criteria (relevance, effectiveness, efficiency,
innovation and scaling up, and gender equality) have any “highly satisfactory”
ratings. Moving forward, Management may consider “raising the bar” for criteria
such as gender equality and the newly separated scaling up criteria.

115. Project completion reports (PCRs). In PCRVs, IOE assesses and rates PCRs
using four evaluation criteria. These are: (i) scope (e.g. whether the PCR has
adhered to IFAD guidelines for PCRs); (ii) quality (e.g. report preparation process
and robustness of the evidence base); (iii) lessons (e.g. whether the PCR includes
lessons on the proximate causes of satisfactory or less than satisfactory
performance); and (iv) candour (e.g. in terms of objectivity in the narrative, and
whether ratings in the PCR are supported by evidence included in the document).
Ratings for each of these criteria are aggregated in the PCRVs to provide an overall
rating of the PCR document.

116. As seen in table 7, the overall assessment of PCRs in 2013-2015 improved
compared to 2011-2013 with 83.6 per cent of the PCRs validated by IOE rated
moderately satisfactory or better.53 Previous ARRIs have highlighted lessons and
candour as areas of strength, and quality as the lowest rated criterion. The 2017
ARRI finds lessons and scope the strongest performing criteria. Notably, the
improved performance of lessons from 91.4 per cent to 94.2 percent rated
moderately satisfactory is statistically significant. Although quality remains the
weakest criteria it shows improvement, whereas candour has declined.
Table 7
Quality of PCR documents (PCRV/PPE data series)
Evaluation
criteria for
assessing
PCRs

Percentage satisfactory
or better

Percentage moderately satisfactory
or better

t-test (means
comparison)

(p-value)

2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015 2011-2013 /
2013-2015

Scope 41.5 34.6 32.8 81.7 86.4 85.1 0.58

Quality 14.6 14.6 15.9 69.5 78 76.8 0.05*

Lessons 54.3 52.4 53.6 91.4 93.9 94.2 0.00*

Candour 46.3 39.0 33.3 85.4 85.4 82.6 0.86

Overall rating
for PCR
document

29.6 21.1 16.4 78.9 85.9 83.6 0.00*

*indicates significance at 5 per cent

B. Country strategy and programme evaluations
117. Background. CSPEs provide a broader assessment of the IFAD-government

partnership in the reduction of rural poverty, and serve to inform the development
of new country strategies and IFAD-supported activities in the country.

118. Since 2010, the ARRI has included a dedicated chapter on CSPEs, to analyse and
report on performance beyond the project level and to identify lessons that
cut across IFAD country programmes. In accordance, this chapter outlines

53 The t-test for the overall rating (for PCR document) mean comparison between the two cohorts is statistically
significant at 1 per cent level ( P=0.001).
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IFAD’s performance in relation to: (i) non-lending activities (i.e. country-level
policy engagement, KM, and partnership-building); and (ii) country strategies
(i.e. the COSOP) in terms of relevance and effectiveness. It also includes a section
on cross-cutting issues of importance to ongoing and future IFAD country
strategies.

119. Historically, a total of 62 CSPEs have been undertaken by IOE since the product
was introduced in the 1990s (see Annex X for the complete list). Of these, 40
CSPEs have been conducted since 2006 based on a consistent methodology
including the use of ratings, which allows for the aggregation of results across
country programmes. This year's ARRI includes four new CSPEs carried out in DR
Congo, Mozambique, Nicaragua, and the Philippines.

120. Twenty-five out of the 40 CSPEs by IOE were conducted in middle-income
countries (MICs) and fifteen in low-income countries (LICs). Two of the 2016
CSPEs were done in Lower MICs (Nicaragua, and the Philippines), while the other
two were done in LICs (DR Congo and Mozambique), the former of which is also in
a fragile situation. This provides an opportunity to compare the performance of
non-lending activities in these different situations and regions.

(i) Non-lending activities
121. Trends in performance 2006-2016. Knowledge management, partnership-

building and country-level policy engagement are mutually reinforcing actions to
complement IFAD’s investment projects. They are increasingly recognized as
essential instruments to promote institutional and policy transformation at country
level and scale up the impact of IFAD operations for deeper results in rural poverty
reduction.

122. Table 8 presents the consolidated results from the 40 country programmes
evaluated since 2006. In summary, nearly 65 per cent of the country programmes
are moderately satisfactory and 5 per cent satisfactory for overall non-lending
activities, 30 per cent are moderately unsatisfactory and none highly satisfactory.

123. Half of the CSPEs assessed IFAD and government’s combined performance as
mainly moderately satisfactory in both KM and partnership-building. The latter has
been the best among non-lending activities in the period 2006-2016, whereas
country-level policy engagement remains the least satisfactory. However, the
average rating is below 4 for the three non-lending activities throughout the period
with a marginal decline in all the criteria except overall non-lending which remains
stable.
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Table 8
Performance of non-lending activities 2006-2016 (year of evaluation) (N=40)

Rating
(Per cent)

Policy
dialogue

Knowledge
management

Partnership
building

Overall non-lending
activities

Highly satisfactory 2.5 2.5 0 0

Satisfactory 15.0 10.0 15.0 5.0

Moderately satisfactory 47.5 50.0 55.0 65.0

Total satisfactory 55.0 62.5 70.0 70.0

Moderately
unsatisfactory 37.5 35.0 30.0 30.0

Unsatisfactory 7.5 2.5 0 0

Highly unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0

Total unsatisfactory 45 37.5 30 30.0

Average rating 3.6 3.8 3.9 3.8

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

124. Trends in performance 2014-2016. The next paragraphs discuss the trends in
the performance of non-lending activities by three-year moving averages (chart
16) starting from 2006. The analysis focuses on the period 2014-2016 and the
factors of good and less good performance emerging from the 2016 CSPEs.
Chart 16
Performance of non-lending activities 2006-2016 (year of evaluation)
Percentage rated moderately satisfactory or better by criteria

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

125. Chart 16 shows that performance of non-lending activities improved significantly
between 2006 and 2011 followed by flat performance between 2011 and 2014. The
period 2013-2015 marks another shift in performance with improvement in KM and
declines in country-level policy engagement and partnership-building. Notably,
from 2014 partnership building is no longer the strongest performing non-lending
activity due to steady improvements in KM. However, the positive trend for KM
from 67 per cent in moderately satisfactory country programmes since 2010-2012
to 75 per cent in 2014-2016 has now reached a plateau.

126. The performance of country-level policy engagement declined from 73 per cent of
the country programmes rated moderately satisfactory or better in the period
2009-2011 to 58 per cent in 2011-2014, to decline further to 50 per cent in 2014-
2016.

127. The downward trend is even sharper for partnership-building. In this case
performance diminished from 91 per cent of country programmes assessed as
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moderately satisfactory or better in 2009-2011 to 75 per cent in 2011-2014, to 58
per cent in 2014-2016. The decline in performance raises concerns in view of the
IFAD10 targets for 2018, which are 85 per cent for policy and 90 per cent for
partnership building.

128. Knowledge management. The IFAD KM framework, which updates the 2007 KM
Strategy54, outlines a broad knowledge vision for IFAD. Noted as “in development”
by the 2016 ARRI learning theme, an operational KM Action Plan was approved in
2016 for implementation in the IFAD10 period which will be monitored and
reported on by an interdepartmental KM Coordination Group. By identifying
concrete actions and responsible divisions, the KM Action Plan moves towards
addressing the recommendations of the KM learning theme to: systematize KM in
IFAD, provide resources for KM, develop indicators for measuring performance in
KM, enhance staff KM skills and provide incentives for staff to engage in KM.

129. The 2016 ARRI and CSPEs cited the need to strengthen country-level knowledge to
lead to the scaling up of approaches. As noted in the CLE on Decentralization, ICOs
have the potential to contribute to country-level KM by (i) acting as a hub for KM
platforms and disseminating knowledge products; (ii) capture and share lessons
and best practices due to proximity to projects; (iii) provide KM training to local
partners; and (iv) organize study visits to other countries/projects. The potential
was illustrated in the Philippines CSPE which found the role of the ICO in facilitating
KM initiatives, presented in Box 8, stopped short of channelling findings to inform
policy discussions. The Mozambique CSPE also found a progressive intensification
of KM activities overtime which started with a rich informal and internal learning
and stocktaking process for new project designs to engagement in agricultural
information exchange platforms by ICO staff. However, the CLE rated ICOs
contribution to KM as moderately unsatisfactory finding that ICOs had limited
resources and time to allocate to KM.

130. In the DR Congo CSPE, KM also lacked an operational strategy though it was
included in the 2012 COSOP as an important activity with a well-defined
mechanism. It lacked strong engagement from the PMUs and was regarded as the
main responsibility of a Communication and KM Officer in the Liaison office who
produced a limited number of leaflets and articles and a few workshops. While
project and ICOs produce project-related knowledge as evinced in the Nicaragua
CSPE, IFAD’s knowledge management systems do not effectively organize it to
allow other to easily retrieve it. As a result, IFAD staff and stakeholders outside of
IFAD cannot make full use of the project-related knowledge that is produced.
Box 8
Good practice – Systematic Knowledge Management in the Philippines Country Programme

KM well set out as an integrated part of the Philippines country programme which
established a number of platforms for systematic KM:

(i) Annual Country Programme Review meeting with representatives of active loans
and selected grants, government departmental staff and IFAD staff, helped reflect
and improve implementation and share lessons among loans and grant projects.

(ii) Knowledge and Learning Markets annual, two-day public events that bring
together stakeholders of the IFAD country programme in the Philippines and the
general public and showcase the activities accomplishments and products of IFAD-
supported projects and assisted communities.

(iii)IFAD Philippines Gender Network of gender focal points from the IFAD-funded
project, civil society organizations, and implementing agencies. The network
provides a forum where gender focal points discuss and analyse gender issues and
formulate recommends which contributed to experience sharing and cross

54 Implemented from 2008 to 2010 and yielded the recognition that IFAD needed to improve its learning from
development practice to deliver better results and impact.
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fertilization.

To improve further, the Philippines country programme needs to: enhance evidence-
based analysis and learning to inform key policy issues and larger programmes so that
good practice can be scaled up; promote opportunities for wider or structured country-
level policy engagement; and strengthened partnerships with other development
agencies.

Source: Philippines CSPE.

131. Partnerships. The 2016 CSPEs report different levels of partnership-building
between IFAD and government, multilateral organizations and the private sector.
Generally, IFAD has established close and effective partnerships with government.
Building IFAD’s partnership with governments accounts for most of the time
Country Programme Managers (CPMs) allocated to partnership activities. In
Nicaragua, IFAD’s strongest partnerships also are with government entities, in
particular relevant ministries such as finance and development as well as those
implementing IFAD’s programmes. The Philippines country programme established
extensive partnerships with a large number of government line departments and
oversight agencies with projects working through local government units to
strengthen collaboration. The DR Congo country programme also strengthened and
diversified its partnership with government institutions, though partnership with
government technical services did not perform well due to their limited capacities.
Similarly in Mozambique, partnership with IFAD is highly valued by the
Government especially, but not only, at the central level.

132. The new IFAD Strategic Framework (2016-2025) identifies partnerships both as
one of its five principles of engagement and also as one of the means of
strengthening the quality of IFAD’s country programmes. In addition to
strengthening existing partnerships (collaboration with the Rome-based agencies is
a strategic priority) and developing new ones, especially with partners with
complementary areas of expertise, the Framework calls for IFAD to continue to
engage with the international development community to build support around
global issues affecting rural communities. At country level it calls for IFAD to
facilitate multi-stakeholder partnerships between governments, the private sector
and small-scale rural producers; through amongst other mechanisms, South-South
and Triangular Cooperation.

133. In this regard, the 2016 evaluations find further scope for enhancement. The
Philippines CSPE found that partnership with bilateral and multilateral agencies
were fewer than planned. In DR Congo, IFAD successfully mobilized major co-
financing for updating social services and roads, though was less successful in
developing new partnerships for scaling up. In Nicaragua, partnerships with non-
state actors, including the private sector, are limited, as is the incorporation of
IFAD-funded regional project experiences into the programme. The Mozambique
CSPE described two types of potential partnership-building that lagged behind: (i)
cooperation with non-IFAD projects that could bring added value; and (ii)
substantive collaboration with other IFIs in the country, like the World Bank, or the
African Development Bank. These types of potential partnerships are particularly
important in view of upscaling successful experiences from IFAD-funded projects.

134. While it is expected that ICOs would contribute to enhancing such partnerships,
particularly with the Rome-based agencies, given the thematic affinities, evidence
from the CLE on Decentralization suggests that ICOs helped establish more regular
contact, but did not strengthen significantly the substantive and programmatic
collaboration. Although ICOs were members of the United National country teams,
their participation was limited as meetings were viewed as not adding value to
IFAD operations. ICOs also generally viewed IFAD’s participation in One UN
Initiatives as a low priority, given that IFAD’s operating model is different and more
akin to that of Multilateral Development Banks.
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135. In DR Congo, the few successful partnerships with FAO were funded by IFAD grants
such as setting up of Farmer Field Schools and Community-based listening clubs.
In Mozambique, involvement by the three Rome-based agencies in an EU-funded
program also served as a catalyst for greater collaboration as illustrated in box 10.
Box 10
Good practice – Rome-based agencies collaboration in Mozambique

In Mozambique, IFAD has developed solid partnerships with FAO and WFP in the
context of the EU-funded MDG1c implementation. Prior to the period under evaluation,
between 2008 and 2011, IFAD, WFP and FAO had implemented the joint programme
“Building Commodity Value Chains and Market Linkages for Farmers’ Associations”
funded by the Spanish Millennium Development Goals Fund. This experience was a
good stepping stone for FAO, IFAD and WFP to prepare a consolidated, though not joint
project proposal in 2011 for the EU-funded grant ‘Support to Accelerate Progress
towards MDG 1C in Mozambique’ (MDG1c).

Source: Mozambique CSPE.

136. Partnership with the private sector is a particular priority in the IFAD10 period with
the Public-Private-Producers Partnership (4Ps) model as one of the approved
themes for unrestricted complementary contributions.55 The ESR on SAM explains
that well-defined roles and responsibilities, with adequate incentives crafted to
motivate and support smallholder empowerment, capacity development and
market access were key to successful programme partnerships. Especially “market-
knowledgeable” or “market-oriented” partnerships tended to have greater impact
and relevance. Other success factors for private sector partnership are outlined in
box 11 below.
Box 11
Success factors for public-private-producer partnerships

The ESR on SAM highlighted eight enabling factors for successful 4P smallholder value
chain access programming:

 Define rationales and underlying assumptions
 Ensure a clear market pull
 Prioritize farmer ownership of the 4Ps
 Align partner incentives  and build trust
 Manage risks through their identification, distribution and mitigation
 Build capacity to respond to changes in complex market systems
 Take a proactive approach to public accountability and transparency
 Facilitate sustainable market systems

Source: ESR on SAM; IDS study, 2005.

137. However, 2016 evaluations found partnership with the private entities limited as
was found in the Nicaragua CSPE as mentioned above. While the Philippines CSPE
also found few private partnerships materialize, the CLE on Decentralization found
cases in which country presence facilitated partnerships with private sector
entrepreneurs, though they are more often initiated by project management units
rather than country offices (e.g., maize in Ghana, cocoa in Indonesia,-oil palm in
Uganda).

138. While KM has strengthened, more opportunities are to be explored to expand the
partnership and dialogue with international development partners and the private
sector, which could leverage the scaling up of successful experiences and results.
IOE is currently undertaking an Evaluation Synthesis on “Building partnerships for
enhanced development effectiveness” to identify lessons relevant to different forms
of partnership at country level. The findings will be presented in the 2018 ARRI.

55 Unrestricted complementary contributions are contributions by Member States which are included as part of the total
replenishment contribution and performance-based allocation but are earmarked by theme.
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139. Country-level policy engagement. Performance of country-level policy
engagement has declined significantly to become the weakest non-lending area
since IFAD8. IOE has previously highlighted weaknesses in IFAD’s country-level
policy work from: (i) overambitious policy agenda of COSOPs which are not
followed through; (ii) a narrow focus on projects at the expense of knowledge
management and policy engagement; (iii) lack of capacity in terms of in-country
presence and in-house skills; and (iv) lack of instruments and tools to support
country-level dialogue. The forthcoming Evaluation Synthesis on IFAD’s Country-
level Policy Dialogue, to be reported upon in the 2018 ARRI, will provide a
comprehensive review of past evaluations in light of recent corporate initiatives,
including the inclusion of policy engagement in the pillar Knowledge Building,
Dissemination and Policy engagement pillar for results delivery in IFAD’s Strategic
Framework.

140. The country-level policy engagement approach was developed by management to
address these issues, which is a relatively new area of focus and attention in IFAD.
A fundamental principle of this approach is that policy engagement must be led by
the CPM with the support of two country-level policy officers in the Policy and
Technical Advisory Division (PTA).56 Thus, it is not surprising that the CLE on
Decentralization found that good coverage of country-level policy engagement
issues in COSOPs and project design documents appear to be largely determined
by the interests, experience and initiatives of CPMs. In addition, the turnover of
CPMs and long delays in filling vacancies had an adverse impact on country-level
policy engagement (e.g., DR Congo). However, many CPMs are recruited for
project management skills and are not necessarily experienced in country-level
policy engagement. No corporate incentives exist to encourage CPMs or ICOs to
undertake country-level policy engagement and individual performance assessment
are more heavily driven by project approval, successful implementation and
ensuring sound fiduciary matters than by non-lending activities. Therefore,
overstretched CPMs and CPOs allocate little time to country-level policy
engagement particularly if there are implementation issues with the country
programme, as was the case in DR Congo where the out-posted CPM gave less
attention to non-project activities.

141. In fact, the DR Congo CSPE further emphasizes that country-level policy
engagement activities were largely confined to participation by the CPM in donor-
Government coordination mechanisms. Several opportunities for dialogue were
missed, such as (i) participation in the process of formulating national strategies
and policies; (ii) putting in place political conditions during negotiations for new
project financing; (iii) conducting studies on policy issues to be addressed under
the 2012 COSOP; and (iv) capitalizing on project results.

142. Key factors for good performance in non-lending activities. The 2016 CSPEs
highlight the importance of non-lending activities as vehicles for enhancing the
overall impact of the results from IFAD’s country programmes. They further draw
attention to factors to enhance IFAD’s capacity to engage in non-lending activities
more effectively.

143. First, building strong knowledge management platforms within country
programmes is a critical first step towards enhancing non-lending activities overall.
Such platforms allow the critical flow of knowledge from the PMU to the ICO/CPM to
government and eventually to external partners. Web-based knowledge platforms
such as IFADAsia, further facilitate the exchanges between projects and IFAD and
external partners.

56 Strategy and Knowledge Department also has two global engagement specialists and PMD has five regional
economists to support policy dialogue at regional level.
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144. Second, centring non-lending on the country programme and existing programme
processes, given limited resources, contributes to better results. For example,
annual country programme reviews with project staff, government, IFAD staff and
stakeholders provide a critical moment for knowledge exchange and improving the
country programme performance. Supervision reports that regularly provide a
section on KM or learnings on good practices allow for systematic knowledge
capture for dissemination. The rural sector performance assessment, if conducted
in a participatory manner with government and in-country partners, provides an
opportunity for country-level policy engagement directly related to the country
programme.

145. Third, a coherent system for non-lending activities is required that outlines how KM
products contribute to partnership building, and then how these partnerships lead
to effective policy engagement that enhances country programme results. This
entails capturing required evidence which is shared with specific external partners
to enhance IFAD’s voice for promoting particular policies that are conducive to
country programme objectives. This is evidenced in the Philippines CSPE which
further noted how knowledge management events led to improved linkages
between the regional grants and country programme.

146. Fourth, the concentration of responsibility for non-lending in one position can limit
activities and the overall impact. For country-level policy engagement,  knowledge
management, South-South Triangular Cooperation and partnership , CPMs can
draw on the enhanced resources in PTA, in the Strategy and Knowledge
Department and in the Office of Partnership and Resource Mobilization to improve
linkages and scaling up country programme results with regional development
plans and related thematic sectors.

147. Finally, 2016 CSPEs highlighted grants as a useful instrument for engaging
partners, country capacity-building and country-level policy engagement. In
Nicaragua, regional grants implemented by UN and private entities served to build
the capacity of women’s organizations, regional and national institutions as well as
promote policy dialogue. In a context of limited resources, grants may further
country-level policy engagement as was seen in DR Congo where IFAD supported
apex farmer organizations with a grant to engage in dialogue with Government on
agricultural policies. While outcomes of this dialogue remain modest, the voice of
farmer organizations in political fora has certainly increased. Several grants in DR
Congo also provide direct support to project implementation and contributed to
improving programme performance.

148. The Philippines CSPE highlighted a small country-specific grant to support results-
based M&E. It contributed to the emergence of a new national results-based M&E
system developed between NEDA and the Department of Budget Management. In
Mozambique, regional grants were successfully integrated into the National
Agricultural Extension System with good perspectives for institutional sustainability.
Despite the examples above, more effort is required to capitalize on the grant
instrument by strengthening the integration of grants in COSOPs and the linkages
between regional grants and the country programme.

149. To summarize, non-lending activities are not an end in themselves but  a crucial
means to leverage and scale-up IFAD impact from its country programmes.

(ii) COSOP performance
150. COSOPs are fundamental instruments to determine IFAD’s strategic positioning in

the country and to articulate the mix of interventions that will contribute to rural
poverty reduction. Results-based COSOPs were introduced in 2006, which helped
sharpen their results orientation. Each CSPE includes an assessment and ratings for
COSOP performance, which entails the review of relevance and effectiveness of
IFAD country strategies. Based on these ratings, CSPEs also generate an overall
rating for COSOP performance.
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151. Table 9 summarizes the ratings from the 40 CSPEs done between 2006-2016.
COSOP relevance is assessed as moderately satisfactory or better in 82.5 per cent
of IFAD country strategies, effectiveness in 75 per cent and COSOP performance in
81.3 per cent. The majority of the ratings falls in the moderately satisfactory zone,
though over a quarter are satisfactory for relevance and performance, while none
of the country strategies is found to be highly satisfactory for any criteria.

152. Evidence from the CLE on Decentralization suggests that the establishment of ICOs
contributed to better design and performance of COSOPs. For instance, the analysis
of CSPEs and their ratings show that the presence of ICOs is associated with
COSOPs that are more relevant (responsive to country priorities and local needs)
and perform better in terms of delivering results. Ratings on relevance,
effectiveness and overall performance for COSOPs in countries with an ICO were
significantly higher than for those without.57

Table 9
Results of COSOP relevance, effectiveness and performance, 2006-2016 (year of evaluation)
percentage of country programme rated moderately satisfactory or bettera

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.
a The seven CSPEs completed before 2009 did not contain ratings for COSOP relevance, effectiveness and overall
performance, since this rating was not required by the IOE methodology at that time. IOE thus decided to assign ratings
on the basis of the evidence available in the seven CSPEs. This was possible for county strategy relevance in all seven
cases, but there was insufficient evidence to provide reliable ratings for country strategy effectiveness and overall
COSOP performance.
b COSOP performance is a composite rating based on the individual ratings for COSOP relevance and COSOP
effectiveness. This composite rating is not an arithmetic average of the individual ratings for relevance and
effectiveness, but rather a round number based on the available evidence and the objective judgement of the
evaluations.

153. Cross-cutting issues. The 2016 CSPEs identified several cross-cutting issues that
merit attention for improving ongoing and future IFAD country strategies. However,
one-size does not fit all and the measures to address the issues need to be
differentiated based on the fragility or income status of the country.

154. First, evaluations find that IFAD’s specificity and comparative advantage could
be better reflected in COSOPs, in terms of the target group and/or thematic areas
with a clear pro-poor orientation, with a view to generating knowledge and lessons
to inform investments by the government and other partners for scaling-up. In
countries in fragile situations, focused geographic coverage within the country
over a longer period is especially advisable to achieve better effectiveness of
supervision, M&E activities as well as non-lending activities.

57 See table 10, annex IV of CLE Decentralization.

Rating COSOP
relevance

COSOP
effectiveness

COSOP
performanceb

6 Highly satisfactory 0 0 0

5   Satisfactory 30.0 9.4 25.0

4 Moderately satisfactory 52.5 65.6 56.3

Total moderately satisfactory or better 82.5 75.0 81.3

3 Moderately unsatisfactory 17.5 25.0 18.8

2 Unsatisfactory 0 0 0

1 Highly unsatisfactory 0 0 0

Total moderately unsatisfactory or worse 17.5 25.0 18.8

Average rating 4.1 3.8 4.1

Country programmes rated 40 32 32
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155. Second, evaluations find that learning from project results and using
information to support government policy is currently not an explicit element
of the country strategy. The strategy needs to discuss the opportunities for diverse
types of support apart from investment financing, for example, reimbursable
technical assistance and facilitating knowledge-sharing with other countries,
particularly for MICs. Capacity building is a non-lending activity not assessed but is
highly relevant for country programmes in LICs and in countries in fragile
situations. In these situations, IFAD in collaboration with Government and project
teams need to identify strengths and weaknesses, and document project
approaches related to rural organizations and capacity development as well as
promote lesson sharing and ensure the holding annual joint portfolio reviews as a
means of developing knowledge platforms.

156. Third, evaluations find that country strategies do not enhance diagnostic analysis of
the potential target groups and a specific targeting strategy to reach most
vulnerable people. They highlight the need for good quality diagnosis of different
groups within the potential target population, a differentiated approach to reach
them, and monitoring of the outreach, beneficiary profiles and the targeting
performance. In countries in fragile situations, IFAD needs to limit projects and
grants to selected provinces with high poverty rates but stable security situations,
and remain there for a sufficient length of time. The geographical coverage of
individual projects need to be limited to a single province and exchanges with other
provinces promoted, when supporting agricultural value chains that cross provincial
borders, to allow scaling up. In addition, the rigorous analysis of risks in the
targeted areas is required for developing a risk management strategy and adapting
the design and score of projects to the context.

157. Fourth, ICOs require appropriate resources to increase support to national policy
and strategy issues. As found by the forthcoming Evaluation Synthesis on IFAD's
Country-level Policy Dialogue, IFAD is gaining increasing recognition as a respected
and trusted partner. The growing number of IFAD country offices offers new
opportunities for IFAD to be more involved in country-level policy processes.

158. The Evaluation Synthesis report also emphasizes the synergistic relationship among
the three non-lending activities, as country-level policy engagement, knowledge
management and partnership-building are mutually reinforcing actions to
complement IFAD’s investment projects and strengthen programme effectiveness.
The report stresses the importance of considering these interdependent
relationships in order to ensure synergies among them, as well as between them
and investment operations. The Mozambique CSPE and CLE on Decentralization
also highlight the need for a coherent non-lending system whose elements are
outlined in box 12.
Box 12
Key elements for coherent non-lending system

Ensure sufficient resources are allocated in project and ICO budgets for non-lending
activities, starting from sound M&E systems then develop:

(i) robust outcome-level monitoring indicator for COSOPs and project;

(ii) a country programme-level knowledge management strategy closely anchored to
key COSOP elements and to those project components that can usefully be scaled
up through national policies and strategies;

(iii) early identification of evidence-based issues and results that can be usefully fed
into policy dialogue processes at a high strategic level, through appropriate
knowledge management processes.

Source: Mozambique CSPE and CLE on Decentralization.

159. Partners have an important role in country-level policy engagement. Through ICOs,
IFAD can work with other development partners in the rural sector to strengthen
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the exchange of information with Government, with a focus on the areas of its
comparative advantage and the Government’s priorities. There are also
opportunities for IFAD to work with other Rome-based agencies to provide advisory
support on issues such as food production and food security, gender equality and
women’s empowerment in agriculture and rural development. In LICs, particularly
in fragile situations, ICOs need to be strengthened in terms of fiduciary
management competencies, to better support PMUs with procurement and the
preparation of withdrawal applications and adequate resources to operate
commensurate with country realities. In Mozambique, projects could contribute
lessons for evidence-based policy making, however, this would require resources to
develop adequate monitoring systems, identify the potential topics, conduct
relevant analysis and support scaling up through policy discussion platforms, with
Government partners and other stakeholders as appropriate.

160. Fifth, IFAD needs to improve integration of projects and non-project grants to
ensure complementarity, in particular on cross-cutting issues that call for
specialized technical support such as gender, environmental management, rural
finance, taking interventions by other development partners into account. In
Mozambique, the grants portfolio had high level of interconnectedness and synergy
and all grants attached to loans enhanced the latter’s relevance and filled their
design gaps, in particular on nutrition and natural resources management.

161. Finally, in developing COSOPs in countries in fragile situations, evaluations suggest
that IFAD make use of in-depth research done by other development partners to
strengthen its analysis of the cause of rural poverty and how these are linked to
the different dimensions of fragility (political, institutions, social and economic). In
addition, adequate budget in each project is required from government and IFAD
for strengthening the capacity of public partners and to involve them more in
project implementation which will contribute to building their technical and
management capacities, particularly in decentralized contexts. Finally, PMUs
require long-term assistance in results-based management (planning, fiduciary
management and M&E).

C. Benchmarking the performance of IFAD-financed projects
162. The ARRI benchmarks the performance of IFAD operations externally with the

performance of the agriculture sector operations of other development
organizations. Internal benchmarking is done against the targets included in the
IFAD10 RMF, and across the five geographic regions58 covered by IFAD operations.
Finally, a peer-to-peer comparison of IOE and the Programme Management
Department (PMD) ratings is provided.

163. External benchmarking. This section of the report benchmarks IFAD
performance with the performance of other IFIs and regional development banks,
in particular the African and Asian Development Banks and the World Bank.59 These
organizations have been selected because, like IFAD, they are members of the
Evaluation Cooperation Group of the Multilateral Development Banks and therefore
broadly use similar evaluation methodologies and have independent evaluation
offices and independent evaluation databases.

164. Although each organization is different in size and has a different geographic focus,
they have similar operating models as IFAD. That is, unlike the United Nations
specialized agencies, programmes and funds, the African and Asian Development

58 Asia and the Pacific, East and Southern Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, Near East, North Africa and
Europe, and West and Central Africa.
59 The Inter-American Development Bank and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development are not
included in the benchmarking analysis because the former does not use a rating system, while the nature of focus and
coverage of the latter is significantly different from IFAD.
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Banks and the World Bank also provide loans for investment operations with
sovereign guarantees.

165. Table 10 summarizes the results of the benchmarking done in this year’s ARRI.
Overall IFAD's project performance remains strong and most similar to that of the
agriculture sector operations of the World Bank. At the regional level, IFAD
maintains the highest share of moderately satisfactory or better project
performance ratings in the given period, when IFAD-funded projects in the Africa,
and the Asia and the Pacific regions are compared with the African Development
Bank (AfDB) and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) respectively.
Table 10
Project performance - Percentage of agriculture and rural development projects completed rated
moderately satisfactory or better (all evaluation data series)

Time period IFAD
2002-2015

IFAD
Africa

2002-2015

IFAD
Asia and the

Pacific
2002-2015

World Bank
2002-2015

AfDB
2002-2013

ADB
2002-2014

2002-2015 (percentage) 75% 68% 88% 76% 44% 65%

Number of agriculture
projects evaluated 279 129 73 662 131 92

Source: Independent evaluation rating databases of the Independent Development Evaluation Unit of AfDB,
Independent Evaluation Department of ADB, Independent Evaluation Group of the World Bank and IOE.

166. Due to the different sample size and composition of the performance ratings
between the banks, the data needs to be interpreted with some caution. While the
World Bank does not include sustainability in its project performance ratings, the
ADB has always done so. The Independent Development Evaluation unit at the
AfDB, has followed the same format as ADB since 2013. However, up until 2013
their agricultural projects were evaluated by the Independent Development
Evaluation unit of AfDB following three different rating frameworks which do not
provide an identical match with all IOE project performance indicators. Therefore,
IOE manually calculated their project performance rating using comparable
relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability ratings in the given time
period.

167. IOE follows an updated evaluation methodology60 since January 2016, and includes
sustainability in the project performance rating. This will further enhance the
comparability with the performance of ADB and AfDB in the coming years. At the
same time, as sustainability is an area of weak performance in IFAD operations, it
has somewhat lowered IFAD's project performance rating compared to last year.
Notwithstanding this change, IFAD's performance remained comparable to the
World Bank's project performance which does not include sustainability.

168. Finally, even though the ARRI compares IFAD’s project performance with the
agriculture sector operations of the other three banks, it is important to note that
IFAD-funded projects have some distinguishing characteristics, such as greater
focus on remote rural areas, targeting of disadvantaged populations (e.g.
indigenous peoples, pastoralists and artisanal fishers), grass-roots institution
building, bottom-up participatory resource allocation methods, and work in fragile
situations. All these factors make the design, implementation, supervision and
evaluation of IFAD-funded projects challenging.

169. Internal benchmarking. Table 11 benchmarks the internal performance against
selected indicators and targets in the IFAD9 RMF, as well as prospectively for
IFAD10. As the 2017 ARRI data includes projects completing up to end-2016, it
provides a more robust picture of performance during IFAD9. However, since

60 As per the second edition of the IOE Evaluation Manual (2016): https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/bfec198c-
62fd-46ff-abae-285d0e0709d6
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IFAD10 will build on the achievements of IFAD9 and many targets are the same,
comparison is also made with IFAD10 targets to draw attention to areas that may
be particularly lagging and need special consideration. A more accurate picture of
performance against the IFAD10 targets can only be provided after the close of
2018, presented in the 2019 ARRI.

170. According to IOE ratings, as illustrated by table 11, currently only one out of the
nine outcome indicators have reached the IFAD9 or IFAD10 RMF targets, namely
innovation and scaling up (green). That said, the RMF is not verified by IOE data
but by Management self-assessment data, namely PCR ratings presented in the
Report on IFAD’s Development Effectiveness. However, table 11 serves to draw
attention to Management evaluation criteria requiring additional attention. For
example, although adaptation to climate change (grey) appears to have already
reached the IFAD10 RMF target, it will need to remain closely monitored given the
recent introduction of the evaluation criterion in 2016 and since the result is
currently based on 28 projects only.61

171. Three indicators are within five percentage points of the RMF targets – namely
government performance as a partner, rural poverty impact, gender and women’s
empowerment (orange). Four indicators – effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability of
benefits, and environment and natural resources management – are ten to twenty
percentage points below the expected target and will require particular attention
during the IFAD10 period (red). In particular, efficiency has one of the lowest
targets but achieved only 57 per cent.

61 The 3-year moving average includes only the 28 projects in the 2013-2015 cohort of the all data series and 27
projects in the 2013-2015 cohort of the PCRV/PPE data series, for which adaptation to climate change was rated
separately.
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Table 11
Internal benchmarking – Percentage of projects rated moderately satisfactory or better against
RMF targets
Outcome indicators
(percentage of projects
rated moderately
satisfactory or better) at
completion

PCRV/PPE

2013-2015

2015
Targets

From the
2013-2015

IFAD 9 RMF

2018
Targets

From the
2016-2018

IFAD 10 RMF

Difference
Between

PCRV/PPE
and

2015 Target

Difference
Between

PCRV/PPE and
2018 Target

75 90 90 (15) (15)

57 75 80 (18) (23)

85 90 90 (5) (5)

65 75 85 (10) (20)

91 90 90 1 1

85 90 90 (5) (5)

75 90 90 (15) (15)

74 NA 50 NA 24

77 80 80 (3) (3)

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

172. To provide a more differentiated assessment of performance, table 12 benchmarks
project performance, rural poverty impact and overall project achievement across
the five geographical regions covered by IFAD operations. It is important to note
that benchmarking performance across regions should not be considered
tantamount to assessing the performance of the corresponding IFAD regional
division. This is because the regional divisions’ performance is only one, although
important, factor affecting the performance of a project. In fact, government
performance (0.78) is slightly more strongly correlated with project performance
than IFAD performance (0.66), although the correlation levels are similarly
satisfactory.

Government
performance as a

partner

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Sustainability

Innovation &
scaling up

Gender equality
and women’s
empowerment

Enviroment and
natural resources

management

Adaptation to
climate change

Rural poverty
impact
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Table 12
Internal benchmarking – Comparison across geographic regions from 2000-2015 (all evaluation data
series)

Project performance
Asia and

the Pacific
N=76

Latin America and
the Caribbean

N=44

East and
Southern Africa

N=59

Near East, North
African and Europe

N=51

West and
Central Africa

N=61

Percentage of
projects rated
moderately
satisfactory or better

88 80 76 73 56

Percentage of
projects rated
satisfactory or better

43 18 20 10 16

Rural poverty impact
Asia and

the Pacific
N=73

Latin America and
the Caribbean

N=41

East and
Southern Africa

N=53

Near East, North
African and Europe

N=49

West and
Central Africa

N=59

Percentage of
projects rated
moderately
satisfactory or better

90 83 85 80 59

Percentage of
projects rated
satisfactory or better

45 29 32 29 22

Overall project
achievement

Asia and
the Pacific

N=76

Latin America and
the Caribbean

N=43

East and
Southern Africa

N=60

Near East, North
African and Europe

N=51

West and
Central Africa

N=61

Percentage of
projects rated
moderately
satisfactory or better

88 81 78 80 59

Percentage of
projects rated
satisfactory or better

45 26 25 14 16

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

173. As in previous years, Asia and the Pacific division (APR) shows the best results in
all evaluation criteria analysed. Between 2000 and 2015, APR has the highest
proportion of projects that are moderately satisfactory or better, and also the
highest proportion of projects that are satisfactory or better. One key factor is that
84 per cent of the projects evaluated by IOE in APR show a moderately satisfactory
or better performance for government performance62, confirming again that the
latter is one of the single most important determinants of successful outcomes. The
performance of IFAD operations in the West and Central Africa region continues to
be the weakest also due to government performance. This is further supported by
the strong correlation between the project performance and government
performance in Asia (0.68) and West and Central Africa (0.70).

174. Peer-to-peer comparison. Following the practice introduced in the 2015 ARRI
report, this report presents the results of the peer-to-peer comparison between
IOE and PMD ratings for all evaluation criteria using the mean and mode values.
The peer-to-peer comparison aims at assessing the “net disconnect” between PMD
and IOE ratings for each criteria included in PCRs and PCRVs to get a better
understanding of where differences lie in reporting on performance. As evaluations
in 2016 no longer rate rural poverty sub-domains, this year the comparison is only
made among 12 criteria.

62 78 per cent in Latin America and the Caribbean, 69 per cent in East and Southern Africa, 66 per cent in Near East,
North African and Europe and 52 per cent in West and Central Africa.
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175. As detailed in the following paragraphs, the results of the peer-to-peer comparison
are largely similar to last year. However, the analysis draws from a larger sample
of 151 projects completed in the period 2007-2015, as compared to 126 in the
2016 ARRI.

176. Table 13 shows that for the 151 projects assessed in this analysis, the PMD ratings
were higher on average for all criteria. The differences in the mean ratings of IOE
and PMD are statistically significant for all criteria except government performance,
based on the p values derived from the t-test conducted. This indicates that for
government performance the assessments by IOE and PMD are statistically the
same. As last year, relevance presents the largest disconnect, where the PMD
ratings tend to be 0.55 higher on average.63 IOE assessments and ratings for
relevance cover both aspects – review of project objectives and design – which are
both critical in ensuring effectiveness. Another explanatory factor is that many
PCRs only assess relevance of the project as embedded in design documents, while
IOE assessments include an analysis of relevance both at the time of design as well
as at project completion. In 2017, IFAD and Management concluded a
harmonization agreement which may help reduce any differences due to
inconsistencies in criteria definition by IOE and PMD.
Table 13
Comparison of IOE's PCRV/PPE ratings and PMD's PCR ratings for all evaluation criteria
in projects completing in 2007-2015 (N=151)

Criteria Mean ratings
Disconnect

of mean rating
T-test (Means
comparison)

IOE PMD p-value

1. Relevance 4.32 4.87 -0.55 0.03**

2. Effectiveness 3.97 4.21 -0.24 0.02**

3. Efficiency 3.63 3.92 -0.29 0.01*

4. Sustainability 3.67 4.00 -0.33 0.00*

5. Project performance 3.95 4.33 -0.38 0.02**

6. Rural poverty impact 4.10 4.25 -0.15 0.000*

7. Innovation and scaling-up 4.19 4.44 -0.25 0.03**

8. Gender equality and women's
empowerment

4.22 4.46 -0.24
0.00*

9. Environment and natural resources 3.88 4.13 -0.25 0.00*

10. Overall project achievement 3.98 4.28 -0.30 0.02**

11. IFAD performance 4.22 4.53 -0.31 0.03**

12. Government performance 3.83 4.11 -0.28 0.49

Source: IOE evaluation rating database and PMD project completion report rating database; * indicates significance at
1 per cent and ** indicates significance at 5 per cent level.

III. Learning theme on financial management and
fiduciary responsibilities in IFAD-funded operations

A. Introduction
177. As agreed by the Executive Board in September 2016, the learning theme for the

2017 ARRI is financial management and fiduciary responsibilities in IFAD-funded
operations. Although government performance has improved in recent years,

63 A review of PCRVs finds that this is because – in analysing and rating relevance of a project – the PCRs primarily
assess the relevance of project objectives and do not focus sufficiently on the relevance of design.
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financial management and fiduciary responsibility remain a factor hampering
further improvements in the performance of IFAD’s portfolio. Therefore, the
objective of this learning theme is to provide IFAD management and staff with
lessons, practices and insights on financial management and fiduciary
responsibilities of IFAD-funded projects towards improving the Fund’s overall
operational performance and institutional efficiency and effectiveness.

178. Learning themes are not evaluations as such, but rather a review that highlights
key lessons based on existing IFAD evaluation reports and other evaluative
evidence. To provide meaningful lessons based on comparable experiences, this
learning theme concentrates on project loans64 that have been completed since
2009, after the approval of the direct supervision policy. Supervision65 by
cooperating institutions, with their different fiduciary models, was phased out in
2007 when IFAD introduced the policy on direct supervision and implementation
support. Therefore, in order to fully appreciate the effects of the policy at the
operational level, the sample of projects reviewed by the learning theme will
comprise evaluated projects exiting the portfolio in the period 2009-2015.66

179. In addition, this learning theme takes into account IFAD policies, guidelines and
institutional practices related to the financial management and fiduciary
responsibilities in IFAD-funded operations. It draws on IFAD Management’s own
assessments through regional portfolio reviews and project status reports since IOE
evaluations only selectively review financial management and fiduciary issues
under government performance. It also has been informed by the findings of
previous ARRI learning themes on project management (2014) and efficiency
(2011).

180. Definition and operational framework. Fiduciary responsibility is the key
principle of IFAD’s financial management, whereby “the proceeds of any financing
are [to be] used only for the purposes for which the financing was provided, with
due attention to considerations of economy, efficiency and social equity,” as stated
in the Agreement establishing IFAD. Since IFAD-financed projects are nationally
managed using national public financial management systems, IFAD requires
assurance from borrowers that they meet IFAD’s fiduciary standards, notably by
maintaining adequate financial management arrangements. 67 To that end, IFAD
oversees the effectiveness of the financial management arrangements in place and
supports the Borrower’s fiduciary capacity, both at the project design stage and
during implementation.

181. Assuring fiduciary compliance starts at project design, when financial management
arrangements and various capacity-building activities are put in place to safeguard
projects against inherent risks in the immediate project environment. Fiduciary
monitoring of financial management helps projects identify departures from
fiduciary standards during implementation. IFAD promotes corrective measures
through its supervision, enforcement infrastructure and implementation support.

182. The operational framework of fiduciary responsibility is based on an integrated set
of policies and guidelines as outlined in box 13.

64 Project loans constitute the bulk of IFAD’s operations. In addition, in 2017 the Office of Audit and Oversight is
conducting an Audit of Grant Fiduciary Management.
65 Supervision ensures compliance with loan covenants, procurement, disbursement and the end-use of funds, and is
an effective tool for promoting efficiency and good governance.
66 It is important to note that IOE introduced the first edition of the evaluation manual in 2009; thus evaluations
conducted from that year onwards follow the same methodology.
67 “Financial management” refers to the organization, budgeting, accounting, internal control, funds flow, financial
reporting and internal and auditing arrangements by which Borrowers/Recipients receive funds, spend them and record
their use.(Financial management and Administration Manual 2016, p. 3)
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Box 13
Fiduciary responsibility – operational framework

(i) The General Conditions for Agricultural Development Financing, last
updated in 2014, provide the frame of reference for IFAD lending operations and
hence fiduciary responsibility, in which the general conditions and procedures for
loan withdrawals and project implementation, including procurement, monitoring
and evaluation, financial accounts, audits and reporting, and remedies (loan
suspension/cancellation), are outlined.

(ii) Borrowing countries’ fiduciary responsibility is more closely delineated in the
project financing agreement. Borrowers commit to adhere to IFAD’s policies and
procedures, notably the guidelines on Project Procurement (2010) and Project
Audits (2011). Manuals and handbooks, such as the Loan Disbursement Handbook
(2009), assist project implementation agencies in discharging their responsibilities
by conforming to IFAD policies and procedures. At the project level, fiduciary
arrangements and procedures are captured, as applicable, in the Project
Implementation Manual.

(iii) IFAD’s roles and responsibilities are established by the guidelines on
“Supervision and implementation support of projects and programmes funded from
IFAD loans and grants.” First issued in 2007, they were revised in 2014 to bring
procedures in line with implementation experience.*

* A policy on Supervision and Implementation Support drafted in 2012 complements these guidelines.
Source: Agreement establishing IFAD, 1976, p.12 - Article 7 (c).

183. Responsibility for fiduciary supervision is now divided between the Financial
Management Services Division (FMD), which handles almost all financial
management aspects, and the Programme Management Department (PMD), which
is in charge of the procurement dimension within the context of its overall
implementation planning,68 monitoring and support function. Supervision and
implementation support missions play a central role in IFAD’s fiduciary
management.

184. Since the adoption of the new operating model of direct loan supervision and
implementation support in 2007, assurance of fiduciary requirements has been a
continuing concern for IFAD: fiduciary risk is now a central organizing principle for
financial management and administration (Financial Management and
Administration Manual, 2016).

B. Main findings
Statistical analysis

185. Trend analysis reveals that fiduciary compliance has been improving over the
review period, particularly since 2010. The average aggregate rating on fiduciary
aspects rose, albeit only modestly, as did most of its component indicators, as
detailed in chart 17. Overall, the mean ratings for the various fiduciary indicators
remains around 4 – which is moderately satisfactory – with the exception of ratings
for counterpart funds and compliance with financing covenants, which have moved
towards the satisfactory zone.

68 Notably, the Annual Work Plan and Budget process.
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Chart 17
Trend analysis: Three-year rolling averages for the mean ratings on fiduciary aspects

Source: Project Supervision Report database (projects completed 2009-2015).

186. An analysis of available ratings69 shows a high correlation between fiduciary
standards and practices and overall project implementation progress. Using the
average of the six customary indicators on fiduciary aspects70 and the overall
project implementation progress score included in the Project Supervision Report
(PSR), the correlation measure is a 0.79 on a scale from 0 to 1.71 As shown in
table 14, individual fiduciary compliance scores also exhibit moderate to strong
correlation with overall implementation progress.

187. As for correlation with IOE independent composite ratings (project performance
and overall project achievement), correlation levels are mostly moderate (with the
exception of compliance with procurement, which displays weaker correlation).
Good fiduciary performance generally points to satisfactory implementation
performance and overall project achievement. In turn, projects marked by fiduciary
weaknesses are more likely to experience difficulties in reaching their
implementation results.
Table 14
Correlation analysis: Fiduciary aspects and overall project implementation progress, project
performance and overall project achievement (N=118)

Quality of
financial

management

Acceptable
disbursement

rate
Counter-

part funds

Compliance
with

financing
covenants

Compliance
with

procurement

Quality
and

timeliness
of audits

Aggregate
fiduciary

score

Overall project
implementation progress* 0.57 0.70 0.54 0.74 0.53 0.57 0.79

Project performance 0.42 0.49 0.46 0.55 0.36 0.46 0.59

Overall project
achievement 0.41 0.47 0.43 0.54 0.38 0.45 0.58

Source: PSR database and IOE ratings database (projects completed 2009-2015) * PSR indicator.

69 Deriving from 118 projects evaluated by IOE with completion dates between 2009 and 2015 (PCRV/PPE data series)
and PMD self-evaluation project performance ratings for the same projects.
70 (i) Quality of financial management, (ii) acceptable disbursement rate, (iii) counterpart funds, (iv) compliance with
financing covenants, (v) compliance with procurement, and (vi) quality and timeliness of audits.
71 The aggregate fiduciary score, being a mean of a mean, in this case turned out to be higher than individual
correlations of component fiduciary aspects and implementation results. Notwithstanding the likely overstated strength
of the correlation, it demonstrates the positive overall correlation between fiduciary compliance and implementation
performance.
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188. In a broader context, a correlation analysis was also conducted on the mean rating
for government performance as a partner (which includes fiduciary aspects) with
the mean rating for project efficiency (which includes financial management). The
correlations between these two IOE evaluation criteria are fairly strong, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.71 across all evaluated IFAD projects,72 ranging from as
high as 0.81 in the West and Central Africa Division (WCA) region to a more
moderate 0.56 in the ESA region (as shown in table 15). These findings confirm
results similar to those reported in the corporate-level evaluation on “IFAD’s
institutional efficiency and efficiency of IFAD-funded operations,”73 illustrating that
government performance as a partner has a bearing on project efficiency.
Table 15
Correlation analysis: Aggregate fiduciary score across the five IFAD regions and by year of
completion

Correlation coefficient: Efficiency ratings and Government performance

By IFAD region

WCA 0.81

LAC 0.71

NEN 0.67

APR 0.61

ESA 0.56

By year of completion

2009-2011 0.75

2010-2012 0.82

2011-2013 0.70

2012-2014 0.64

2013-2015 0.59

2009-2015 0.71

Source: IOE ratings database (projects completed 2009-2015).

189. Weak government performance as a partner, including in financial management
and fiduciary compliance, remains a concern. While there has been a discernible
improvement in government performance ratings from 3.72 in the 2009-2011
cohort to 3.95 in the 2013-2015 cohort, regional differences remain – ranging from
as high as a 4.3 mean rating for APR to a low of 3.4 mean rating for WCA (see
chart 18).

72 118 projects evaluated between 2009 and 2015 (PCRV/PPE data series).
73 July 2013, p. 108.
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Chart 18
Comparative analysis: Government performance as a partner across the five IFAD regions; and
Trend analysis: Government performance as a partner by year of completion (3-year rolling
average)

Source: IOE ratings database (projects completed 2009-2015)

190. In summary, performance in fiduciary aspects, with the exception of procurement,
are moderately correlated with the evaluation criteria indicative of project
performance and overall project achievement. The evaluation criteria “government
performance as a partner” and “project efficiency” also include financial
management aspects and are correlated with one another. Based on these
findings, the next section identifies and examines factors contributing to financial
management and fiduciary compliance by governments and IFAD.

Qualitative analysis
191. Five major lessons emerge from this analysis and structure the discussion, which

draws on evaluative evidence from evaluation reports and portfolio reviews to
identify drivers of and impediments to the successful management of fiduciary
responsibilities.

LESSON 1: Introducing measures that address identified weaknesses in
institutional and project management capacity, ahead of implementation,
reduces unnecessary exposure to fiduciary risk.

192. The starting point of reflection for Lesson 1 is an assessment of how IFAD’s
fiduciary risks associated with its loans are perceived and managed. This risk
assessment ahead of implementation follows precautionary principles, which are
coherent with the guidelines on the “Supervision and implementation support of
projects and programmes funded from IFAD loans and grants.”

193. IFAD projects are exposed to multiple risks such as: country or sector governance
issues (including corruption); complex, unclear or ineffective rules, regulations and
legal structures; weak institutions and capacities; and other variables that weigh
on project implementation and undermine financial management and fiduciary
compliance. Project design itself may add to the risks, if it is not adapted to
prevailing conditions (for example, complex implementation arrangements).
Inherent risks are more present in fragile contexts, where solutions are more
difficult to implement. WCA, with the highest number of countries in fragile
situations, is particularly affected by this problem, as projects consistently perform
worse than their peers in other regions despite higher than average portfolio
management costs.74 One such example is PRODER I in the Republic of Congo,
which was rated, by the PCR and the PCRV alike, and in terms of overall project
achievement and performance of partners, clearly in the unsatisfactory range. This

74 Operating costs, which average some 15 per cent of the programme budget, may be as high as 25 per cent in
regions with a large proportion of fragile states such as WCA.
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case infers that the precautionary principles of identifying weaknesses ahead of
implementation were not part of project design.75 Still, high-risk projects also exist
in more stable countries.

194. On a more general level, and going beyond institutional and project management
capacity, country policy changes during implementation also can increase fiduciary
risks. One such example is the curtailing of financial autonomy of local
governments by central government in projects designed to build on local
government capacities to co-finance project activities.76 The reshuffling of
ministries during project implementation also contributes to higher fiduciary risks –
which are not foreseeable at design – as the recent Nicaragua CSPE suggests.77

195. The design and selection of project management arrangements needs to reflect
these risks. Financial management assessments (FMAs) are critical in identifying
inherent risks78 as part of the overall project fiduciary risk (PFR) assessment
process (introduced in 2012), which occurs initially during project design and is
then reviewed at least annually throughout the life of the project. FMAs gauge
whether financial management systems and processes79 of the implementing entity
are adequate for managing, controlling and reporting project finances, and propose
measures to address any specific financial management weaknesses so as to guard
projects against the risks present in the environment, including the project’s
financial management supervision approach (scope and frequency). They provide a
crucial input into the design of every project by establishing whether IFAD can
have confidence that the implementing agency has sufficient capacity to effectively
manage and control project financial resources. In general, the higher the inherent
risk, the greater the importance of appropriate financial management
arrangements to contain the risks to the project.80 In the context of IFAD’s risk-
based management framework, risk assessments are now updated on a periodic
(annual) basis.

196. Fiduciary safeguards are integral to the project financing agreement establishing
the fiduciary relationship between IFAD and the Borrower. As such, no withdrawal,
except for start-up costs, can be made from the loan and/or grant accounts until
the first AWPB has received a no-objection from the Fund and IFAD has determined
that all other conditions of disbursement (if applicable) have been fulfilled. Those
conditions include: the establishment of the PMU; putting in place the accounting
systems, financial management procedures, and internal control systems; and the
opening of the designated account and project account(s).81

197. Project management structures, encompassing oversight by the steering
committee, ministry senior management and the PMU, are essential organizational
elements of an enabling implementation environment.82 The unplanned absence of
a steering committee in The Marine and Agricultural Resources Support Programme
in Mauritius, for example, deprived the project of adequate guidance and

75 IFAD. République du Congo. Projet de Développement Rural dans les Départements des Plateaux, de la Cuvette et
de la Cuvette Ouest (PRODER I), PCRV, Rome, 2013.
76 IFAD. Republic of Uganda, Country Programme Evaluation, Rome, April 2013.
77 IFAD, República de Nicaragua. Evaluación de la Estrategia y Programa en el País, 2017.
78 A financial management assessment and fiduciary summary at the country level inform the project-level FMA. They
draw on review of the relevant documentation available on: governance; Transparency International’s most-recent
Corruption Perceptions Index scores; findings of any recent donor-funded financial management diagnostic reviews;
and any recent reports from donors and development partners (e.g. Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability
assessments or similar). Supplemented by data on each ongoing IFAD country portfolio and the financial management
risk ratings assigned to it.
79 FMA will cover the following key financial management elements: (i) Organization and staffing; (ii) Budgeting
(systems for annual budget preparation and monitoring of execution); (iii) Funds flow and disbursement arrangements;
(iv) Internal controls; (v) Accounting systems, policies and procedures (including information technology systems);
(vi) Reporting and monitoring; (vii) Project audit; and (viii) External audit.
80 IFAD Financial Management and Administration Manual 2016, p. 26.
81 Ibid., p. 18.
82 ESA Portfolio Review, 2014, p.19.
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coherence, with repercussions on fiduciary compliance, as audits did not meet the
required standards, and the planning and budgeting of the project were weak and
not properly aligned with the Government’s programme-based budgeting. The lack
of a dedicated PMU also impaired project implementation.

198. Due to the significant fiduciary risks to which projects are exposed, PMUs and
Project Implementation Units remain the modality of choice for a vast majority of
projects.83 Depending on the circumstances, different types of units are used,
ranging from a single PMU for all projects fully integrated into the existing
government organizational structure and systems, to stand-alone units using their
own systems.84 The topic is further discussed in the 2014 ARRI Learning Theme on
Project Management.

199. The Single Project Implementation Unit (SPIU) for IFAD operations in Rwanda is a
good example of the former and also showcases good fiduciary management. The
Rwanda SPIU helped, inter alia,85 the Support Project for the Strategic Plan for the
Transformation of Agriculture to deliver on all fiduciary aspects: disbursement was
100 per cent on target; agreed counterpart funds were released in a timely
manner; loan covenants and financial agreements were fully respected;
procurement rules were followed; and audits of good quality were ensured in a
timely manner. The management arrangement was instrumental in establishing
consistent practices across all projects for financial matters, procurement and
audits, and performed well in the face of the particular risks of more complex
projects. The continuity in project management arrangements fostered efficiency in
project implementation, reduced transaction costs, minimized start-up delays, and
enhanced learning.

200. At the opposite end of the spectrum are dedicated “ring-fenced” PMUs specifically
for the project, outside the government or ministry organizational structure, with
their own discrete financial management systems, staffed by external specialists
and mainly non-governmental staff. These played a useful role in particularly risky
country contexts marked by weak government institutions, and notably in countries
in fragile situations. In WCA, with its large number of countries in fragile situations,
this type of project management set-up remains the standard. The units are
frequently attached to the ministry of agriculture or a related institution which
ensures general oversight and participates in setting up the unit, including
recruitment of staff. Autonomous financial management removed from often
lengthy and cumbersome ministry procedures enables the units to react more
flexibly in difficult operating environments. Yet despite targeted efforts to provide a
more favourable set-up for managing projects, these special units were far from
immune to the general weaknesses of the institutional environment.86

201. As the quality of the project team and its management are key to financial
management and project success, capacity development and institutional
strengthening are a primary means of mitigating fiduciary risks. Financing
agreements therefore should include adequate provisions to ensure that a sufficient

83 PMUs provide oversight and facilitate project implementation. PMUs may coordinate and, in some projects,
implement specific components. However, IFAD-funded projects are primarily implemented by district- and field-level
extension personnel, MFIs, NGOs and client farmers. Frequently, there is no direct administrative or contractual
relationship between the PMU and implementers; thus the importance of proactive engagement by ministry senior
management with counterparts in other institutions to forward the project’s agenda both within steering committees and
bilaterally through regular contact.
84 Most implementing agencies rely on PMUs that are embedded in sector ministries, with varying use of country public
financial management systems and with most project financial staff being seconded by the government.
85 Other projects supported by SPIU include the Kirehe Community-based Watershed Management Project and the
Project for Rural Income through Exports.
86 IFAD. République démocratique du Congo, Évaluation de la stratégie et du programme de pays, Rome, 2016.
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number of staff will be involved in project activities on a full-time basis.87 The
selection and retention of competent staff are critical for safeguarding the project
against avoidable implementation risks.88 IFAD therefore assists projects in the
recruitment process (TOR preparation and CV review); moreover, competitive pay
and contractual terms are used to attract and keep the right project management
staff. However, while special contractual arrangements provide short-term relief in
terms of fiduciary risks (higher-quality teams and reduced turnover), they create a
risk of micro-management by IFAD, and their contribution to sustainable national
structures and solutions is limited at best, as further discussed below.89

LESSON 2: Managing fiduciary responsibilities through national systems
and regulations may entail a trade-off between short-term risks and
longer-term sustainability.

202. IFAD projects use national public financial management systems,90 where feasible.
As government systems regularly struggle to meet IFAD’s fiduciary requirements
(e.g. integrated workplan and budget, financial reporting and procurement),
project implementation is bound to increase fiduciary risks.91 Measures to mitigate
these risks usually involve capacity building focused on the immediate project
financial management environment. Yet, to the extent that more comprehensive
national capacity building is beyond IFAD’s remit, project-specific measures
shielding financial management from the risks inherent in the existing systems are
necessary. Often reinforced by additional IFAD implementation support, they
contain fiduciary risks in the short term, but they also undermine the longer-term
sustainability of project capacities.

203. There is an obvious trade-off between sustainability and rapid implementation
progress: Country systems, in particular, for budgeting and procurement, are
frequently responsible for implementation delays. Yet, limited de facto
implementation capacity within government agencies fails to be reflected in
realistic disbursement and results targets.92 There are also examples that exhibit
significant performance gaps within the same line ministry and the same mode of
implementation. The recent Nicaragua CSPE93 assigns ratings of satisfactory (5)
and unsatisfactory (2) to the efficiency of two distinct projects, both implemented
by the Ministry of Family, Associative and Cooperative Economy. These ratings
significantly reflect the respective performances of financial and administrative
management against the disbursement and results targets of these projects. Even
though both project implementation units operated under the same authority, the
project with the satisfactory efficiency rating was a straightforward value-chain
promotion project in areas of good geographic accessibility. The other project had
an overly complicated and ambiguous management framework, with the aim to
bring indigenous communities into the mainstream economy.94 Thus, specific
project features can override the simple distinction of whether country systems are
used or not.

87 The IFAD approach is to set up General Conditions at a general and high level of legal considerations with all
additional details addressed in other documents such as the Project Design Report, Project Implementation Manual,
and Letter to the Borrower.
88 Retaining, whenever possible, experienced and performing staff from previous projects, involving them in design for
greater ownership and easier start-up, and systematic and periodic capacity building / financial management training at
start-up and throughout implementation. (WCA Portfolio Review, 2015).
89 The purpose of this assistance is for providing ‘No Objection’ as IFAD is not directly involved in the recruitment
process.
90 Including single treasury accounts, budgets, integrated financial accounting systems, internal audit institutions, and
administrative procedures for authorization of expenditures or SAIs.
91 IFAD Project Status Reports.
92 ESA Portfolio Review, 2015.
93 IFAD, IOE. República de Nicaragua, Evaluación de la Estrategia y Programa País. March 2017.
9494 Notably, this complexity supported the development of an incipient institutional framework (i.e., the Indigenous
Territorial Governments).
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204. Similarly, stand-alone Project Management/ Implementation Units are the
implementation arrangement used in many IFAD projects to get projects
implemented on time, with minimal political interference and at expected levels of
quality.95 However, they are less appropriate for creating sustainable institutional
capacities in countries. Since they generally cease to exist after project closure,
they can only be expected to make negligible contributions to nurturing the
institutional memory of the lead implementing agency. The creation and the
subsequent dismantling of stand-alone Project Management/ Implementation Units
entails considerable transactions costs, without leaving behind institutional assets.
As such, these costs are only insufficiently captured by ex-post efficiency
indicators, e.g. proportion of project management cost versus total project cost. In
the long run, the continued absence of sustainable human and institutional assets
relevant for financial management and fiduciary responsibilities in concerned lead
ministries may exceed the directly measurable inefficiencies in the project
themselves.

205. Ultimately, sustainability of project benefits can only be assured by national
implementation capacities; this entails gradually building skills and fiduciary
capacity to recognize, report and address problems. At the same time, projects
whose implementation arrangements are fully mainstreamed within government
institutions are often among the weakest performers (Botswana, Eritrea, Malawi,
Mozambique and Tanzania).96 However, there are exceptions, such as the IFAD
Programme Support Cell (CAPFIDA) established by the Malagasy Ministry of
Agriculture in 2006. According to the Madagascar CPE,97 CAPFIDA was created as a
“hybrid” solution before an IFAD country presence office was opened in 2012. The
CPE assessed portfolio efficiency as moderately satisfactory (4) and explicitly
attributed this rating to CAPFIDA. CAPFIDA played a major role in the organization
and implementation of supervision missions. Even after the opening of the IFAD
office, CAPFIDA continued to operate as a coordinating unit for IFAD operations
within the Ministry of Agriculture. As such, CAPFIDA can be regarded as an entity
enhancing the ownership of the line ministry.

206. The weaker the national administration capacity, the greater the reliance will be on
dedicated systems for IFAD project implementation. While the need to better
anchor projects and project teams within their national systems is an important
goal to pursue, doing so will most likely remain a major challenge where the
institutional capacity of most technical line ministries, particularly agriculture, is
very weak. Nonetheless, although limited, the use of national financial
management systems is making progress. For example, IFAD-funded projects in
Ghana and Sierra Leone were, for the first time, audited by supreme audit
institutions. Further related capacity-building initiatives should make it possible to
rely even more on in-country supreme audit institutions.98

207. Reliance on country financial management and procurement system poses a
dilemma for all IFIs as they need to reconcile country ownership and leadership in
programme design and implementation with weaknesses in country fiduciary
compliance and their own fiduciary requirements. Their loan operations therefore
routinely integrate efforts to reinforce country financial management capacities.
Despite the risks involved, other IFIs make far greater use than IFAD of
government departments and agencies as implementing agencies for their projects
according to the CLE on Supervision. This facilitates the continuation of project
functions when the project ends, whereas IFAD’s stronger reliance on PMUs tends
to weaken sustainability since their financing beyond the project is not assured. For

95 ESA Portfolio Review, 2014.
96 ESA Portfolio Review, 2015.
97 FIDA, Bureau Indépendant de l’Évaluation. République de Madagascar, Évaluation du Programme de Pays. October
2013.
98 WCA Portfolio Reviews, 2014 and 2015.
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ADB-supported projects, ad-hoc financial management systems should be the last
resort, to be adopted only when existing systems are found completely unreliable
and unacceptable. The World Bank even considers the risks of proposed fiduciary
arrangements on the achievement of greater use of country systems and
strengthening capacity.

208. Hence, the longer-term risk of strong fiduciary controls for sustainability and the
accrued risk in relying on national capacities for fiduciary compliance need to be
carefully weighed.  Risk mitigation measures need to be checked for their
compatibility with enhanced country ownership through better-quality exit and
phasing-out strategies, as well as by mainstreaming newly-created institutions
within government programmes.99 Apart from the previously mentioned SPIU in
Rwanda, the Guangxi Administration Centre of Foreign Funded Projects for
Agriculture provides another example from which to draw lessons regarding
reliance on national systems in project management. The Guangxi Administration
Centre of Foreign Funded Projects for Agriculture in China was a permanent feature
of the Ministry of Agriculture, which overtook the function of the Project
Management Office of the West-Guangxi Poverty Alleviation Project when it was
planned and implemented. Moreover, country programme management offices in
all the project-supported counties mirrored the project implementation set-up at
regional level.100

LESSON 3: Effective fiduciary monitoring enhances financial management
controls and fiduciary compliance, but does not eliminate fiduciary risks.

209. In spite of the care taken during project design to contain inherent risks through
relevant management arrangements and contractual safeguards, significant risks
continue to weigh on project implementation. Inadequate assessment of the
implementing institutions is, next to overambitious designs, seen as one of the
main causes of non-performing projects.101 Institutional provisions put in place
regularly fail to perform as expected and hence inherent risks become control risks.

210. Weak management remains one of the core challenges to fiduciary compliance. It
is frequently linked to the failure to secure adequate staffing arrangements in
terms of skills and numbers, combined with turnover of key positions. Insufficient
management capacity translates into ineffective and often unrealistic planning,
procurement delays, disrupted flow of funds, inadequate follow-up on project
activities, and ultimately sub-optimal returns on investment. Insufficient financial
controls frequently cause implementation delays and at times lead to project
failure.102

211. A case in point is the Sivas-Erzincan Development Project in Turkey, where
inadequate staffing at regional level constituted a significant handicap to project
implementation. Ignoring IFAD’s calls to improve staff salaries, the project failed to
attract high-calibre staff to work in the remote and disadvantaged project area
provinces. Operating with fewer staff than envisaged, the project failed to deliver
on its potential. In Ethiopia, the Agricultural Marketing Improvement Programme
was confronted with almost complete staff turnover that left the project in disarray.
Indeed, the 2016 Ethiopia CSPE noted that high levels of staff turnover in PMUs
was a generic issue affecting IFAD projects (as well as projects of most other
donors) and an impediment to implementation performance.

99 ESA Portfolio Review, 2014.
100 IFAD, People’s Republic of China. West Guanxi Poverty Alleviation Project, Project Completion Report. September
2010.
101 NEN Portfolio Review, 2015.
102Weaknesses in client capacity for fiduciary aspects, as well as complex accounting and procurement procedures,
added to IFAD administrative costs and contributed to delays in project implementation. Timely release of counterpart
funds was also a problem in some cases. (CLE Efficiency, 2013, p. 56.)
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212. To keep fiduciary risks in check, project-level monitoring of financial management
needs to focus particularly on the following risk control areas: (i) disbursement /
withdrawals; (ii) workplan and budget; (iii) audits for internal management and
contractual compliance; and (iv) procurement. Their fiduciary importance is
discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

213. Disbursement/withdrawals. Disbursement in accordance with work planning
ensures that projects have adequate liquidity to implement their activities. In turn,
low disbursement rates constitute a fiduciary risk in that funds are not used
efficiently. Indeed, disbursement delays commonly foreshadow project extensions
that add to the management and supervision costs of a project; moreover, they
are disruptive to IFAD’s cash flow management and capital replenishment.
Disbursement delays may also signal underlying weaknesses with regard to other
fiduciary aspects of a project, notably unrealistic planning, slow procurement, or
problems related to the funds-flow mechanism.

214. Disbursement performance is therefore regularly monitored by projects and
receives special scrutiny in loan withdrawals (withdrawal application process).
Proactive management becomes necessary when disbursement lags put projects at
risk (potential or actual problem projects). Disbursement delays at project start-up
are very common; they often reflect “lack of readiness at approval and weaknesses
in implementation and fiduciary capacity on the client side” and are a cause of
“slippages in project implementation schedules, increase in overhead costs and
significant cancellations of loan amounts.”103 A recent in-depth study on IFAD’s
disbursement performance (2017) documents generally mediocre disbursement
performance, especially at start-up, with disbursement readiness (i.e. the average
time from approval to effectiveness/first disbursement/second disbursement) in the
order of 17.6 months. With regards to disbursement effectiveness, the study found
that IFAD’s overall disbursement rate at financial closure amounts to
84.4 per cent104 and that projects are generally slow in disbursing funds, reaching
33 per cent at the project mid-term and not more than 71 per cent at the original
completion date. The study pointed to factors under IFAD’s control that could
reduce disbursement delays, which include reliance on CPOs in IFAD country
offices, more experienced CPMs with reasonable workloads, and maintaining CPM
continuity during the start-up phase.105

215. In practice, disbursement delays were caused by a variety of conditions, often
specific to a project. One recurrent problem appeared to be “administrative and
procedural challenges that PMUs faced in carrying out their fiduciary responsibilities
at project inception,”106 including long and often problematic recruitment
processes. At times, political interference provoked a slowdown, as was the case in
the  “Programme d’appui au développement des filières agricoles” in Congo and the
“Projet de lutte contre la pauvreté dans l'Aftout sud et le Karakoro Phase II” in
Mauritania. In the “Programme de Promotion des Opportunités Economiques et
Sociales” in Cabo Verde, delays were due to difficulties in complying with labour
legislation for the establishment of staff contracts. In the “Programme for Rural
Outreach of Financial Innovations and Technologies” in Kenya, the “Rural Financial
Intermediation Programme” in Lesotho and the “Marketing Infrastructure, Value
Addition and Rural Finance Support Programme” in Tanzania, difficulties

103 CLE Efficiency 2013, p.113.
104 Highest to lowest disbursement rates by region: NEN (90.8 per cent); APR (88.4 per cent); LAC (85 per cent); ESA
(81.5 per cent); and WCA (79.7 per cent).
105The study also found that female CPMs tend to have quicker-disbursing projects than male CPMs, with statistically
positive effect during the phase from approval to entry into force and from first to second disbursement. Notably, at the
end of 2015, only 25 per cent of CPMs in IFAD were female.
106 CSPE Mozambique, 2016.
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establishing flow of funds mechanisms delayed project effectiveness. Projects in
countries in fragile situations were particularly prone to disbursement delays.107

216. Work planning and budget. Disbursement delays often arise from unrealistic
project planning and budgeting. Lack of coherence between the AWPB, the
principal instrument for project planning, and actual implementation is very
common. In many instances, AWPBs are overly ambitious and take little account of
previous experience and the absorptive capacity of the various entities involved in
implementation. Weak planning capacity, limited availability of qualified service
providers and lengthy government procurement systems tend to result in long
implementation delays.108 Management costs are frequently higher than anticipated
due to unforeseen or underestimated costs, the difficulty to attract and retain
competent staff and service providers in remote areas, and the need to recruit
extra staff. The difficulties are often exacerbated in fragile situations.

217. An illustration of shortfalls in the planning systems is the PRAPE project in Congo,
where underestimation of unit costs of infrastructure resulted in significant cost
overruns, failure to deliver, and delivery of poor quality structures. Similarly, in the
“Programme National de Développement des Racines et des Tubercules” in
Cameroon and the “Projet de Réhabilitation Rurale et de Développement
Communautaire” in Guinea Bissau, PMU operating costs led to cost overruns for
project management, which disrupted project implementation. A positive example
of the effective use of planning systems can be found in the “Projet d'appui aux
filières agricoles” in Senegal. The project executed 100 per cent of its AWPB due to
effective participatory processes that involved all project staff, and regular reviews
of progress against key indicators.109

218. Weaknesses in the use of the AWPB, marked by inadequate analytical
programming and budgeting of activities,110 lead to reduced efficiency in the use of
funds and therefore diminish fiduciary compliance as budgets are underutilized or
approvals of AWPB are delayed relative to the liquidity requirements for project
implementation. Inadequate planning capacity and lack of a management-for-
results culture are largely responsible for unsatisfactory planning practices. All too
often, the AWPB is seen primarily as an IFAD reporting requirement rather than an
essential tool for project planning and monitoring.

219. Audit and internal controls. Internal and external project audits are critical in
implementation-stage monitoring of the quality of financial management and hence
for controlling fiduciary risks. Audits routinely identified issues with the financial
systems and internal controls and provided recommendations on corrective actions
concerning: (i) accounting and procedures - unreliable accounting systems and
procedures and incomplete and/or erroneous recording of transactions,
overpayments, insufficient maintenance of audit trails, or difficulties/delays in
preparing withdrawal applications; (ii) reporting and monitoring - inadequate
understanding of IFAD reporting requirements, leading to unacceptable financial
statements, and irregular interim reporting resulting in sub-optimal monitoring of
financial performance; and (iii) compliance with financing covenants - the late

107 This is supported by the IFAD disbursement study, which found that country-level factors affect both disbursement
readiness and effectiveness, in particular countries in fragile situations. A fragile MIC with constrained fiscal space and
concurrent elections has a high likelihood of having delayed first and second disbursements, whereas a non-fragile LIC
with a stable local currency and frequent cycle of elections and natural disasters (e.g., droughts) tends to have higher
disbursement rates.
108 WCA Portfolio Review, 2013.
109 WCA Portfolio Reviews, 2014 and 2015.
110Better monitoring of implementation progress and more flexible updating of work plans and budgets, both with
respect to the timing of activities and their costing, would improve the coherence between the AWPB and actual project
execution. (WCA, 2015)
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submission of the AWPB, slow preparation and update of the Project
Implementation Manual and infrequent steering committee meetings.111

220. The past few years have seen noticeable improvements in the quality and timely
execution of audits. Compliance with IFAD auditing standards has improved across
programme regions.112 Evaluation reports appear to corroborate this trend as audit
issues were mentioned only infrequently. Still, the quality of audit reports remained
highly dependent on existing in-country audit capacities, private auditors and
supreme auditing institutions.113 Likewise, internal project audits, which are
mandatory, were not performed on a systematic basis, and not always given due
attention. In general, the effectiveness of audit in controlling fiduciary risks was
boosted when the internal audit function was properly integrated with a project’s
operating structure. The Rwanda SPIU is an example of the proper use of internal
project audits for strengthening project financial management (Kirehe Community-
based Watershed Management Project and Project for Rural Income through
Exports in Rwanda); audit performance in Senegal and The Gambia was also
commended.

221. Procurement. Procurement in IFAD loan projects is commonly governed by the
rules and regulations of the borrowing country and implemented through national
systems, with national implementing agencies responsible for ensuring that
procurement action meets the fiduciary standards specified in the loan agreement
and IFAD’s procurement guidelines. This is far from straightforward despite IFAD’s
involvement in the process via mandatory ‘no objections’ for procurement plans
and the review of the pre-qualification of bidders and the procurement process.
This involvement calls attention to the need for specialized knowledge in
procurement management for IFAD’s supervision.

222. Procurement issues loom large in projects experiencing disbursement problems.
For instance, in the ESA 2014 portfolio review, 70 per cent of the problem projects
were affected by procurement-related constraints and delays, including: inefficient
institutional arrangements; lack of clarity in terms of accountability; weak capacity
that hinders effective communication and coordination among key players in the
procurement process; irregular tender committee meetings; ineligible expenditures
due to non-adherence to procurement rules; lack of capacity by the local
government authorities to implement comprehensive national regulations combined
with the lack of incentives to follow procedures; and lack of experience and
capacity within the implementing agency.

223. Efficiency of procurement processes was undermined by: inadequate bid
solicitation and document preparation; inconsistencies in applying the procurement
methods; unacceptable conduct of evaluations; inadequate filing systems/poor
record-keeping; non-compliance with prior review procedures; and weak contract
management. Slow government processes responding to heavy national procedural
requirements mean that planning becomes essential for the project’s success.114

However, procurement planning and monitoring are often weak, as the preparation
and updating of procurement plans and their linkage to AWPBs are neglected.115

The result is delayed delivery of goods and services not meeting technical
specifications and thus, ineffective and inefficient use of project funds.

111 ESA Portfolio Review, 2015 and APR Portfolio Review 2015.
112Almost 9 in 10 auditors now state that they follow either the International Standards on Auditing (LAC, 2013) or the
International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (11 per cent) and almost all provide the three audit opinions that
IFAD requests (Financial Statements, Statement of Expenditures and Designated Account). (ESA, 2015.)
113 WCA Portfolio Review, 2014 and ESA Portfolio Review, 2015.
114 ESA Portfolio Review, 2015.
115 Eighty per cent of sampled procurement plans (eight countries and 13 projects) are not updated regularly;
information is therefore often inadequate and cannot be relied upon. (ESA 2015; WCA, 2015, 2014 and before.)
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224. A few countries stand out for their procurement performance. In the ESA region,
the Rwanda country programme continues to be the best performer in terms of
procurement. Well-structured public procurement reforms with integrated capacity
building over the past decade, and the results-oriented mentality within
government, are responsible for this good performance. In the LAC region, El
Salvador has a particularly good record in procurement. It can be attributed in part
to special procurement arrangements supported by UNDP.116 The above factors,
plus the examples cited in paragraph 46 may be drivers to consider devising the
multi-donor-sponsored creation of permanent project management units in key
ministries relevant for IFAD. Done with a medium-term perspective, such an
institutional investment needs to be made with conditions related to staff quality
and continuity, but also come with possible co-benefits for the countries and
ministries in question, e.g. systematic capacity upgrading of permanent PIU staff.
Such measures may fulfil the promise to substantially improve the financial
management of projects and reduce related fiduciary risk.
Box 13
Fiduciary responsibility. When all goes well …

Source: Project Performance Assessment, February 2014.

225. Procurement is a major item on the IFI fiduciary agenda. All other IFIs have
recently117 initiated broad-based reforms to modernize their procurement
frameworks with a view to speeding up complex and inflexible procurement
processes and aligning procurement with “value-for-money” risk management and
anti-corruption efforts. A more dynamic risk-based procurement framework able to
adapt to changing circumstances involved: enhanced ex-ante assessment of
procurement risks at country, sector and agency levels in return for – conditions
permitting118 – a more hands-off approach to procurement operations. For low-risk
procurement, the review of contracts after they have been awarded would establish
ex-post accountability and hence maintain the necessary fiduciary standards. A
more discriminating and flexible application of procurement guidelines is set to
further streamline processes and reduce cost. Measures include the use of advance
contracting and retroactive financing, e-procurement systems, customized methods

116 Project for Reconstruction and Rural Modernization and Rural Development and Modernization Project for the
Eastern Region in El Salvador are among the positive outliers in terms of their procurement scores.
117 AfDB, 2014; ADB, 2015; World Bank 2016.
118 Award process would be more closely supervised only when risks are high.

The Microfinance for Marginal and Small Farmers Project in Bangladesh performed
well on all fiduciary aspects. The loan became effective in a record 6.9 months after IFAD
Board approval, upon fulfilling the accompanying effectiveness conditions, notably the
prompt recruitment of project personnel. Being able to rely on the well-established project
management capacity of the not-for-profit Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation proved to be a
major strength. As the implementing agency for project, the Foundation carried out all
fiduciary and administrative aspects of project management, including the management of
all project-related accounts, the preparation and signing of withdrawal applications, and
procurement in accordance with IFAD procurement guidelines. The Ministry of Finance had
no direct implementation role, which prevented potential bureaucratic delays. Rather, it
limited itself to effective facilitation of the project, including the review and approval of
annual workplans and budgets, and organizing and chairing coordination and wrap-up
meetings of supervision missions.

Supervision of the project was also unproblematic. The presence of local experts in
supervision missions was valued as it allowed further consultations on technical matters.
Continuity of IFAD experts on design and supervision missions advising project
implementation was considered to be instrumental, as was the participation of the country
programme manager (or field presence officer). The project was able to maintain its project
management performance throughout implementation and excelled at the extremely low
cost of 2 per cent of the total project cost for the project management component.
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and procedures for more complex procurement, and ex-post review of a sample of
contracts.119

LESSON 4:  Project supervision contributes to fiduciary compliance if and
when it is backed by credible enforcement and matched by effective
implementation support.

226. Project monitoring of fiduciary risks is complemented and reinforced through IFAD
supervision. The purpose of this supervision is to: (i) oversee the functioning of
project-level risk controls and thus to improve project compliance with loan
fiduciary requirements; and (ii) enhance the capacity of projects to properly
manage their activities in general, and finances in particular. To these ends, IFAD
monitors possible performance shortfalls in the controls, and provides appropriate
incentives for improved control performance. It also identifies impediments to
project implementation with a view to directly mitigating the associated risks
through necessary capacity and implementation support.

227. Supervision of fiduciary aspects. Supervision starts with the fiduciary risk
assessment during the design stage of the project, but takes its full value during
implementation by monitoring disbursement and flow of funds, compliance with
loan covenants, administrative management and financial management aspects of
implementation such as budgeting and accounting, treasury management, financial
planning, internal controls, financial reporting and audit compliance. Supervision
missions review and score six aspects of project fiduciary compliance to support
IFAD’s project and portfolio risk management.120 IFAD’s fiduciary supervision is
centred on the quality of project controls of annual work planning and budgets,
procurement and audits.121 Through the withdrawal application process,
disbursement authorization is conditioned on risk assessments and supervision
results, thereby providing a key lever for enforcement of compliance with fiduciary
responsibility.122

228. Unsatisfactory scores on the project controls prompted IFAD to assist projects by
improving the control instruments and capacities and using persuasion and, as
necessary, stronger enforcement measures to obtain compliance with fiduciary
standards. With fiduciary scores guiding IFAD priority actions, fiduciary
performance on the whole did improve over the review period, with the notable
exception of procurement and work planning. The last-mentioned areas are
therefore high on IFAD’s fiduciary agenda.

229. In recent years, supervision of project financial management/fiduciary aspects has
become more focused as financial management specialists are now systematically
included in supervision missions. The shift of responsibility for loan administration
and oversight of financial management from PMD to FMD, starting in 2012, has
reinforced financial management expertise.123 More frequent in-depth portfolio
reviews, now quarterly rather than annually, allow closer monitoring of fiduciary
risks. An enhanced quality screening for financial management and procurement
consultants through a formal accreditation process was introduced in 2016.

230. Furthermore, the mainstreaming of the risk-based control framework is helping
IFAD to better manage fiduciary risks across its portfolio, as more systematic

119 Post-review sampling is expected to reduce the number of contract reviews by regional departments by 25 per cent
and shorten the procurement process for many operations.
120Quality of financial management, acceptable disbursement rate, counterpart funds, compliance with loan covenants,
compliance with procurement, and the quality and timeliness of audits.
121Audit results and recommendations are of special importance to supervision missions in identifying shortcomings in
financial management. Supervision mission reports provide the status on the follow-up of audit recommendations. Also
control through external (financial) audit is required once a year.
122No-objection clauses for annual work plans and budgets and procurement reviews, as well as audit TOR and auditor
selection, ultimately rely on the incentive effect of the disbursement authorization process.
123Until now financial management consultants have been working for PMD, but budgets and oversight will be
completely shifted to FMD by 2018, having started in LAC and WCA in December 2016.
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assessment and profiling of country and project risks on entry set the tone for the
rigour of supervision and ultimately the ease of disbursement.124 Investment in the
automation of the withdrawal application process is generating efficiencies in loan
disbursement, notably shorter processing delays.125

231. For other IFIs, as with IFAD, supervision missions have traditionally played a
central role in the fiduciary oversight, with usually at least one full supervision
mission per year and more frequent missions for projects at early stages of
implementation or “at risk‟. Yet increasingly, fiduciary oversight functions are
farmed out to specialists in country offices (World Bank, ADB) or regional resource
centres (AfDB); in turn, smaller missions, carried out at various times throughout
the year, focus on technical and institutional issues of project implementation.126 In
this model, less frequent full-scale supervision missions are sufficient (World Bank,
ADB). AfDB is considering moving towards a model of continuous supervision. Due
to its limited country office capacities, IFAD continues to rely principally on regular
supervision missions which include primarily regional financial management
consultants or financial officers based in headquarters.127 Even so, IFAD country
offices and regional hubs have also started taking up fiduciary supervision
functions, particularly when the CPM is based there.

232. Enforcement. Supervision report findings and recommendations were not always
sufficient for projects to adopt the necessary measures to overcome shortcomings
with regards to fiduciary controls, and additional compliance measures became
necessary. In the interest of project continuity, sanctions stipulated by the
financing agreement and General Conditions were only used as the last recourse.
Most of the time, lower-level measures would succeed in redressing fiduciary
controls. Thus, IFAD and the borrower would identify a time-bound path to
resolving a problem with, e.g. improvements to the accounting system or refunding
ineligible expenditures, becoming a disbursement condition. But stronger formal
sanctions are required at times. In any event, sanctioning measures need to be
properly tailored to the fiduciary incident to help resolve fiduciary problems.128

233. Project-specific suspensions, possibly restricted to a specific component or to
selected categories of expenditure, or even suspension of an entire country were
possible when major fiduciary breaches occurred. In Sierra Leone, for example, an
organizational audit carried out by the national auditor confirmed misappropriation
of project resources. Project suspension pending refund of ineligible expenditures,
revision of the Project Implementation Manual and payment of counterpart funds
prompted the Government to comply with almost all requirements so that the
suspension could be lifted, as reported the 2015 WCA regional portfolio review.
Regularly, though, the simple threat of suspension can be effective. When legal
suspension notices were sent to the Agricultural Marketing Improvement
Programme in Ethiopia and the Rural Diversification Programme in Mauritius
warning them of the possible suspension of disbursements due to non-receipt of
audit reports within the due period, the audit reports were sent. Therefore, the
notices did not have to be enforced.129

124Withdrawal applications in a low-risk environment would be implemented with a view to smoothly supporting the flow
of funds(with simplified disbursement and higher thresholds).  Risk indicators would allow IFAD to keep risks in check,
In general, “a higher level of controls should be applied to areas and processes with relatively higher risk, while lower-
risk areas may be managed adequately through the periodic conduct of ex-post controls on a sample basis.” (Risk-
based controls in accounting, payroll and payments processes – A conceptual framework, p. 3.)
125Flexcube (FXC) since 2013, WA Tracking System (WATS), online e-WA since 2016. WA processing time declined
from a high of 36 days to reach 18 days by the end of 2015, reaching the IFAD9 target of less than 18 days.
126 The World Bank and ADB, for instance, now have 70 per cent of supervision missions led by staff in the field,
whereas the majority at IFAD are led by staff from headquarters, especially with regards to financial management.
127 There is increasing emphasis to use the supervision report to focus on key issues and risks that are important going
forward.
128 FAM and Regional Portfolio reviews.
129 ESA Portfolio Review, 2010.
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LESSON 5: Implementation support diminishes fiduciary control risks, but
is limited by high transaction costs.

234. Implementation support measures boost fiduciary control as they take on ongoing
weaknesses in project financial management. Following up on problems identified
in the course of project supervision, IFAD provided advisory support to resolve
specific problems and training to develop local capacities. By and large, its
measures, spanning the whole range of fiduciary concerns, have helped improve
fiduciary performance of project. Such measures include workplan and budget
preparation and execution, technical issues, the monitoring and evaluation (M&E)
system, reporting tools, the financial management system, procurement and other
financial issues.130 Pro-active management of potential fiduciary issues, including
through better use of MTRs,131 contributed to the effectiveness of measures.
Projects starting up or “at risk” usually required more intensive implementation
support through more frequent and enhanced supervision and implementation
support missions.132 Sustained capacity-building and training efforts were often
needed, particularly in countries in fragile situations and with weak institutions.133

235. Yet the de facto high cost of supervision missions has limited their use. Therefore
IFAD initiated a series of measures to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
supervision and implementation support missions. For instance, IFAD was able to
achieve economies of scale by using missions tasked with covering the whole
country programme to also include a thorough supervision of one project and
follow-up of any other ongoing projects.134 Better cross-regional knowledge-sharing
and exchanges of experiences helped IFAD not only to reduce costs, but also to
promote organizational learning, innovation and sharing of good practices on
specific thematic areas and management issues.135 IFAD also streamlined its use of
expert resources by drawing on IFAD staff and experienced project staff to support
projects in critical areas, such as financial management, procurement and
monitoring and evaluation. Development of staff competencies was reported to be
instrumental in improving the quality of support.

236. Organizational efforts to enhance the quality and effectiveness of IFAD’s
supervision and implementation support included: increasing the use of
decentralized IFAD country offices and regional hubs (Hanoi and Nairobi) with
financial administration specialists from FMD and the Field Support Unit, for closer
and more continuous implementation support; partnerships with other in-country
institutions; and country-level policy engagement with governments. Country
offices have been helpful in supporting the timely resolution of implementation
issues through their closer monitoring of project progress and interaction with
stakeholders and government counterparts. This is, for instance, confirmed in the
Uganda CPE,136 inferring that the Field Presence Pilot Programme (launched in
2003) has provided useful insights for introducing direct supervision and
implementation across the Uganda portfolio in recent years, as well as establishing
and consolidating a country presence in Kampala. Yet the division of labour and
communications between headquarter and ICOs still needs fine-tuning, and the
small capacity of the ICO, at times with only one CPO, clearly limits the

130 WCA Portfolio Review, 2013.
131 NEN Portfolio Review, 2015.
132 NEN Portfolio Review, 2015 and WCA Portfolio Review 2013.
133 WCA Portfolio Review, 2015.
134 Between 2012 and 2016, the number of IFAD projects declined by 15 per cent and the number of supervision
missions reduced by 22 per cent.
135Peer review processes have become an effective tool for enhancing quality of supervision and reporting. For
example, in NEN, all supervision and MTR reports are systematically reviewed by a group of peers, the direct
supervision support team, CFS and an external reviewer. In WCA exchange visits between good performers and those
needing improvement are organized and experienced “retired” project managers are being called upon to coach
newcomers. (WCA 2015)
136 IFAD, IOE. Republic of Uganda, Country Programme Evaluation, Rome, April 2013.
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potential.137 The combined measures brought about further improvements to the
quality of financial management and fiduciary supervision and implementation
support.
Box 14
Fiduciary responsibility.  A more challenging environment …

The Roots and Tubers Market-Driven Development Programme in Cameroon
attests to the challenges of ensuring fiduciary compliance. Even though weak
management capacities were a known risk to project implementation in the country, the
project was not effective in containing the risk. Related training efforts proved to be
insufficient. Overambitious design in a challenging governance environment enhanced
implementation risks. Unsuitable institutional arrangements and difficulties with the
project management unit linked to staff selection and cohesion contributed to weak
project administration and financial management performance, as the project
encountered significant delays in project start-up, annual work plans, procurement,
contract management and payments.

An audit review flagged some of these problems and alerted IFAD to the need for more
intense supervision and support. A six-month action plan with targeted technical
support and training, including the recruitment of local service providers for capacity
building, helped improve financial execution during the last two years of the project.
After formal notification by IFAD, the Government undertook the necessary corrective
measures regarding procurement, accounting and internal control. The opening of an
IFAD country office also had a positive effect on governance and implementation results
in IFAD-supported projects, including the project in question. Still, some fiduciary
compliance issues, especially in regard to counterpart financing, remained unresolved.
Contract delays and higher implementation costs ultimately led to lower rates of return
for the project.

Source: Project Completion Report Validation, June 2015.

C. Synthesis of lessons
237. The lessons emerging from this study are testimony to the challenges of fiduciary

risk management. Squaring IFAD’s loan fiduciary responsibility towards its
contributors with project implementation by borrowing country institutions that
have limited management capacities, while sharing responsibility for development
results, is by no means an easy task. Fiduciary compliance requires institutional
and procedural responses that are carefully tailored to the highly diverse conditions
and dynamics of countries. Sustainability of project results, in turn, calls for
national institutions to drive these solutions, with IFAD standing by to assist in
implementation. Thus, a guiding principle that emerges for IFAD is that:

Successful management of fiduciary responsibilities needs rigour rather
than rigidity in preparation, design, supervision, enforcement and
backstopping of projects.

238. Ultimately, the only way to address fiduciary risk is to help build institutional
capacity: only a medium-to long-term time horizon appears realistic in
meaningfully reducing risk levels. Inasmuch as IFAD, with its relatively modest
resources, cannot take on broader national capacity building, its fiduciary risk focus
needs to be on achieving the proper balance between short-term compliance with
fiduciary responsibilities and the broader prospects for development goals and
sustainability. As part of this more holistic approach, risk tolerance based on
prospective development benefits is necessary, and short-term fiduciary risk
management cannot be designed to straitjacket implementation, but rather to avail
projects with the required liquidity for smooth implementation.

239. Still, risk has to be carefully managed. While IFAD’s own fiduciary duties call for
rigour in adhering to established fiduciary principles and standards, excessive and

137 WCA Portfolio Review, 2015.
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potentially disruptive rigidity in the management of fiduciary compliance at the
project level can be avoided if risks are properly anticipated; hence, the focus on
regular risk assessments throughout the project cycle. However, to be able to deal
with risks in a preventive manner, it is essential to have risk surveillance that is
more continuous than that afforded by the current annual risk reviews, which tend
to identify risks once they have already materialized. Complementing the present
system of pro-active management of projects that are potentially at risk and actual
problem projects, ongoing risk monitoring would allow IFAD to more closely assess
the evolution of these risks, the effectiveness of the mitigation measures being
implemented, and the possible need for changes in the course of action. It would
have to be based on a coherent set of experience-based, early-warning
indicators/signals. The current system of fiduciary indicators is ill-suited to this
task, but continues to be a useful, if perfectible,138 measure of overall fiduciary
performance.

240. Lastly, the systematic risk-based management approach, adopted by IFAD and
other IFIs, allows for more efficient fiduciary management as it aligns risk control
and mitigation structures to levels of assessed risks. Instead of applying a
standardized set of fiduciary procedures across all countries and projects, a risk-
differentiated approach with respect to financial management arrangements,
audits, field supervision and disbursement methods makes it possible for IFAD to
direct more of its management attention and resources to those fiduciary
circumstances that need it most.139

IV. Conclusions and recommendations
A. Conclusions
241. After careful analysis of independent evaluations, the 2017 ARRI provides the

following conclusions, taking into account the cross-cutting issues and lessons from
the previous chapters.

242. The performance of IFAD operations shows improvement from 2009;
however, performance is beginning to plateau. Between IFAD8 and IFAD9,
there has been a statistically significant improvement in the means of selected
criteria, such as relevance, innovation and scaling up, gender equality and women’s
empowerment, and IFAD performance as a partner. Performance of other
evaluation criteria, such as effectiveness, efficiency, project performance, impact,
sustainability, natural resource management, government performance as a
partner and overall project achievement, followed a “plateau” pattern in the recent
period of 2013-2015. Overall, evaluation ratings remain in the moderately
satisfactory (4) zone.

243. Sustainability and efficiency continue to require IFAD’s attention and remain the
lowest performing criteria, the latter with a slightly declining path in the recent
years. The 2016 evaluations cite a number of factors that inhibit operational
efficiency including: high project management costs, high staff turnover, as well as
start-up and implementation delays. While performance in sustainability shows
improvement, the 2016 evaluations highlight recurrent issues, such as fragile
results at completion, limited beneficiary ownership, and absence of a clear exit
strategy defining the roles and responsibilities of other concerned players in post-
project activities.

138Fiduciary scores should not be based on an arithmetic average, but rather reflect weights relative to possible impact
on implementation. There is a need to make scores more consistent and comparable across the Organization,  to
reduce the degree of subjectivity and align with the operational risk assessment for portfolio management.
139The corporate-level evaluation on IFAD’s engagement in fragile and conflict-affected states and situations (2015, p.
75) posited, “More flexibility in compliance with fiduciary requirements - Additional budget to work in fragile contexts
(e.g. additional costs of transportation, higher consultant fees, need for much closer supervision/higher number of
supervision missions, etc.).”
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244. Based on IOE ratings, the majority of the criteria are currently performing
below the RMF targets established for IFAD9 and IFAD10. Four criteria
(effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability of benefits, and ENRM) are 10 to 20
percentage points below the 2018 targets, indicating the need for greater efforts in
these areas. Three criteria (government performance as a partner, rural poverty
impact and gender and women’s empowerment) are five percentage points or less
away. Innovation and scaling up has exceeded the target by one per cent.
Adaptation to climate change has exceeded its conservative target. However, few
observations are available for this criterion so far. While the above targets will not
be measured through IOE ratings and IFAD10 is still on-going, this calls to the
attention of Management the need for further improvement to reach these targets
by 2018.

245. Good performance on the ground is linked to well-defined targeting
strategies. IFAD projects that perform well are highly relevant to the socio-
economic context, beneficiaries’ requirements and institutional priorities. Well-
defined targeting strategies ensure the coherence of the project’s relevance,
particularly to beneficiaries, from the project design to the achievement of the
objectives. The main issues raised by evaluations relate to gaps in identification of
the diverse socio-economic groups and the distinct needs and demands expressed
by each. Similarly, adjustments made during project implementation often do not
fully capture the differentiated needs among the most vulnerable groups, youth
and women in particular.

246. Promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE) is critical
to meeting the Agenda 2030 challenge of improving food and nutrition
security and eradicating rural poverty. Among the SDGs, GEWE serves as both
a goal (SDG5) and a means to achieving the SDGs to end hunger and poverty. The
IFAD Strategic Framework (2015-2025) includes GEWE as a principle of
engagement and envisions scaling up its current gender mainstreaming practices to
achieve transformative gender impacts that contribute to achieving the SDGs.
According to IOE evaluations, GEWE remains among the better performing
indicators. However, there is space for moving beyond. The ESR on GEWE provides
insights on how IFAD can stimulate more transformative impacts. The more
effective practices break gender roles and stereotypes, enhance representation and
voice in local governance, and provide functional training. Yet transformation also
requires changes in cultural norms and practices, beyond individual capabilities, as
well as systemic changes, for example in laws, policies and government capacities,
where major gaps still exist.

247. The need to improve M&E data is widely recognized at IFAD. In the areas
of ENRM, adaption to climate change, food security and agricultural
productivity, the absence of disaggregated data is a specific concern.
Management has taken steps towards strengthening its M&E systems in 2016,
rooted in the IFAD Development Effectiveness Framework, including revising the
Results Impact Measurement System (RIMS).  Future evaluations will assess the
outcome of these initiatives.  The evaluations reviewed by this ARRI highlight the
need for more disaggregated data in two areas. One of these relates to the criteria
of ENRM and adaptation to climate change. During the IFAD9 period these were
merged, despite the difference between two, and this resulted in a predominance
of evidence on the former and limited evidence on the latter. The separation of the
two under IFAD10 represents a positive step forward, if matched by improvement
in the availability of data. The other area corresponds to the criterion of food
security and agricultural productivity. Evidence is available predominantly on
agricultural productivity, but limited regarding food security, particularly nutrition.
Importantly, better food production and productivity may not lead automatically to
better nutrition: many other factors, such as actual food intake, food quality
(including micronutrients) and health conditions affect nutritional status.
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248. The 2017 ARRI learning theme recognizes the challenge of ensuring
governmental agencies’ fiduciary responsibility. Government performance is
the primary driver with regards to financial management, procurement, audits and
ensuring coherence between implementation and planning. IFAD has a critical role
in assessing and mitigating risks, providing supervision and implementation
support.

249. Reliance on national systems and the uneven capacities of government institutions,
particularly in procurement, is an issue for IFAD loan projects that contributes to
slow implementation progress, affecting project performance. Given the diverse
country contexts in which IFAD operates, addressing this situation requires tailored
procedural approaches to financial compliance, driven by national institutions with
IFAD’s implementation support. This would allow IFAD to maintain rigor in
managing its fiduciary responsibility without constraining smooth implementation.

250. With the exception of knowledge management, evaluations have found
limited progress in non-lending activities in recent years.  Non-lending
activities - KM, partnership-building and country-level policy engagement – are
mutually reinforcing in complementing IFAD’s investment projects and leveraging
the impact of IFAD-financed operations on the ground. KM has experienced an
improving trend, although it is now reaching a plateau. Partnership and country-
level policy engagement show signs of a decreasing trend. The following factors are
highlighted as key elements for non-lending activities; conversely, their absence is
associated with low performance: (i) building a strong knowledge management
platform within country programmes;(ii) embedding non-lending activities in
existing country programme processes (e.g., project supervision, periodic country
programme reviews, rural sector performance assessment);(iii) developing a
strategy that defines how knowledge management contributes to partnership
building, and, in turn, how knowledge management and partnerships lead to
effective policy engagement; (iv) providing support to CPMs through internal IFAD
resources such as the Policy and Technical Advisory Division, the Strategy and
Knowledge Department and the Office of Partnership and Resource Mobilization.

251. In sum, while significant improvements over the IFAD8- IFAD9 periods are
noted, the recent flat performance is a call for action if IFAD is to fully
meet IFAD10 targets. In addition to the need to address longstanding
performance bottlenecks such as efficiency and sustainability of benefits, there is
also room for improvement to go beyond moderately satisfactory in areas of
strength, including relevance, GEWE and innovation and scaling up. Improvement
in the three cross-cutting areas – targeting, GEWE and in the non-lending activities
– can serve as a catalyst of better performance on the ground in country
programmes and to substantially enhance rural poverty impacts. Unlocking their
full potential will require concerted efforts by Management. The 2017 ARRI offers
the following recommendations to address the most urgent challenges.

B. Recommendations
252. The Board is invited to adopt the following recommendations.

253. Recommendation 1. Ensure that consolidation of IFAD9 achievements does
not result in stagnation in IFAD10 and beyond. The ambitious IFAD10 targets
require that IFAD operations build on strengths and address longstanding
performance bottlenecks to maximize sustainable results. Making this leap requires
a change in IFAD’s modus operandi, including a new approach to programme
design that allows IFAD operations to efficiently deliver relevant and sustainable
results for targeted beneficiaries. This entails a holistic approach that improves the
articulation between the COSOP and the project pipeline, and reduces the gap
between project design and implementation through the greater involvement of
government afforded by a more decentralized IFAD. To initiate this paradigm shift,
Management can set satisfactory or better targets for IFAD11 in areas of
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strength such as relevance, GEWE and innovation and scaling up to lift
performance above the current plateau.

254. Recommendation 2. Adopt transformative approaches that address the
root causes of gender inequality and discrimination if IFAD to contribute
substantially to meeting the SDG goal of leaving ‘no one left behind’.
Moving towards gender transformation requires IFAD to go beyond participatory
processes which are very important, but not sufficient. IFAD-supported
interventions also need to address longer-term changes in cultural practices, as
well as in laws and policies. For this, projects require a specific theory of change as
well as indicators to monitor them throughout the project cycle.

255. Recommendation 3. Systematize the three non-lending activities – KM,
partnership and policy engagement - to unlock their potential to scale up
country programme results. Non-lending activities need to be recognized as a
key ingredient in achieving IFAD’s mandate. Objectives for non-lending activities
must be formulated more selectively, and with clear internal linkages between the
activities. Non-lending activities must be integrated in country programmes and
related processes (such as supervision, country programme review and rural sector
performance assessment). Technical and advisory support must be provided to
CPMs by relevant IFAD divisions, including those outside PMD.

256. Recommendation 4. Improve data granularity for selected strategic
criteria in order to better monitor performance and enhance intervention
approaches. Given the heightened focus on mainstreaming adaptation to climate
change in IFAD10, supported by its separation from ERNM, there is a need to
collect more-tailored evidence to demonstrate achievements. Technological
advancements, including in geo-spatial information and remote sensing, may
provide cost-efficient opportunities for improved data quality. Central to IFAD’s
mandate, food security requires special attention to ensure that agricultural
productivity leads to improved food security for IFAD’s target groups. This requires
including metrics of food security in the formulation of country strategies and
project design and in their monitoring.

257. Recommendation 5.  Extend greater differentiation in financial
management and fiduciary requirements to procurement, while supporting
long-term national capacity improvement.

a. In the short to medium-term, IFAD must further differentiate fiduciary
requirements based on the country context and risk profile. This requires an
enhanced ex-ante assessment of procurement risks at country, sector, and
agency levels, in return for a better tailored approach to fiduciary
requirements, notably for procurement. IFAD should continue to provide
enhanced supervision and implementation support during project start-up
and for projects deemed ‘at risk’ or in countries in fragile situations. This can
be fostered by strengthening capacity in IFAD country offices and sub-
regional hubs.

b. In the long-term, the goal is to contribute to strengthening financial
management and procurement capacities of implementing agencies, possibly
with the support of IFAD grants. Depending on the country context, and in
collaboration with other partners, IFAD may support establishing permanent
PMUs responsible for all externally-funded interventions in a specific sector or
sub-sector.

258. 2018 ARRI learning theme. The Board is invited to adopt the recommendation
to consider targeting as the single learning theme in the 2018 ARRI. Good
performance on the ground is inter alia linked to well-defined targeting strategies.
While selected evaluations have identified good cases of targeting, there is still an
issue of lack of clarity and analysis of the target group in project design as well as
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at the strategic (COSOP) level. Evaluations conducted in 2016 corroborated past
findings on the incomplete differentiation of target groups at the design stage and
in performance monitoring during implementation.
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Definition of the evaluation criteria used by IOE
Criteria Definition *

Rural poverty impact Impact is defined as the changes that have occurred or are expected to occur in the lives of
the rural poor (whether positive or negative, direct or indirect, intended or unintended) as a
result of development interventions.
Four impact domains
 Household income and net assets: Household income provides a means of assessing the

flow of economic benefits accruing to an individual or group, whereas assets relate to a
stock of accumulated items of economic value. The analysis must include an assessment
of trends in equality over time.

 Human and social capital and empowerment: Human and social capital and
empowerment include an assessment of the changes that have occurred in the
empowerment of individuals, the quality of grass-roots organizations and institutions, the
poor’s individual and collective capacity, and in particular, the extent to which specific
groups such as youth are included or excluded from the development process.

 Food security and agricultural productivity: Changes in food security relate to availability,
stability, affordability and access to food and stability of access, whereas changes in
agricultural productivity are measured in terms of yields; nutrition relates to the nutritional
value of food and child malnutrition.

 Institutions and policies: The criterion relating to institutions and policies is designed to
assess changes in the quality and performance of institutions, policies and the regulatory
framework that influence the lives of the poor.

Project performance Project performance is an average of the ratings for relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability of benefits.

Relevance The extent to which the objectives of a development intervention are consistent with
beneficiaries’ requirements, country needs, institutional priorities and partner and donor
policies. It also entails an assessment of project design and coherence in achieving its
objectives. An assessment should also be made of whether objectives and design address
inequality, for example, by assessing the relevance of targeting strategies adopted.

Effectiveness The extent to which the development intervention’s objectives were achieved, or are
expected to be achieved, taking into account their relative importance.

Efficiency

Sustainability of
benefits

A measure of how economically resources/inputs (funds, expertise, time, etc.) are converted
into results.

The likely continuation of net benefits from a development intervention beyond the phase of
external funding support. It also includes an assessment of the likelihood that actual and
anticipated results will be resilient to risks beyond the project’s life.

Other performance
criteria
Gender equality and
women’s
empowerment

Innovation and scaling
up

The extent to which IFAD interventions have contributed to better gender equality and
women’s empowerment, for example, in terms of women’s access to and ownership of
assets, resources and services; participation in decision making; work load balance and
impact on women’s incomes, nutrition and livelihoods.

The extent to which IFAD development interventions have: (i) introduced innovative
approaches to rural poverty reduction; and (ii) the extent to which IFAD development
interventions have been (or are likely to be) scaled up by government authorities, donor
organizations, the private sector and others agencies.

Environment and
natural resources
management

The extent to which IFAD development interventions contribute to resilient livelihoods and
ecosystems. The focus is on the use and management of the natural environment, including
natural resources defined as raw materials used for socio-economic and cultural purposes,
and ecosystems and biodiversity - with the goods and services they provide.

Adaptation to climate
change

The contribution of the project to reducing the negative impacts of climate change through
dedicated adaptation or risk reduction measures.

Country programme evaluation methodology

EC
 2017/…

…
..
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Overall project
achievement

This provides an overarching assessment of the intervention, drawing upon the analysis and
ratings for rural poverty impact, relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability of benefits,
gender equality and women’s empowerment, innovation, scaling up, as well as environment
and natural resources management, and adaptation to climate change.

Performance of
partners
 IFAD
 Government

This criterion assesses the contribution of partners to project design, execution, monitoring
and reporting, supervision and implementation support, and evaluation. The performance of
each partner will be assessed on an individual basis with a view to the partner’s expected
role and responsibility in the project life cycle.

* These definitions build on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development/Development Assistance Committee
(OECD/DAC) Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results-Based Management; the Methodological Framework for Project
Evaluation agreed with the Evaluation Committee in September 2003; the first edition of the Evaluation Manual discussed with
the Evaluation Committee in December 2008; and further discussions with the Evaluation Committee in November 2010 on
IOE’s evaluation criteria and key questions.
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Part 1 - 2017 ARRI methodology and analyses
1. Methodology. The project evaluations informing the 2017 ARRI were performed in 2016

and thus follow the provisions of the second edition of the Evaluation Manual published in
December 2015. This is the first year that this new methodology is reflected in the ARRI.
However, the evaluation criteria and definitions included in the revised harmonization
agreement140 between Management and IOE, applied in evaluations conducted in 2017,
will be fully reflected in the 2018 ARRI.

2. With the introduction of the 2015 evaluation manual, each project is assessed and rated
across nine evaluation criteria: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability of
benefits, rural poverty impact141, gender equality and women’s empowerment, innovation
and scaling up, environment and natural resource management as well as adaptation to
climate change; the latter two criteria were introduced in the second edition as two new
stand-alone criteria.

3. IOE also has two composite evaluation criteria: project performance and overall project
achievement. Project performance is an average of the ratings of four individual
evaluation criteria (relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability - newly
included), whereas overall project achievement is based on (but not an average of) all
nine criteria now applied by IOE. Finally, each project is also evaluated for IFAD and
government performance as partners, in line with the practice of other international
financial institutions. The definitions for each evaluation criteria are found in annex II.

4. Ratings scale and data series. In line with the Good Practice Standard of the
Evaluation Cooperation Group of the Multilateral Development Banks for Public Sector
Evaluations, IOE uses a six-point rating scale to assess performance in each evaluation
criterion. The rating scale is summarized in table 1.
Table 1
IOE rating system

Score Assessment Category

6 Highly satisfactory

Satisfactory5 Satisfactory

4 Moderately satisfactory
3 Moderately unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory2 Unsatisfactory

1 Highly unsatisfactory
Source: IFAD Evaluation Manual, 2015

5. The ratings, which are the foundation of performance reporting in IOE evaluations, are
thereafter used in the analysis of the ARRI for reporting on IFAD’s aggregate operational
performance. Therefore, in each independent evaluation, IOE pays maximum attention to
ensuring that the ratings assigned are based on evidence and follow a standard
methodology and process. Moreover, comprehensive internal and external peer reviews
are organized in finalizing the assessments and ratings of each evaluation, also as a
means to enhance objectivity and minimize inter-evaluator variability.

6. As in the last couple of ARRIs, the analysis is based on two data series: (i) all evaluation
data and (ii) PCRV/PPE data only. The 2017 ARRI primarily presents analysis based on
“PCRV/PPE data” series142 which contains only ratings from PCRVs, PPEs and impact

140 Agreement on the Harmonization of IFAD’s Independent Evaluation and Self-Evaluations Methods and Systems Part I:
Evaluation Criteria: https://webapps.ifad.org/members/eb/120/docs/EB-2017-120-INF-2.pdf
141 As per the new methodology, Environment and natural resources management as well as adaptation to climate change are
no longer included among the impact domains contributing to Rural Poverty Impact. the four remaining impact domains
(Household income and net assets;  Human and social capital and empowerment; Food security and agricultural productivity;
Institutions and policies) are no longer rated.
142 Introduced in the 2013 ARRI.
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evaluations of completed projects. As IOE conducts PCRVs for all completed projects
since 2011, covering the entire portfolio at exit, there are no selection biases in the
projects chosen for evaluation. The PCRV/PPE data series currently includes ratings from
157 evaluations out of the total 295 evaluations143 analysed in the 2017 ARRI. As the
PCRVs, PPEs and IE evaluations conducted in 2016 include projects that completed
between 2011 and 2015, both data series stop in 2015 in the last cohort144.

7. The “all evaluation data” series consists of ratings from all evaluations conducted by IOE
since 2002. In addition to PCRV/PPE data it also includes CSPEs, and therefore contains
evaluated projects that were not selected randomly and followed other criteria.145 In the
2017 ARRI, the “all evaluation data” series is used to triangulate findings and for the
analysis benchmarking IFAD performance with other IFIs, as the sample sizes provided
by “PCRV/PPE data” series are currently too small for this exercise. Finally, the ratings
discussed in the CSPE section (portfolio performance, non-lending activities and COSOPs)
come from a separate database of CSPEs undertaken by IOE between 2006 and 2016.146

The analysis on all three data series has been carried out based on the year of project
completion147, in line with most other IFIs and previous editions of the ARRI.

8. Tables and Charts showing the moving averages of performance based on the “all
evaluation data” series are available in Annex V and IV respectively, as they overall
support the trends of the “PCRV/PPE data” series and therefore do not need to be
mentioned in comparison with the “PCRV/PPE data” series. As in the past, the 2017 ARRI
analysed independent evaluation ratings grouped by IFAD replenishment periods,
starting with the IFAD5 replenishment period (2001-2003). The results of the analysis by
replenishment periods are used in this chapter in the section dedicated to analyse
performance by replenishment period and included in annex IV.

9. The qualitative analysis is based on the 35 project evaluations done in 2016 (PCRVs,
PPEs, impact evaluations and CSPE projects) as well as Evaluation Syntheses and a
Corporate-level evaluation. For the complete overview of consulted evaluations of 2016,
please see Annex VIII.

10. Analysis of ratings. As per past practice, the ARRI uses three-year moving averages to
smoothen short-term fluctuations and highlight long-term trends.148 While the moving
averages is particularly applicable to the “all data” series as it includes projects that were
not randomly selected, it also enlarges the sample of ratings for the PCRV/PPE data set.

11. The main trends in performance are explained through an analysis of the percentages of
projects that are rated as moderately satisfactory or better. However, as requested by
the Evaluation Committee, the proportion of ratings for each evaluation criteria falling
within the full range of the six-point rating scale (i.e. from highly unsatisfactory to highly
satisfactory) used by IOE are shown in Annex VI.

12. Before proceeding with the detailed analysis on the performance of IFAD’s operations,
the ARRI provides an overview of the results from 2007 to 2015. This includes the results
of the distribution analysis of available ratings in the PCRV/PPE data series in the period.
Further comparison is done between the IFAD8 and IFAD9 periods by conducting a t-

143 Sample size of the all evaluation data series,
144 The all evaluation data series also stops in 2015 due to comparability with the PCRV/PPE data series and due to the small
sample size of CSPE projects completing in 2016.
145 For example, in the past it was mandatory for IOE to undertake an interim (project) evaluation before Management could
proceed with the design of a second phase of the same operation.
146 CSPEs are included in this database based on year of evaluation.
147 Reporting by year of project completion is preferred to year of approval as this includes all the inputs and changes to the
project, not just project design and appraisal. It is also preferred over presentation by year of evaluation results where there is a
wide range of project approval dates, and sometimes very old projects are included. Presentation by year of project completion
provides a more homogenous cohort.
148 Three-year moving averages were first used in the 2009 ARRI, before IOE started undertaking PCRVs/PPEs. A three-year
moving average allows for the assessment of trends in performance over time, and also overcomes any biases that may result
from the sample of projects evaluated, which are not chosen on a random basis. Three-year moving averages are calculated by
adding evaluation results from three consecutive years and dividing the sum by three.
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tests149 to test the significance of the difference between their evaluation criteria means.
Finally, these analyses are complemented by a block analysis which provides a summary
of the mean, and SDs by evaluation criteria and correlation analyses of PCRV/PPE ratings
to test for interrelationships among evaluation criteria.

13. The block analysis conducted on the PCRV/PPE dataset in the period 2007-2015 presents
in table 3 the nine evaluation criteria ranked by mean. In fact, the median values show
that project performance is moderately satisfactory in all evaluation criteria. However,
drawing conclusions using only the median values could be misleading as for some
criteria the median rating is moderately satisfactory, but a large number of projects are
actually moderately unsatisfactory or worse (as shown in Annex VI). This is the case for
efficiency and sustainability.

14. Therefore, for a more nuanced understanding of performance, it is important to look at
the mean together with the Standard Deviation (SD). Analysis of the means reveals that
the best performing criteria in the period 2007-2015, besides relevance, are IFAD
performance, gender equality, innovation and scaling up and rural poverty impact This is
positive given the mandate of IFAD to reduce poverty for women and men in rural areas.
The weakest performing areas based on the means from 2007-2015 are operational
efficiency, sustainability of benefits and adaptation to climate change. However, the
performance of adaptation to climate change is based on a very small sample and is
therefore only indicative.
Table 2
Ranking of averages and data dispersion per criteria – PCRV/PPE data, 2007-2015

Criteria Mean Standard
deviation

Median

Relevance 4.32 0.71 4 Best
Performance

IFAD performance 4.22 0.72 4

Gender equality and women's empowerment 4.21 0.84 4

Innovation and Scaling-up 4.18 0.90 4

Rural Poverty Impact 4.09 0.77 4

Overall project achievement 3.98 0.75 4

Effectiveness 3.97 0.87 4

Project Performance 3.95 0.76 4

Environment and natural resources
management

3.89 0.75 4

Government performance 3.83 0.88 4

Weaker
Performance

Sustainability 3.67 0.78 4

Efficiency 3.62 0.97 4

Adaptation to climate change 3.59 0.93 4

Source: IOE evaluation database, March 2017.

149 In order to determine whether there is a significant difference in the means of the evaluation criteria ratings between 2010-
2012 (IFAD8) and 2013-2015 (IFAD9) periods, a two sample t-test is used. These two period have been selected due to the
sample size in each period, the consistency of the dataset and the number of missing values assuring the representativeness of
the periods under review to provide reliable results.
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Part 2 - Two sample t-test on PCRV/PPEs data (independent data
with unequal variances)

1. This section presents an overview of the statistical significance using a t-test procedure.
Such procedure is useful for interpreting comparison results from two sets of data. The
purpose of this study is to compare the means of the evaluation criteria between IFAD 9
and IFAD 8 data through the analysis of their statistical significance.

2. Results show that the average differences between IFAD 8 and IFAD 9 are positive and
statistically significant for five evaluation indicators and suggest an improvement in the
overall project performance150 (Table 3).

Interpreting the Non significance level results
3. Slight positive variances between IFAD 8 and IFAD 9 have been found, although they are

not statistically significant.

4. The observed standard deviation comes in at 0.87 and 0.74 in IFAD 8 and IFAD 9
respectively. The mean score of the overall achievement in IFAD 9 (4.04) appears to be
greater than the mean score of IFAD 8 (3.93). However, this difference151 is not
statistically significant.

5. It is worth noting that considering the nonsignificant difference, the sampling error may
likely be too large as the sample size for these criteria remains small and therefore
leading to a nonsignificant test.
Table 3
Comparison of projects ratings of IFAD 9 vs IFAD 8 for significant criteria

Evaluation criteria Difference between IFAD 9 and
IFAD 8 averages

P-value

Relevance +.21 .05**

Innovation & scaling up +.30 .03**

Project performance +.21 .08***

Gender equality & women
empowerment

+.66 .001*

IFAD performance +.23 .04**

Source: IOE ratings database 2017, STATA
*,** and *** respectively indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level.

Table 4
Comparison of projects ratings of IFAD 9 vs IFAD 8 for non-significant criteria

Evaluation criteria Difference between IFAD 9 and
IFAD 8 averages

P-value

Efficiency +.16 .30

Effectiveness +.21 .13

Sustainability -0.02 .89

Gov. performance +.21 .14

Rural & poverty impact -.04 .76

Overall project achievement +.10 .41
Source: IOE ratings database 2017, STATA
*,** and *** respectively indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% level.

150 Relevance, Innovation and scaling up, Project performance, Gender equality and women empowerment and IFAD
performance.
151 Two means may have a little difference, that difference is clearly mathematically different from zero, but statistically it is
equal to zero.
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Part 3 - Test for correlation between evaluation criteria
1. The most commonly followed approach to evaluating project performance is an analysis

of the various evaluation criteria through their ratings scale. This approach involves an
examination of ratings for individual criteria in order to understand performance of
projects (either the project is performing well or not). However, this method may reveal
only part of the picture. It may be then useful to take into account ratings of other
criteria which could be closely associated and could therefore guide in understanding the
underlying explanation on the performance of projects. For instance, close association
between ratings for effectiveness and sustainability could help understand to what extent
project objectives have been reached and how results from the project are likely to
continue beyond the phase of IFAD's funding support.

2. In order to avoid multicollinearity issues among some evaluation criteria, project
performance and the overall project achievement criteria have been removed from the
analysis. In fact, these variables represent two composite evaluation criteria: while the
former is based on the ratings of four individual criteria (namely relevance,
effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability), the latter is based on all eight criteria152

applied by IOE.

3. The correlation analysis is based on IOE ratings153 data available for projects completed
between 2007 and 2015. For a better understanding of the underlying associations
between the various evaluation criteria, the Spearman’s rank correlation test154 is used
to undertake correlations. The correlation results are also tested for statistical
significance at the 5 per cent significance level. The results are presented in a matrix
form and show the degree of association i.e. the correlation coefficient between the
various criteria.

4. For the sake of simplicity, the different correlation coefficient values could be
interpreted155 in the following way:

*  for values between 0.9 and 1, the correlation is very strong.
*  for values between 0.7 and 0.89, correlation is strong.
*  for values between 0.5 and 0.69, correlation is moderate.
*  for values between 0.3 and 0.4.9, correlation is moderate to low.
*  for values between 0.16 and 0.29, correlation is weak to low.
*  for values below 0.16, correlation is too low to be meaningful.

5. The graph below shows the scatterplots of all the variables with one another. It is
important to ensure that there are no perfectly correlated variables (which would need
removing) before looking for significant correlations and possibly clusters of them.

6. The results are presented in the table below. Thus, for instance, results show that:

 A moderate to strong correlation exists between most criteria (0.60 to 0.71).
Importantly, for these criteria, the results are all significant at the 5 per cent
significance level.

 The strongest correlation was observed between Government performance and
effectiveness (0.71).

 On the other hand, for indicators such as Rural Poverty Impact and Gender, the
correlation with most variables was moderately low, although these results were
significant at 5% level.

152 See ARRI 2017, p. for description of all evaluation criteria.
153 See IOE Evaluation manual, chap.2, p18, 2nd edition.
154 The Spearman correlation test provides reliable results for ordinal variables which usually present non-linear relationship
among them.
155 There is no set rule in the interpretation of  the correlation coefficient.
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Table 5
Spearman's correlation coefficients156

Relevance Effectiveness Efficiency Sustainability Rural Pov.

Imp

Innov.

Scal

Gender Gov.

perf

IFAD perf

Relevance 1.00

Effectiveness 0.61* 1.00

Efficiency 0.36* 0.59* 1.00

Sustainability 0.47* 0.67* 0.44* 1.00

Rural Pov.Imp 0.40* 0.42* 0.35* 0.47* 1.00

Innov. Scal. 0.54* 0.66* 0.51* 0.52* 0.32* 1.00

Gender 0.28* 0.44* 0.28* 0.30* 0.02 0.32* 1.00

Gov. perf 0.47* 0.71* 0.68* 0.53* 0.38* 0.58* 0.44* 1.00

IFAD perf 0.49* 0.61* 0.45* 0.54* 0.32* 0.42* 0.39* 0.62* 1.00
Source: IOE evaluation database, STATA, March 2017.

156 * means the correlation coefficient is statistically significant at 5% level.
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Project performance trends 2000-2015

Relevance
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period

Relevance
All evaluation data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
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Effectiveness
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period

Effectiveness
All evaluation data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
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Efficiency
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period

Efficiency
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Sustainability
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period
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Project performance
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period

Project performance
All evaluation data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
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Rural poverty impact
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period
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Overall project achievement
All evaluation data series by year of completion - by replenishment period
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IFAD performance as partner
All evaluation data series by year of completion – by replenishment period
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Government performance as a partner
All evaluation data series by year of completion – by replenishment period
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Project performance ratings 2000-2015
Relevance
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.5 4.4

Standard deviation 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Relevance
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 23.5 19.0 31.4 22.2 31.1 20.9 18.6 3.7 0.0 0.0 1.4 2.2 3.0 3.3

Satisfactory 52.9 42.9 40.0 44.4 35.6 41.9 34.9 37.0 28.3 31.9 38.0 43.8 50.0 48.9

Moderately satisfactory 17.6 28.6 20.0 26.7 26.7 30.2 39.5 55.6 68.3 61.1 46.5 38.2 35.0 38.0

Moderately
unsatisfactory

5.9 9.5 8.6 6.7 6.7 7.0 7.0 3.7 3.3 5.6 12.7 14.6 12.0 9.8

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 1.4 1.1 0.0 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 2.4 3.7 2.9

Satisfactory 28.0 24.4 30.0 34.4 43.9 50.0 49.3

Moderately satisfactory 68.0 70.7 61.7 49.2 39.0 34.1 37.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 4.0 4.9 6.7 13.1 13.4 12.2 10.1

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.6 1.2 0.0 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Relevance
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 19.0 31.1 3.7 1.4 3.3

Satisfactory 42.9 35.6 37.0 38.0 48.9

Moderately satisfactory 28.6 26.7 55.6 46.5 38.0

Moderately unsatisfactory 9.5 6.7 3.7 12.7 9.8

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.7 4.9 4.4 4.3 4.5

Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 4.0

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.9 4.7 4.9 4.8 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.5

Standard deviation 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Effectiveness

PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 24.0 24.4 21.7 23.0 26.8 32.9 36.2

Moderately satisfactory 56.0 48.8 51.7 50.8 50.0 43.9 39.1

Moderately
unsatisfactory

12.0 17.1 15.0 16.4 18.3 20.7 21.7

Unsatisfactory 8.0 9.8 11.7 9.8 4.9 2.4 2.9

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1

Standard
deviation 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Effectiveness
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-
2011

2010-
2012

2011-
2013

2012-
2014

2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 4.8 2.9 2.2 0.0 0.0 2.3 1.9 1.7 0.0 2.8 2.2 3.0 3.3

Satisfactory 29.4 33.3 34.3 31.1 26.7 20.9 25.6 25.9 30.0 25.0 25.4 25.8 50.0 1.1

Moderately satisfactory 52.9 42.9 40.0 33.3 37.8 44.2 51.2 46.3 40.0 47.2 46.5 48.3 35.0 33.7

Moderately
unsatisfactory 11.8 14.3 17.1 28.9 26.7 25.6 9.3 18.5 20.0 18.1 15.5 20.2 12.0 43.5

Unsatisfactory 5.9 4.8 5.7 4.4 8.9 9.3 11.6 7.4 8.3 9.7 9.9 3.4 0.0 19.6

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1

Standard deviation 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Effectiveness
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 4.8 0.0 1.9 2.8 1.1

Satisfactory 33.3 26.7 25.9 25.4 33.7

Moderately satisfactory 42.9 37.8 46.3 46.5 43.5

Moderately unsatisfactory 14.3 26.7 18.5 15.5 19.6

Unsatisfactory 4.8 8.9 7.4 9.9 2.2

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.1

Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Efficiency
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.2 1.5

Satisfactory 16.0 14.6 18.3 14.8 17.3 17.3 20.6

Moderately satisfactory 48.0 34.1 30.0 37.7 43.2 43.2 35.3

Moderately
unsatisfactory 24.0 36.6 36.7 32.8 25.9 27.2 30.9

Unsatisfactory 12.0 14.6 13.3 11.5 9.9 9.9 11.8

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 1.7 3.3 2.5 1.2 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.7 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7

Standard
deviation 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Efficiency
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 5.9 14.3 14.3 11.1 8.9 4.7 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.0 1.1

Satisfactory 11.8 23.8 25.7 24.4 17.8 14.0 16.3 16.7 15.0 18.1 18.3 20.5 19.2 20.9

Moderately satisfactory 41.2 33.3 28.6 28.9 33.3 34.9 44.2 42.6 38.3 31.9 36.6 39.8 38.4 33.0

Moderately
unsatisfactory 29.4 14.3 17.1 26.7 28.9 34.9 23.3 27.8 33.3 36.1 32.4 27.3 32.3 36.3

Unsatisfactory 0.0 4.8 8.6 6.7 6.7 7.0 9.3 11.1 13.3 12.5 9.9 9.1 8.1 8.8

Highly unsatisfactory 11.8 9.5 5.7 2.2 4.4 4.7 4.7 1.9 0.0 1.4 2.8 2.3 1.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7

Standard deviation 0.8 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Efficiency
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 14.3 8.9 0.0 0.0 1.1

Satisfactory 23.8 17.8 16.7 18.3 20.9

Moderately satisfactory 33.3 33.3 42.6 36.6 33.0

Moderately unsatisfactory 14.3 28.9 27.8 32.4 36.3

Unsatisfactory 4.8 6.7 11.1 9.9 8.8

Highly unsatisfactory 9.5 4.4 1.9 2.8 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.7

Standard deviation 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.9

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Sustainability
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 20.0 17.5 13.6 11.7 11.0 8.5 8.7

Moderately satisfactory 40.0 45.0 42.4 46.7 51.2 56.1 56.5

Moderately unsatisfactory 28.0 30.0 37.3 35.0 34.1 30.5 31.9

Unsatisfactory 12.0 5.0 5.1 5.0 3.7 4.9 2.9

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 2.5 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7

Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Sustainability
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 29.4 23.8 20.0 13.3 13.3 16.3 20.9 18.5 16.9 14.1 15.7 13.5 10.1 8.9

Moderately satisfactory 11.8 19.0 28.6 40.0 37.8 39.5 34.9 40.7 44.1 45.1 45.7 49.4 54.5 58.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 35.3 38.1 31.4 26.7 26.7 25.6 32.6 31.5 33.9 35.2 32.9 33.7 29.3 27.8

Unsatisfactory 17.6 14.3 17.1 17.8 20.0 18.6 11.6 9.3 3.4 4.2 4.3 3.4 6.1 4.4

Highly unsatisfactory 5.9 4.8 2.9 2.2 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 73.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

Standard deviation 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Sustainability
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 23.8 13.3 18.5 15.7 8.9

Moderately satisfactory 19.0 37.8 40.7 45.7 58.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 38.1 26.7 31.5 32.9 27.8

Unsatisfactory 14.3 20.0 9.3 4.3 4.4

Highly unsatisfactory 4.8 2.2 0.0 1.4 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.7 3.7

Standard deviation 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Project performance
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 20.0 14.6 13.3 11.5 14.6 14.6 13.0

Moderately satisfactory 56.0 53.7 55.0 57.4 57.3 53.7 53.6

Moderately unsatisfactory 20.0 26.8 25.0 21.3 22.0 25.6 27.5

Unsatisfactory 4.0 4.9 6.7 9.8 6.1 6.1 5.8

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.1

Standard deviation 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 3.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.5

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.6 4.6 4.7

Project performance
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 4.8 5.7 4.4 4.4 2.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 29.4 38.1 40.0 40.0 35.6 32.6 27.9 24.1 16.7 13.9 15.5 16.9 18.0 17.4

Moderately satisfactory 52.9 42.9 40.0 40.0 40.0 44.2 51.2 50.0 53.3 55.6 56.3 55.1 51.0 53.3

Moderately
unsatisfactory 11.8 9.5 14.3 15.6 20.0 14.0 11.6 20.4 26.7 25.0 19.7 22.5 26.0 25.0

Unsatisfactory 5.9 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 7.0 5.6 3.3 5.6 8.5 5.6 5.0 4.3

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1

Standard deviation 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.0 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.7

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.6 4.7 4.7

Project performance
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 4.8 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 38.1 35.6 24.1 15.5 17.4

Moderately satisfactory 42.9 40.0 50.0 56.3 53.3

Moderately
unsatisfactory 9.5 20.0 20.4 19.7 25.0

Unsatisfactory 4.8 0.0 5.6 8.5 4.3

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.3 4.3 4.0 3.9 4.1

Standard deviation 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.7

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 4.2 4.3 4.7
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Rural poverty impact
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 24.0 31.6 31.6 35.1 28.2 32.1 28.8

Moderately satisfactory 56.0 52.6 49.1 50.9 57.7 56.4 56.1

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.0 10.5 12.3 8.8 10.3 9.0 10.6

Unsatisfactory 4.0 5.3 7.0 5.3 3.8 2.6 4.5

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1

Standard deviation 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Rural poverty impact
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 7.1 5.9 6.5 2.4 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 28.6 35.3 29.0 26.8 20.9 22.0 26.2 30.2 35.1 33.3 38.8 29.4 32.6 31.0

Moderately satisfactory 35.7 29.4 38.7 36.6 41.9 41.5 50.0 45.3 47.4 47.8 49.3 56.5 55.8 52.9

Moderately
unsatisfactory

21.4 23.5 22.6 29.3 27.9 31.7 21.4 22.6 14.0 13.0 7.5 10.6 9.5 12.6

Unsatisfactory 7.1 5.9 3.2 4.9 7.0 4.9 2.4 1.9 3.5 5.8 4.5 3.5 2.1 3.4

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.1

Standard deviation 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.3 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Rural poverty impact
All evaluation data by year of completion – by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 5.9 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 35.3 20.9 30.2 38.8 31.0

Moderately satisfactory 29.4 41.9 45.3 49.3 52.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 23.5 27.9 22.6 7.5 12.6

Unsatisfactory 5.9 7.0 1.9 4.5 3.4

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.1 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.1

Standard deviation 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Environment and Natural Resources management
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 1.6 3.2 1.9

Satisfactory 15.0 16.7 12.8 10.9 9.5 15.9 16.7

Moderately satisfactory 60.0 63.3 55.3 52.2 57.1 58.7 63.0

Moderately unsatisfactory 20.0 16.7 25.5 30.4 27.0 20.6 16.7

Unsatisfactory 5.0 3.3 6.4 4.3 4.8 1.6 1.9

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.0

Standard deviation 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 3.8 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Environment and Natural Resources management
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 5.6 3.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 3.0 2.4 2.3 0.0 1.9 1.5 2.6 1.4

Satisfactory 33.3 33.3 23.3 21.6 17.6 25.0 21.2 21.4 18.6 13.0 14.8 11.8 18.4 15.5

Moderately satisfactory 25.0 33.3 30.0 29.7 20.6 15.6 24.2 40.5 55.8 57.4 51.9 55.9 53.9 60.6

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.7 16.7 23.3 21.6 35.3 40.6 42.4 28.6 20.9 24.1 25.9 25.0 22.4 21.1

Unsatisfactory 16.7 5.6 13.3 16.2 14.7 12.5 6.1 7.1 2.3 5.6 5.6 5.9 2.6 1.4

Highly unsatisfactory 8.3 5.6 6.7 8.1 11.8 6.3 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.6 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.4 3.7 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.9

Standard deviation 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 2.8 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.8 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Environment and Natural Resources management
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 5.6 0.0 2.4 1.9 1.4

Satisfactory 33.3 17.6 21.4 14.8 15.5

Moderately satisfactory 33.3 20.6 40.5 51.9 60.6

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.7 35.3 28.6 25.9 21.1

Unsatisfactory 5.6 14.7 7.1 5.6 1.4

Highly unsatisfactory 5.6 11.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.0 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.9

Standard deviation 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 3.3 2.3 3.0 3.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Adaptation to climate change
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 1.7 1.6 0.0

Satisfactory 15.0 16.7 13.0 11.1 10.0 11.5 13.2

Moderately satisfactory 60.0 63.3 54.3 48.9 55.0 65.6 67.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 20.0 16.7 26.1 31.1 23.3 13.1 7.5

Unsatisfactory 5.0 3.3 6.5 6.7 10.0 8.2 11.3

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.8

Standard deviation 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 3.8 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Adaptation to climate change
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 5.6 3.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 3.0 2.4 2.4 0.0 1.9 1.5 1.4 0.0

Satisfactory 33.3 33.3 23.3 21.6 17.6 25.0 21.2 21.4 19.0 13.5 15.4 12.3 14.9 12.9

Moderately satisfactory 25.0 33.3 30.0 29.7 20.6 15.6 24.2 40.5 54.8 55.8 48.1 53.8 59.5 64.3

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.7 16.7 23.3 21.6 35.3 40.6 42.4 28.6 21.4 25.0 26.9 21.5 16.2 14.3

Unsatisfactory 16.7 5.6 13.3 16.2 14.7 12.5 6.1 7.1 2.4 5.8 7.7 10.8 8.1 8.6

Highly unsatisfactory 8.3 5.6 6.7 8.1 11.8 6.3 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.6 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.4 3.7 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.8

Standard deviation 4.2 4.9 4.5 4.4 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.9 4.7 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.1 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.2 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.6 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.2 5.0 4.5 4.4 4.1 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Adaptation to climate change
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 5.6 0.0 2.4 1.9 0.0

Satisfactory 33.3 17.6 21.4 15.4 12.9

Moderately satisfactory 33.3 20.6 40.5 48.1 64.3

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.7 35.3 28.6 26.9 14.3

Unsatisfactory 5.6 14.7 7.1 7.7 8.6

Highly unsatisfactory 5.6 11.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.0 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.8

Standard deviation 1.2 1.2 0.9 4.7 0.8

1st Quartile 3.3 2.3 3.0 4.6 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.7 4.0
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Innovation and scaling-up
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 4.0 4.9 3.3 3.3 2.4 3.7 2.9

Satisfactory 28.0 29.3 30.0 34.4 37.8 37.8 37.7

Moderately satisfactory 40.0 39.0 40.0 37.7 43.9 48.8 50.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 24.0 17.1 18.3 16.4 13.4 8.5 8.7

Unsatisfactory 4.0 7.3 6.7 6.6 1.2 0.0 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 2.4 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.0

100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3

Standard deviation 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Innovation and scaling-up
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 3.3 2.8 2.8 2.2 3.0 3.3

Satisfactory 46.2 36.8 37.5 31.7 26.2 26.2 34.9 31.5 30.0 29.2 33.8 36.0 34.0 33.7

Moderately satisfactory 30.8 31.6 28.1 29.3 35.7 40.5 44.2 44.4 43.3 43.1 39.4 43.8 49.0 46.7

Moderately
unsatisfactory 7.7 15.8 21.9 29.3 31.0 28.6 18.6 18.5 16.7 18.1 16.9 15.7 12.0 15.2

Unsatisfactory 15.4 15.8 12.5 9.8 7.1 4.8 2.3 3.7 5.0 5.6 4.2 2.2 2.0 1.1

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.4 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2

Standard deviation 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.8 4.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Innovation and scaling-up
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 1.9 2.8 3.3

Satisfactory 36.8 26.2 31.5 33.8 33.7

Moderately satisfactory 31.6 35.7 44.4 39.4 46.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 15.8 31.0 18.5 16.9 15.2

Unsatisfactory 15.8 7.1 3.7 4.2 1.1

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 3.9 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.2

Standard deviation 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.8

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.8 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Gender equality and women's empowerment
PCRV/PPE data series  by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 8.3 5.0 3.3 1.6 3.8 5.1 4.6

Satisfactory 29.2 25.0 28.3 36.1 41.3 34.6 33.8

Moderately satisfactory 50.0 47.5 46.7 41.0 38.8 44.9 46.2

Moderately unsatisfactory 8.3 17.5 18.3 19.7 13.8 12.8 13.8

Unsatisfactory 4.2 5.0 3.3 1.6 2.5 2.6 1.5

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.3

Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Gender equality and women's empowerment
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 7.4 4.8 3.2 1.5 3.4 4.2 3.4

Satisfactory 29.6 28.6 31.7 38.8 40.2 32.3 33.0

Moderately satisfactory 51.9 45.2 44.4 38.8 40.2 47.9 48.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 7.4 16.7 17.5 17.9 14.9 14.6 13.6

Unsatisfactory 3.7 4.8 3.2 3.0 1.1 1.0 1.1

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.2

Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Gender equality and women's empowerment
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 7.4 1.5 3.4

Satisfactory 29.6 38.8 33.0

Moderately satisfactory 51.9 38.8 48.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 7.4 17.9 13.6

Unsatisfactory 3.7 3.0 1.1

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.3 4.2 4.2

Standard deviation 0.9 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Overall project achievement
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 20.0 22.0 21.7 26.2 25.6 26.8 26.1

Moderately satisfactory 60.0 56.1 55.0 50.8 53.7 54.9 55.1

Moderately unsatisfactory 12.0 12.2 13.3 13.1 17.1 15.9 15.9

Unsatisfactory 8.0 9.8 10.0 9.8 3.7 2.4 2.9

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.0

Standard deviation 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.8 5.0 5.0

Overall project achievement
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 5.9 4.8 5.7 2.2 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 29.4 28.6 25.7 22.2 20.0 20.9 23.3 22.2 23.3 22.2 29.6 27.0 27.0 25.3

Moderately satisfactory 35.3 42.9 48.6 48.9 46.7 48.8 58.1 55.6 55.0 54.2 49.3 51.7 53.0 54.9

Moderately
unsatisfactory 23.5 19.0 17.1 24.4 28.9 27.9 16.3 18.5 15.0 15.3 12.7 18.0 18.0 17.6

Unsatisfactory 5.9 4.8 2.9 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 3.7 6.7 8.3 8.5 3.4 2.0 2.2

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.0

Standard deviation 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.5

Overall project achievement
All evaluation data by year of completion – by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 4.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 28.6 20.0 22.2 29.6 25.3

Moderately satisfactory 42.9 46.7 55.6 49.3 54.9

Moderately unsatisfactory 19.0 28.9 18.5 12.7 17.6

Unsatisfactory 4.8 2.2 3.7 8.5 2.2

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0

Standard deviation 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.5
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IFAD performance as a partner
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 4.0 2.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 24.0 24.4 28.3 29.5 37.8 41.5 46.4

Moderately satisfactory 60.0 53.7 51.7 52.5 46.3 45.1 42.0

Moderately unsatisfactory 12.0 19.5 16.7 16.4 14.6 13.4 11.6

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 1.7 1.6 1.2 0.0 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3

Standard deviation 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

IFAD performance as a partner
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 0.0 0.0 3.3 2.4 4.5 4.8 4.8 3.8 1.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 0.0 20.0 33.3 29.3 25.0 9.5 16.7 17.0 25.0 29.2 33.8 40.4 43.0 46.2

Moderately satisfactory 27.3 33.3 20.0 22.0 18.2 38.1 45.2 56.6 53.3 52.8 47.9 43.8 43.0 40.7

Moderately
unsatisfactory

72.7 46.7 40.0 43.9 50.0 45.2 31.0 18.9 18.3 13.9 16.9 14.6 14.0 13.2

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 3.3 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.4 3.8 1.7 2.8 1.4 1.1 0.0 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.3 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3

Standard deviation 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 3.5 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

IFAD performance as a partner
All evaluation data by year of completion - by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 0.0 4.5 3.8 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 20.0 25.0 17.0 33.8 46.2

Moderately satisfactory 33.3 18.2 56.6 47.9 40.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 46.7 50.0 18.9 16.9 13.2

Unsatisfactory 0.0 2.3 3.8 1.4 0.0

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.3

Standard deviation 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.7

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
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Government performance as a partner
PCRV/PPE data series by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 4.0 2.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 20.0 17.1 18.3 18.0 19.5 23.2 23.2

Moderately satisfactory 48.0 41.5 40.0 44.3 56.1 54.9 53.6

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.0 26.8 28.3 26.2 15.9 15.9 17.4

Unsatisfactory 12.0 12.2 11.7 11.5 8.5 6.1 5.8

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.9 4.0 3.9

Standard deviation 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Government performance as a partner
All evaluation data by year of completion – 3-year moving averages
Percentage of projects

2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Highly satisfactory 16.7 11.1 9.4 4.7 2.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 1.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 16.7 16.7 25.0 25.6 27.3 23.8 26.2 22.6 20.0 19.4 22.5 22.5 26.0 25.3

Moderately satisfactory 33.3 55.6 43.8 32.6 29.5 33.3 45.2 45.3 43.3 43.1 43.7 53.9 51.0 52.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 33.3 16.7 15.6 30.2 34.1 35.7 23.8 20.8 25.0 25.0 23.9 15.7 18.0 17.6

Unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 3.1 4.7 4.5 7.1 4.8 9.4 10.0 11.1 9.9 7.9 5.0 4.4

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 0.0 3.1 2.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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2000-2002 2001-2003 2002-2004 2003-2005 2004-2006 2005-2007 2006-2008 2007-2009 2008-2010 2009-2011 2010-2012 2011-2013 2012-2014 2013-2015

Average rating 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.0

Standard deviation 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8

1st Quartile 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

3rd Quartile 5.0 4.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.5

Government performance as a partner
All evaluation data by year of completion – by replenishment period
Percentage of projects

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Highly satisfactory 11.1 2.3 1.9 0.0 0.0

Satisfactory 16.7 27.3 22.6 22.5 25.3

Moderately satisfactory 55.6 29.5 45.3 43.7 52.7

Moderately unsatisfactory 16.7 34.1 20.8 23.9 17.6

Unsatisfactory 0.0 4.5 9.4 9.9 4.4

Highly unsatisfactory 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2001-2003
(5th)

2004-2006
(6th)

2007-2009
(7th)

2010-2012
(8th)

2013-2015
(9th)

Average rating 4.2 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.0

Standard deviation 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8

1st Quartile 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0
3rd Quartile 4.8 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.5
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Number of projects per each rating in the PCRV/PPE
series
Absolute number of projects per each rating in PCRV/PPE series

Evaluation Criteria <=6 <=5 <=4 <=3 <=2 <=1 Total

Relevance 3 63 74 16 1 0 157

Effectiveness 0 46 72 28 11 0 157

Efficiency 1 28 59 48 18 2 156

Sustainability 0 19 77 51 8 1 156

Project performance 0 22 86 38 11 0 157

Rural poverty impact 0 45 81 17 7 0 150

Innovation and scaling up 5 55 68 23 4 2 157

Gender equality and women's
empowerment 6 51 68 23 4 0 152

Environment and natural resources
management

2 18 70 28 4 0 122

Adaptation to climate change 1 16 70 23 10 0 120

IFAD performance 1 57 75 23 1 0 157

Government performance 1 33 76 33 14 0 157

Overall project achievement 0 40 83 23 10 0 156

Per cent of projects per each rating in PCRV/PPE series

Evaluation Criteria <=6 <=5 <=4 <=3 <=2 <=1 TOTAL

Relevance 1.9 40.1 47.1 10.2 0.6 0.0 100

Effectiveness 0.0 29.3 45.9 17.8 7.0 0.0 100

Efficiency 0.6 17.9 37.8 30.8 11.5 1.3 100

Sustainability 0.0 12.2 49.4 32.7 5.1 0.6 100

Project performance 0.0 14.0 54.8 24.2 7.0 0.0 100

Rural poverty impact 0.0 30.0 54.0 11.3 4.7 0.0 100

Innovation and scaling up 3.2 35.0 43.3 14.6 2.5 1.3 100

Gender equality and
women's empowerment 3.9 33.6 44.7 15.1 2.6 0.0 100

Environment and natural
resources management 1.6 14.8 57.4 23.0 3.3 0.0 100

Adaptation to climate change 0.8 13.3 58.3 19.2 8.3 0.0 100

IFAD performance 0.6 36.3 47.8 14.6 0.6 0.0 100

Government performance 0.6 21.0 48.4 21.0 8.9 0.0 100

Overall project achievement 0.0 25.6 53.2 14.7 6.4 0.0 100
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Comparison of IOE's PPE ratings and PMD's PCR ratings
for all evaluation criteria in projects completing in 2007-
2015 (N=48)

Criteria Mean ratings

Disconnect

of mean rating Mode ratings
IOE PMD IOE PMD

1. Relevance 4.25 4.92 -0.67 4 5

2. Effectiveness 4.25 4.54 -0.29 4 5

3. Efficiency 3.96 4.27 -0.31 4 4

4. Sustainability 3.90 4.17 -0.27 4 4

5. Project performance 4.16 4.57 -0.41 4 5

6. Rural poverty impact 4.33 4.46 -0.13 4 5

7. Innovation and scaling-up 4.33 4.72 -0.39 4 5

8. Gender equality and women's
empowerment 4.46 4.63 -0.17 4 5

9. Environment and natural
resources 3.78 4.09 -0.31 4 4

10. Overall project achievement 4.25 4.54 -0.29 4 5

11. IFAD performance 4.29 4.54 -0.25 4 5

12. Government performance 4.10 4.33 -0.23 4 5

Source: IOE evaluation rating database and PMD project completion report rating database
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Evaluations included in the 2017 ARRI

157 Evaluated in both the CSPE and PPE
158 Evaluated in both the CSPE and PCRV
159 Evaluated both in the CSPE and IE

Type Country/region Title Executive
Board

approval date

Project
completion date

IFAD loana

(US$
million)

Total project
costsa

(US$ million)

Corporate-
level

evaluations

All CLE on IFAD's
Decentralization
Experience

Evaluation
synthesis

reports

All Smallholder Access to
Markets

All Gender Equality and
Women's
Empowerment

All IFAD's support to
scaling up of results

Country
strategy &

programme
evaluations

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo

Agricultural
Rehabilitation
Programme in
Orientale Province157

Agricultural Revival
Programme in
Equateur Province158

13/12/2005

21/04/2004

31/10/2013

31/12/2012

15.53

14.8

26

22.6

Mozambique Sofala Bank Artisanal
Fisheries Project159

12/09/2001 31/03/2011 18.0 30.58

Nicaragua Programme for the
Economic
Development of the
Dry Region

Inclusion of Small-
Scale Producers in
Value Chains and
Market Access Project

10/04/2003

12/09/2007

31/12/2010

31/12/2015

14.0

3.9

25.0

21.7

Impact
Evaluation

Mozambique Sofala Bank Artisanal
Fisheries Project

12/09/2001 31/03/2011 18.0 30.58

Project
performance

Evaluation

Bangladesh Finance for Enterprise
Development and
Employment Creation
Project

12/09/2007 31/03/2014 35.0 57.8

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo

Agricultural
Rehabilitation
Programme in
Orientale Province

13/12/2005 31/10/2013 15.53 26
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Djibouti Programme for the
Mobilisation of Surface
Water and Sustainable
Land Management

13/12/2007 31/12/2014 3.0
(grant)

11.64

DR Congo Agricultural Revival
Programme in
Equateur Province

21/04/2004 31/12/2012 14.8 22.6

Type Country/region Title Executive
Board
approval date

Project
completion date

IFAD loana

(US$
million)

Total project
costsa

(US$ million)

Egypt West Noubaria Rural
Development Project

23/04/2002 30/06/2014 18.48 54.75

Malawi Rural Livelihoods
Support Programme

12/09/2001 30/09/2013 13.47 19.64

Nicaragua Technical Assistance
Fund Programme for
the Departments of
León, Chinandega and
Managua

09/12/1999 30/06/2013 14.0 20.6

Philippines Rural Microenterprise
Promotion Programme

19/04/2005 31/12/2013 21.2 27.5

Project
completion

report
validations

Argentina Patagonia Rural
Development Project

02/12/2004 31/03/2014 20.0 29

Azerbaijan Rural Development
Project for the North
West

13/12/2007 31/12/2014 17.2 32.3

Bangladesh National Agricultural
Technologies
Programme

13/12/2007 31/12/2014 19.55 84.75

Sunamganji
community-based
resource management
project

12/09/2001 31/03/2014 22.0 34.3

Benin Rural Dev. Support
Programme

12/12/2005 31/03/2012 10.0 14.79

Burkina Faso Small-Scale Irrigation
and Water
Management Project

13/12/2007 31/12/2014 11.0 19.1

Burundi Livestock Sector
Rehabilitation Support
Project

18/04/2007 30/06/2014 13.98
(grant)

17.81

Colombia Rural Microenterprise
Assets Programme:
Capitalization,
Technical Assistance
and Investment
Support

14/09/2006 31/12/2013 20.0 32.1

Comoros National Programme
for Sustainable Human
Development

18/04/2007 30/06/2014 4.654
(grant)

7.166

Congo Rural Development
Project in the
Departments of Niari,
Bouenza and
Lékoumou

20/04/2006 31/12/2013 8.4 20.8
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Ecuador Development of the
Central Corridor
Project

02/12/2004 30/06/2014 14.8 24.3

India Women’s
Empowerment and
Livelihood Programme
in Mid-Gangetic Plains

14/12/2006 31/01/2015 30.17 52.47

Kenya Smallholder
Horticulture Marketing
Programme

18 /04/2007 30/06/2015 23.43 26.59

Mali Northern Regions
Investment and Rural
Development
Programme

19/04/2005 30/06/2014 14.6 33.6

Kidal Integrated Rural
Development
Programme

14/12/2006 30/09/2014 11.34 22.83

Mexico Sustainable
Development Project
for Rural and
Indigenous
Communities of the
Semi-Arid North West

08/09/2005 31/12/2013 25.0 32.9

Niger Emergency Food
Security and Rural
Development
Programme

15/12/2010 31/03/2014 6.50 38.72

Nepal Leasehold Forestry
and Livestock
Programme

02/12/2004 31/12/2014 10.49 12.77

Sao Tome et
Principe

Participatory
Smallholder Agriculture
and Artisanal Fisheries
Development
Programme

26/04/2001 31/03/2015 9.97 13.45

Solomon
Islands

Solomon Islands Rural
Development
Programme

15/12/2010 30/11/2013 4.0
(grant)

30.40

Syria North-eastern Region
Rural Development
Project

18/04/2007 31/03/2015 20.1 58.0

Idleb Rural
Development Project

11/12/2002 31/12/2014 17.5 46.1

Tunisia Integrated Agricultural
Development Project in
the Governorate of
Siliana- Phase II

13/12/2005 31/12/2014 20.5 45.7

Yemen Rainfed Agriculture
and Livestock Project

12/09/2007 30/09/2014 16.6 42.2

* The most recent evaluations conducted for these projects were project performance assessments. Recently completed projects are
included in-country strategy and programme evaluations in order to assess the full country portfolio.

Type Country/region Title Executive
Board
approval date

Project
completion date

IFAD loana

(US$
million)

Total project
costsa

(US$ million)
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Objectives of country programmes and individual
projects evaluated

The main objectives of the country strategies can be summarized below:

(i) DR Congo. The 2003 COSOP, which was extended until 2011, had an overall
objective to improve food security among poor rural communities by supporting the
transition from emergency assistance to development and identified four specific
objectives for IFAD operations in DR Congo:
a) Support the growth of agricultural production by providing inputs and

promoting technologies designed to increase productivity ;
b) Improve marketing channels through investment in infrastructure, the

provision of market information and improvement in commodity market
organization;

c) Strengthen organizational capacities among small producer groups to help
them achieve better market access and improve their living conditions; and

d) Increase the access of impoverished communities to health and nutrition
services.

The 2012 COSOP focused on two objectives which continued to target agricultural
production and marketing, and capacity-building for farmer organizations:
e) Improve smallholder access to effective production services, appropriate

technologies and local markets; and
f) Professionalization of Peasant Organizations so that they become economic

partners and key interlocutors in rural areas.

(ii) Mozambique. The 2011 COSOP identified three objectives for IFAD operations in
Mozambique:

a) The access of smallholders and artisanal fishers to production factors,
technologies and resources is increased,

b) The access and participation of smallholders and artisanal fishers to markets
that can bring them equitable shares of profit are increased,

c) The availability of and access to appropriate and sustainable financial services
in rural areas are increased.

(iii) Nicaragua. The 2012 COSOP identified three objectives for IFAD operations in
Nicaragua:

a) Access is facilitated to assets, markets and income-generating activities, and
job opportunities are increased. These will be achieved through affirmative
actions that contribute to implementing inclusive strategies for the poor rural
population in local and national socioeconomic development processes.

b) Labour productivity is increased through incentives that facilitate access to
information, technology and technical and financial services.

c) Environmental, fiscal and institutional sustainability are improved.

(iv) Philippines. The 2009 COSOP identified three objectives for IFAD operations in
Philippines:

a) Upland poor households in the 20 poorest provinces – particularly those of
indigenous peoples and agrarian reform beneficiaries – have improved access
to land and water resources and gainfully use these sustainably,

b) Entrepreneurial poor in selected rural areas, particularly in the Visayas, and
northern and western, southern and eastern, and central Mindanao, have
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improved access to markets and rural financial services to improve the value
chains of agribusiness systems benefiting poor farmers, livestock producers,
fishers, marginalized groups, women and rural entrepreneurs,

c) Selected marginalized and poor communities dependent on coastal resources
in Bicol, eastern Visayas, northern Mindanao and the Autonomous Region for
Muslim Mindanao have sustainable access to fisheries and other productive
coastal resources, use sustainable management practices and diversify
livelihood opportunities to meet their basic needs, in particular food.
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Objectives of projects and programmes
Country and

project/programme
names

Objectives

Argentina
Patagonia Rural
Development Project

The programme’s development objective is reduction in the economic and
environmental vulnerability of the rural poor in Patagonia by rural development
asset-building with gender equity and sustainable use of natural resources, and
pursuant to the Millennium Development Goals for Argentina

Azerbaijan
Rural Development
Project for the North
West

The project’s goal is to reduce income poverty, malnutrition and food insecurity in
a sustainable manner by improving the livelihoods of the rural poor in the project
area and preventing further impoverishment. The key development objectives are
to: (i) rehabilitate the irrigation infrastructure and introduce participatory irrigation
management to ensure a sustainable and effective irrigation management regime;
(ii) ensure the delivery of advisory, technology transfer, financial and enterprise
support services; and (iii) enhance the capability and self-reliance of communities
to look after their own affairs and plan and implement their own development
initiatives more effectively.

Bangladesh
Finance for Enterprise
Development and
Employment Creation
Project

The project goal is to stimulate pro-poor growth to increase employment
opportunities and reduce poverty. The project objective is to expand existing
microenterprises and establish new ones. The project will aim to build the capacity
of both PKSF and its POs to efficiently manage a microenterprise development
programme.

Bangladesh
National Agricultural
Technologies
Ptrogramme

The project’s overall objective is to support the Government’s strategy to increase
national agricultural productivity and farm income. Its specific objective is to
improve the effectiveness of the national agricultural technology system in
Bangladesh for the benefit of small and marginal farmers.

Bangladesh
Sunamganji community-
based resource
management project

The main objectives of the project are to: (i) increase the assets and income of
135 000 households by developing self-managing grass-roots organizations to
improve beneficiary access to primary resources, employment, self-employment
and credit; and (ii) support the development of a viable national institution to
replicate the project approach in other areas of Bangladesh. The project’s
objectives will be met through the financing of five components designed to assist
the poor: (i) labour-intensive infrastructure development; (ii) fisheries
development; (iii) crop and livestock production; (iv) credit; and (v) institutional
support.

Benin
Rural Dev. Support
Programme

The programme's development Goal is to help reduce rural poverty sustainably by
increasing household incomes and improving community-level organizations.
Specifically, the programme aims to: 1) Earnings obtained directly and indirectly
through group IGAs and Micro- Businesses (MBs) increased sustainably 2)
Network of FSAs sustainably consolidated and expanded to provide financial
services that respond to needs of the poor and women 3) Capacity of village-level
organizations and actors (VDCs and IGA groups) sustainably strengthened and
fully representative 4) Strengthen policy dialogue on rural development and forge
strategic partnerships

Burkina Faso
Small-Scale Irrigation
and Water Management
Project

The project’s development objective is to contribute to rural poverty reduction and
food security through improved access to, and management of, water resources
for agricultural and pastoral use. Specific objectives are to: (i) strengthen target
group capacities and facilitate their participation in project activities, including
through access to irrigated land; (ii) assist target groups with investments to
increase their access to irrigation water using technologies adapted to their
technical skills and resource levels; (iii) intensify and diversify sustainable
agricultural production under irrigation and in inland valley bottoms; and (iv)
support marketing activities and enhance incomes, particularly of the most asset-
poor households.
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Country and
project/programme

names Objectives

Burundi
Livestock Sector
Rehabilitation Support
Project

The project aims to improve the livelihoods of the rural poor and restore their food
security. It will: (i) raise livestock productivity while developing the downstream
sector through increasing access to livestock processing technology, infrastructure
and markets; (ii) facilitate the access of the poor and vulnerable to veterinary
services and reinforce the sector in terms of sanitary risk management, prevention
and protection; and (iii) strengthen the capacity of elected community committees
responsible for local community development and introduce farmers’ field school
methodology to upgrade farmers’ skills and promote participatory competitive
research activities.

Colombia
Rural Microenterprise
Assets Programme:
Capitalization, Technical
Assistance and
Investment Support

The programme’s development objective is to increase the social, human,
financial, physical and natural assets of small-scale entrepreneurs, especially
women and young people, in rural poor areas of Colombia. The specific objective
is to increase the rural poor’s access – through their microenterprise initiatives – to
financial resources, technical assistance, knowledge, information and governance
structures (local, regional and national) essential to the development of their
microenterprises and markets. This will open the way for the simultaneous
engagement and participation in policy dialogue and formulation of public policies
related to economic integration and its impact on the rural poor.

Comoros
National Programme for
Sustainable Human
Development

The overall goal of the programme is to reduce poverty by promoting better
natural resource management in order to raise agricultural production. This will in
turn increase household income and food security. The specific objectives are to
support: (i) farmer organizations and local governance, including village
development associations, producer groups and private sector intermediary
organizations; (ii) land rehabilitation and sustainable local land management,
including environmental conservation and crop production, livestock development,
and promotion of artisanal fisheries; and (iii) local initiatives in close partnership
with migrants’ associations.

Congo
Rural Development
Project in the
Departments of Niari,
Bouenza and Lékoumou

The project’s development goal is to attain a sustained improvement in the social
and economic conditions of artisanal fishing communities in the project area. To
achieve this, the project will (a) empower and create capacity in fishing
communities to take increased responsibility for local development initiatives,
including implementing social infrastructure and service activities, and sustainably
managing marine resources; (b) improve the access of artisanal fishers to the fish
resources of the Sofala Bank, and promote their sustainable and commercially
viable use; (c) improve the linkages of artisanal fishing communities to input and
output markets; (d) increase the availability of savings facilities and small loans to
artisanal fishers, increase business opportunities for traders with linkages to
fishing centres, and improve services to fishers through access to finance by
small-scale enterprises in the project area; and (e) improve the enabling
environment for promoting and supporting artisanal fisheries development.

DR Congo
Agricultural Rehabilitation
Programme in Orientale
Province

The programme's development goal will be to help improve food security,
incomes, nutritional status and living standards of up to 55 000 households
including the households of 25 000 farmers and 6 000 fishers in the Tshopo
district and 24 000 households along the three axes. Its specific objectives will be
to build up the capacity for self-development of rural communities and their
organizations; facilitate access by local producers to markets and factors of
production (inputs, technologies, knowledge); improve access by local populations
to basic social services; and ensure that programme resources are effectively
used.

Country and
project/programme

names

Objectives
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Country and
project/programme
names

Objectives

DR Congo
Agricultural Revival
Programme in Equateur
Province

The overall goal of the programme is to contribute to enhancing food security and
improving the livelihoods of the rural poor. The programme’s development
objective is to restore and improve sustainable livelihoods for rural communities.
Specifically, the programme aims to: (i) restore and improve agricultural
productive assets, promote equitable and sustainable access by farmers to
markets and raise agricultural income; (ii) restore and improve the productive
assets of the fisheries sector, promote equitable and sustainable access of
fishermen (and women) to markets, and raise their income; and (iii) restore and
improve the access of rural communities to basic social services. A special focus
will be placed on addressing the development constraints faced by the poorest
rural categories, in particular widows, pygmies and other vulnerable groups.

Djibouti
Programme for the
Mobilisation of Surface
Water and Sustainable
Land Management

The programme’s overall goal is to improve the living conditions of pastoral
communities by promoting integrated management of natural resources. The two
specific objectives are: (i) to implement a programme for the mobilization of
surface water to improve access to water for the pastoral communities and their
livestock and to increase agricultural production; and (ii) to strengthen
organization and management capacity at the institutional, technical and
community levels.

Ecuador
Development of the
Central Corridor Project

The objectives of FECD are to contribute to reaching targets set out in Ecuadorian
development plans and those of CIDA’s technical and financial cooperation
programme in Ecuador. The institution was established to finance the local costs
of projects and of activities identified by the secretariat of FECD.

Egypt
West Noubaria Rural
Development Project

The overall project goal is to enhance the livelihoods of the target population
through increased and sustainable economic activity and greater social self-
reliance. The overall goal will be achieved through: (a) attainment of social
cohesion and a sense of community in the villages; (b) reliable and equitable
access to the support services essential to economic and social well-being; (c)
diversified and profitable farming based on more efficient water use; (d)
establishment of self-sustaining arrangements for the provision of accessible and
effective credit services; and (e) a diversified and strengthened local economy
contributing to nationwide economic advancement.

India
Women’s Empowerment
and Livelihood
Programme in Mid-
Gangetic Plains

The programme has three objectives: (i) building and/or strengthening community
level institutions for social and economic empowerment; (ii) enabling the target
group to access productive resources and social services; and (iii) building a
sustainable livelihood base that is integrated with the wider economy.

Kenya
Smallholder Horticulture
Marketing Programme

The development goals are to (i) increase incomes and reduce poverty among
poor rural households and the unemployed and underemployed in areas with
medium-to high farming potential and where horticulture is an important source of
livelihood; and (ii) improve the health and welfare of Kenyans by increasing the
quality and quantity of horticultural produce consumed within the country. These
goals will be pursued by seeking to (a) increase the output of – and the net
margins per unit of land earned by – resource-poor smallholders from horticultural
production for the domestic market; (b) increase employment in the production,
processing and marketing of horticultural produce; and (c) reduce the cost to
consumers and increase the quality of horticultural products consumed
domestically.

Malawi
Rural Microenterprise
Promotion Programme

The overall objective of the programme is to improve the livelihoods and quality of
life of the target population by improving access to resources and ensuring more
efficient resource use by village households. The programme will achieve this
objective by: (i) keeping the target population better informed and encouraging
self-motivation; (ii) empowering the target group to organize its access to
resources and improve production; (iii) ensuring responsiveness of service
providers; (iv) reducing the hunger gap; and (v) improving the dietary and
nutritional status of the target group.
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Mali
Northern Regions
Investment and Rural
Development
Programme

The programme’s goal is to reduce poverty and vulnerability among the rural
people of North Mali by reconstructing the economic and social fabric that has
been severely compromised by drought and conflict, and to contribute to policy
dialogue on rural poverty reduction. The programme’s specific objectives are to: (i)
build the capacity of local government, particularly at the community level, to lead
a participatory development process that will benefit the most vulnerable groups;
(ii) strengthen grass-roots organizations’ capacity to manage programme-financed
investments in an efficient and sustainable manner; (iii) improve access to basic
services; and (iv) contribute to the promotion of policies for rural poverty reduction.

Mali
Kidal Integrated Rural
Development
Programme

The programme’s overall goal is to help reduce poverty and food insecurity in the
Kidal Region. Its specific objectives are to (i) increase and diversify local residents’
incomes by stabilizing returns from nomadic livestock husbandry and promoting
agropastoral activities; and (ii) improve their living conditions, notably those of
women, by facilitating access to basic socio-economic services and infrastructure.

Mexico
Sustainable Development
Project for Rural and
Indigenous Communities
of the Semi-Arid North
West

The project’s overall objective is to raise the quality of life and thus reduce the
levels of poverty and marginality affecting rural and indigenous communities in the
project area. The project will support project-area communities and grass-roots
organizations in developing capacity to participate in local, social and economic
development processes, increase their production, employment opportunities and
incomes, and ensure the sustainability of natural resources. Specific objectives
include: (i) improving the productive capacity of land and natural resources while
facilitating better community control over assets, including land, agro-biodiversity
and natural landscapes; (ii) developing the human and social resources of poor
rural communities and indigenous populations while strengthening the
management and decision-making capacity of communities and their
organizations, with care to ensure gender equity and respect for ethnic diversity;
(iii) boosting employment and income levels of beneficiary families through the
receipt of payment for environmental services and from rural and nature-based
tourism microenterprises; and (iv) strengthening the inter- and intra-institutional
coordination capacity of the executing agency and project-related institutions at
the municipal, state and federal levels.

Mozambique
Sofala Bank Artisanal
Fisheries Project

The project’s development goal is to attain a sustained improvement in the social
and economic conditions of artisanal fishing communities in the project area. To
achieve this, the project will (a) empower and create capacity in fishing
communities to take increased responsibility for local development initiatives,
including implementing social infrastructure and service activities, and sustainably
managing marine resources; (b) improve the access of artisanal fishers to the fish
resources of the Sofala Bank, and promote their sustainable and commercially
viable use; (c) improve the linkages of artisanal fishing communities to input and
output markets; (d) increase the availability of savings facilities and small loans to
artisanal fishers, increase business opportunities for traders with linkages to
fishing centres, and improve services to fishers through access to finance by
small-scale enterprises in the project area; and (e) improve the enabling
environment for promoting and supporting artisanal fisheries development.

Nicaragua
Programme for the
Economic Development
of the Dry Region

The programme’s overall development objective is to contribute to the reduction of
rural poverty by increasing the income of rural poor households. Its specific
objective is to improve sustainably and equitably the access of poor rural
households to assets that allow them to benefit from income-generating
opportunities. It will assist in the participatory planning and implementation of
business and employment plans. In addition, it will ensure improved access to
income-generating activities by: (i) strengthening the target group’s capacity to
access markets, with special emphasis on creating the right conditions for women
and youth; and (ii) increasing the supply of local financial and non-financial
services.
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Nicaragua
Inclusion of Small-Scale
Producers in Value
Chains and Market
Access Project

The project’s goal is to enable the targeted rural poor to take part in local and
national social and economic processes in order to improve their income and
employment opportunities. In particular, the project will: (i) promote the
participation of small-scale producers in strategic value chains; (ii) contribute to
income diversification; and (iii) help achieve IDR’s objectives and results
frameworks by aligning project activities with its institutional objectives.

Nicaragua
Technical Assistance
Fund Programme for the
Departments of León,
Chinandega and
Managua

The development objective of the TAF will be to increase the productive and
marketing capacity of small and medium-scale farmers and small-scale
entrepreneurs living in rural areas by contributing to family incomes and improving
living conditions. The specific objective of the TAF will be to ensure access by
small-scale farmers and rural entrepreneurs to technical assistance services in a
sustainable manner based on the competitive supply of services and in
accordance with beneficiary needs. TAF implementation will result in: (a)
strengthened organizations of small-scale farmers and entrepreneurs that are able
to formulate technical assistance needs and to demand, negotiate and cofinance
these services and other agricultural-production support services; (b) sustainable
and efficient providers of technical assistance that use methodologies and
appropriate techniques responsive to the demands of farmers’ organizations; and
(c) different modalities of technical assistance provision operating and linking
supply and demand on a selective basis.

Niger
Emergency Food
Security and Rural
Development
Programme

The programme’s development objective is to support the improvement of food
security in the Niger generally, with a special focus on poor farmer and herder
households that are highly exposed to recurrent food and livestock crises in the
three targeted regions.

Nepal
Leasehold Forestry and
Livestock Programme

The overall goal of the eight-year LFLP is a sustained reduction in the poverty of
the 44 300 poor households that are allocated leasehold forestry plots in 22
districts through increased production of forest products and livestock. The
programme has four components: leasehold forestry and group formation;
livestock development; rural financial services; and programme management and
coordination. The objectives of the programme components are: (i) improved
household forage and tree crop production from secure and sustainable
management of leasehold plots; (ii) improved household production of small
livestock (goats); (iii) viable microfinance institutions providing services to
leaseholders; and (iv) the Government’s capacity to implement leasehold forestry
as a national poverty reduction programme in a gender-sensitive way.

Philippines
Rural Livelihoods
Support Programme

The programme’s development goal is rural poverty reduction through increased
economic development, job creation and rural incomes for 200 000 poor rural
households. Central to achieving this goal, and as its programme objective,
RuMEPP expects to see increasing numbers of new and existing rural
microenterprises expanding and operating profitably and sustainably.

Sao Tome et Principe
Participatory
Smallholder Agriculture
and Artisanal Fisheries
Development
Programme

Overall, the main objective of the programme is to continue providing support to
improvement in the living conditions and incomes of women and men in rural
smallholder agriculture and artisanal fisheries. More specifically, the programme
will: (a) continue providing support towards the restructuring of the rural sector, in
terms of strengthening grass-roots organizations and of preparing the ground for
future decentralized local development; (b) contribute to support for a pool of
professional service providers capable of responding to the needs and demands
of the target group; and (c) empower the target group to undertake economic
activities and take advantage of the income-earning opportunities offered by the
development of new products, the capture of niche markets and diversification of
activities.
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Solomon Islands
Solomon Islands Rural
Development
Programme

The development objective of the RDP is to raise the living standards of rural
households by establishing improved mechanisms for the delivery of priority
economic and social infrastructure and services by the public and private sector.
This is being achieved through: (i) increased, cost-effective and sustained
provision of local services and basic infrastructure determined through
participatory planning and prioritized by the villagers themselves; (ii) increased
capacity of agricultural institutions to provide demand-driven agriculture services
at the local level; and (iii) support for rural business development.

Syria
Idleb Rural Development
Project

The principal objectives of the proposed project are to improve the food security
and income levels of the target group of farmers and rural women by expanding
the area of arable land, improving access to water, and introducing more efficient
farming and water management practices for the sustainable use of land and
water resources.

Syria
North-eastern Region
Rural Development
Project

The overall project goal is to contribute to poverty reduction and improved
livelihoods of the target population in the project area. This objective will be
achieved through (i) rural community organizations with sustainable resource
management and commercial operations; (ii) optimal management and rational
use of water resources for irrigation; (iii) farmers’ access to effective and relevant
advisory services; and (iv) private-sector investments creating employment and
boosting incomes.

Tunisia
Integrated Agricultural
Development Project in
the Governorate of
Siliana- Phase II

The overall objective of the project is to achieve sustainable improvement in
incomes and living conditions for rural people living in the Governorate of Siliana.
Specific objectives are as follows: (i) engage communities in a local development
process likely to promote their initiatives and investments in agriculture and soil
and water conservation; (ii) diversify and increase employment and investment
opportunities in rural areas for both women and youth and contribute to the
development of sustainable economic linkages; (iii) develop the institutional
capacities of the Regional Commission for Agricultural Development (CRDA)
based on an integrated, participatory, equitable and gender-sensitive approach to
local development; and (iv) ensure that regional stakeholders and national
decision makers adopt the principles of sustainable land management.

Yemen
Rainfed Agriculture and
Livestock Project

The overall project goal is to reduce rural poverty in the project area and improve
natural resource management. The development objectives are to: (i) help
producers upgrade and diversify agricultural and livestock production and
processing and marketing systems, and protect their assets (soil, water,
rangeland, seed and animals); and (ii) empower rural communities to organize,
participate in and gain benefit from community-based development planning and
execution and to improve their access to public and private services, input and
output markets and rural finance.
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List of 62 country strategy and programme evaluations
completed and published by IOE (1992-2017)

Division* Country programme evaluation Publication year(s)
LAC Argentina 2010

APR Bangladesh 1994, 2006, 2016

WCA Benin 2005

LAC Plurinational State of Bolivia 2005, 2014

LAC Brazil 2008, 2016

APR China 2014

WCA Congo 2017

LAC Ecuador 2014

NEN Egypt 2005

ESA Ethiopia 2009, 2016

WCA Gambia (The) 2016

WCA Ghana 1996, 2012

LAC Honduras 1996

APR India 2010, 2016

APR Indonesia 2004, 2014

NEN Jordan 2014

ESA Kenya 2011

WCA Madagascar 2013

WCA Mali 2007, 2013

WCA Mauritania 1998

LAC Mexico 2006

NEN Morocco 2008

NEN Republic of Moldova 2014

ESA Mozambique 2010, 2017

APR Nepal 1999, 2013

LAC Nicaragua 2017

WCA Niger 2011
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Division* Country programme evaluation Publication year(s)
WCA Nigeria 2009, 2016

APR Pakistan 1995, 2008

APR Papua New Guinea 2002

APR Philippines 2017

ESA Rwanda 2006, 2012

WCA Senegal 2004, 2014

APR Sri Lanka 2002

NEN Sudan 1994, 2009

NEN Syrian Arab Republic 2001

ESA United Republic of Tanzania 2003, 2015

NEN Tunisia 2003

NEN Turkey 2016

ESA Uganda 2013

APR Viet Nam 2001, 2012

NEN Yemen 1992, 2012

ESA Zambia 2014

*APR= Asia and the Pacific; ESA= East and Southern Africa; LAC= Latin America and the Caribbean; NEN= Near East North
Africa and Europe; WCA= West and Central Africa


